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Helpless as a Baby
Preface
This book is about human evolution. It is a mixture of fact and fiction, The former comprises
the generally accepted scientific conventions on the timing and geography of human
evolution, while the latter comprises the author's propositions on the general process of
human evolution.
In this context, the author accepts the mainstream convention that the evolutionary
development of the human specie started in Africa about five million years ago.
Readers may care to note that Chapters One, Two and Three recount the mainstream
scientific conventions on universal evolution, ecology and human evolution.
All the remaining chapters contain a mixture of scientific facts, and the author's propositions
on the process of general and human evolution.
Chapters Four, Five and Six concern the environmental, embryological, morphological and
physiological aspects.
Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine concern adult, parent/child and sibling relationships.
Chapter Ten concerns psychology and culture.
Chapter Eleven considers some relativistic reversals.
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Helpless as a Baby
Chapter One

Patterns of Change
Patterns of Change

A Paradox: The mammal specie which has the most capable adults, is the mammal specie
which has the most helpless babies.
Evolution is another paradox. A mixture of ancient and modern, fact and fiction, which
purports to explain the past and predict the future.
Yet, in an ever changing universe, as the past becomes the future, the totality of previous
environments becomes an amorphous mosaic -- to mock and mystify the present.
The comprehensive nature of evolution requires the acceptance that all past events and
relationships were part of one totality. This creates mystery and frustration for the scientist,
but it also provides a marvellous discipline.
In this regard, any theory which seeks to describe the evolutionary process of any aspect of
the Universe, must fit the facts -- totally. If it fits some facts, but not all - then it's wrong.
This is the joy of evolution, as a scientific discipline, for it means that false hypotheses can
be quickly tested and eliminated.
Evolutionary theory should be based upon facts. However, in terms of Philosophy, no factual
concept can be proved absolutely. In this context, facts are phenomena which can only be
measured in relation to other facts. As a result, if the datum facts are false, all facts which
relate to them will be equally false.
Scientific Facts
Scientists accept this philosophic position. In practice, evolutionary theory is based upon
scientific facts. These facts are phenomena which scientists have measured, tested and
defined according to internationally agreed verification procedures. Such facts are accepted
as true facts - until proved false.
An example may illustrate the nature of scientific facts.
In 1911, a physicist named Einstein predicted that a ray of light, which grazed the Sun,
would be bent by gravity through 0.83 seconds of arc. In 1917, he revised this figure, and
predicted a deflection of 1.7 seconds of arc. This prediction was duly confirmed by an
astronomer named Eddington, in 1919. (See Chapter 11 post).
This discovery creates a potential problem for scientists who are researching into the
evolution of the stars and galaxies. This is because over 99% of all the stars in the
detectable Universe, are partially or totally obscured from the Earth, by the 1% of the stars
which lie directly between them and the Earth. As a result, most of the light from most of
the stars in the Universe, is bent by stellar gravity.
This means that the observed position of the stars is not the true position, and nobody can
be sure whether a distant star's light has been bent upwards, downwards or side wards.
However, scientists can get round this problem by referring to the isotropic nature of the
Universe, which allows them to assume that all such errors are self-compensating.
This is the nature of evolutionary facts. Scientists have to deal with past events, where time
and distance make truly accurate assessment relatively impossible.
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Human evolution involved genetic, sociological, psychological, cultural and technological
relationships. To put these in perspective, a knowledge of the current scientific conventions
on Universal Evolution, and Ecology is desirable. The former concerns time and distance,
while the latter involves current interrelationships.
The remainder of this chapter will relate the basic elements of Universal Evolution, while
Chapter Two relates the essence of Ecological Evolution.
Evolution of the Universe
The mainstream scientific convention on the creation of the Universe centres on the Big
Bang theory. This evolutionary theory is based relativity theory, coupled with facts
determined by Astronomers and Particle-physicists. It holds that the Universe was originally
concentrated into a small primeval particle, which exploded about 18 billion years ago. Most
of the basic elements of the Universe were created within the first few seconds following
this explosion.
In the first hundredth of a second of universal existence, the temperature was a 100 billion
degrees Kelvin, and primitive particles were expanding into an enormous fireball.These
particles comprised electrons, positrons, photons, neutrinos and antineutrinos. The density
of the fireball, at this point of tine, was about 4 billion times that of water.
After about one tenth of a second, the temperature had dropped to 30 billion degrees, and
the density of the fireball was 380,000 times that of water,
By the time the Universe was 14.5 seconds old, the electrons and positrons were in the
process of destroying each other; and the nuclei of deuterium (heavy hydrogen), were
beginning to form. At this point, the temperature had dropped to 3 billion degrees.
When the Universe was three minutes old, tritium and helium nuclei started to form as the
temperature dropped to a billion degrees.
About 700,000 years later, the Universe had become sufficiently cool for stable atoms to
form. These comprised mainly hydrogen and helium, which began to form stars and
galaxies.
The Pattern of Change
Although this theory is very dependent upon certain frames of reference, and
interpretations of data, the pattern of change should be noted. Thus, the interaction and
relationship of time and distance; heat and pressure and variation and extinction, are at the
centre of most evolutionary changes. They will be perceived throughout this book.
Evolution of Galaxies
After the primary evolution of the early Universe, the simplest free atoms, namely:
hydrogen, helium and tritium, started to form stars and galaxies.
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There are many different types of galaxies, and most of them are themselves part of huge,
spherical clusters of galaxies. The individual galaxies are generally either spherical, ellipsoid
or disc-shaped.
The mainstream conventions on the evolution of the common disc galaxies, like our own
Milky Way galaxy, theorise that the galaxies originally formed into a spherical shell. This
galactic shell of stars formed on the outer surface of the galactic cloud , because the outer
periphery was cooler than the more central parts of the proto-galaxy.
It is unlikely that the proto-galactic cloud was a perfect sphere at its birth, although
gravitational pressure would tend to encourage spherical development. The influence of
gravity upon the shape of the galactic cloud, would tend to lead to a concentration of stars
at the spheric anomalies. This could result in the formation of globular clusters.
The stars and globular clusters of stars, which formed at that time, are classified by
Astronomers as Population II stars. These stars are considered to be much older than the
Population I stars, which are found in the main disc of the galaxy. In time, the more
massive of these older, Population II stars, exploded to form novas, or supernovas. At least
half of the matter produced by these stellar explosions would be ejected into the galactic
cloud.
A characteristic of the Population II stars is the production of relatively heavy elements,
which are produced by the rapid rate of nuclear reactions within the stellar cores. As a
result, the galactic cloud would accumulate relatively large quantities of the heavier
elements. This explains why the more recently formed Population I stars, feature a much
higher heavy element content than their older predecessors.
The isotropic nature of the Universe applies to the distribution of matter, as well as its
dynamic movement. Thus, although the general movement of galaxies is away from the site
of the Big Bang, individual stars within the galaxies, can move in any direction.
The initiation of such stellar movement may have been the impact of gravitational pressure
on the non-spheroid anomalies of the proto-galactic clouds.
In this regard, where the distribution of the stars within a galaxy was even, the dynamic
movement of the stars would be isotropic. As a result, the galaxy would remain spherical.
However, where the distribution of the stars was irregular, the dynamic movement of the
stars within the galaxy, would vary according to their distribution and mass. In this context,
if there was a preponderance of stars moving in any particular direction, this could lead to
the creation of galactic spin along the plane of that direction. This could create a disc-type
of galaxy.
Galactic evolution shows the element of chance in the determination of long term
developments. It also illustrates how anomalies, within an isotropic environment, can lead
to the development of long term structural changes. In this regard, it should be noted how
the pattern of change is reinforced and maintained, by early evolutionary developments.
Stars are classified by Astronomers and Astrophysicists according to their luminosity and
colour, on the Hertzbrung-Russell diagram. In this context, the brightest stars are perceived
of as blue/white in colour. They are relatively massive, young stars, which eventually
explode - as novas, or supernovas. The next brightest stars are the yellow/white stars of
the main sequence, like our Sun.
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The third brightest of the white coloured stars are known as White Dwarfs. These are the
nearly extinct remains of yellow/white stars. The other stars appear red in colour, and
comprise either Red Giants, or Red Dwarfs. The former are main sequence stars, prior to
becoming White Dwarfs; while the latter are main sequence stars of low luminosity.
Evolution of Stars
Stars are created within a cloud of gas and dust, known as a nebula. As nebulae are too
opaque to be examined by optical telescopes stellar formation cannot be visually observed.
However, nebulae are transparent to millimetre and infrared waves. Therefore
Astrophysicists, equipped with proper receiving aerials, can gather all the data they need to
determine the basic processes involved in stellar evolution.
The current mainstream conventions on stellar formation, have been generated mainly
through the use of sophisticated computer programmes and processors. According to these
studies, the most idealised model - which involves a perfectly spherical, proto-stellar cloud,
would develop in the manner described below.
Initially, as part of a nebula gas and dust cloud, the proto-stellar cloud would be
transparent to light, and would be heated by the light of neighbouring stars. In addition,
any dust in the cloud, would reflect any infrared light which penetrated the cloud.
However, when gravity compressed the proto-stellar cloud, it would become opaque to
light, and thus lose this source of heat. Eventually, gravity also overcame the thermally
produced internal pressure, and the proto-stellar cloud contracted.
The infrared radiation produced by the reflecting dust within the cloud, slowed the rate of
contraction, but eventually the proto-stellar cloud was compressed to such a degree that it
also became opaque to infrared radiation.
The consequent reduction in thermal pressure led to the collapse of the proto-stellar cloud,
as gravity compressed it still further. Eventually, the heat generated by gravitational
compression was sufficient to overcome the pressure of gravity, and the contraction
temporarily ceased.
This resulted in a region known as the first core, which measured about 930 million miles in
diameter. At this point, the temperature was about 100 degrees Kelvin, (i.e. well below the
freezing point of water).
The remaining matter outside this first core, continued the process, under the influence of
gravity, and added to the first core. However, the latter's size remained the same, although
its temperature and density, rose and fell with each inflow of new matter from outside the
core.
Eventually, the temperature of the first core rose to a about 2,000 degrees Kelvin, and at
this point the diatomic hydrogen atoms disassociated into single atoms of hydrogen.
In this context, because hydrogen absorbs energy as it disassociates, the temperature of
the core dropped, and gravity began to compress the core still further. The second dynamic
collapse continued until the temperature reached about 100,000 degrees Kelvin. At this
point, the thermal pressure was once again able to equalise the pressure of gravity.
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This second core initially only contained a small fraction of the proto-stellar cloud, and was
only a few times the size of the Sun. The remainder of the cloud continued to fall inwards
under gravitational pressure, and entered the second core.
When the second core was largely complete, the remaining proto-stellar cloud collapsed
around it -- and the proto-star entered the main sequence of stellar evolution.
In this idealised model, the process of collapse takes about 100,000 years.
Most proto-stellar clouds would have some element of initial spin, and most would be
asymmetric - in terms of the distribution of matter within the cloud. These influences
change the resultant development of the first and second core stages of proto-stellar
evolution. The influence of spin causes a cloud to flatten out, and produce a
doughnut-shaped first core. This may evolve into two second cores, producing the binary
star systems which are typical of the majority of stars in the Universe.
Asymmetric influences, coupled with spin, may similarly produce binary stars; or may
produce several stars from one single proto-stellar cloud. However, if an asymmetric cloud
spins very slowly, the second core will become elongated, but will not divide. The result will
be a single star with a spiral disc of stellar material surrounding the star. This could have
been the process which led to our own Sun, and its planetary system.
Most stars, are about the size of the Sun. When they have converted their hydrogen atoms
into helium, their thermonuclear energy is reduced, with the result that gravity causes the
helium to collapse inwards.
This gravitational pressure leads to an increase in temperature, which results in more
hydrogen burning in the outer shell of the star. This causes the shell to expand, resulting in
a star known as a Red Giant. The star's heat gradually dissipates into space, whereupon the
pressure of gravity causes another collapse. This results in a star known as a White Dwarf
Very large stars, about ten times the size of the Sun, go through the same stages.
However, because of their larger mass, their temperature is higher, and the rate of
hydrogen depletion is quicker. They too become Red Giants, but because they are so
massive the hydrogen shell is large enough to cause a secondary collapse.
This leads to the conversion of helium into carbon. This process continues with the
successive development of heavier atoms, until the reactions cease with the formation of
iron.
Iron fusion reactions take energy in, instead of giving it out, and this results in a drop of
thermal pressure, which leads to gravitational collapse. The result, is either a nova or a
supernova, depending upon the mass of the star. The remaining core may become a pulsar.
The Pattern of Change
Stellar evolution, demonstrates the powerful interplay of thermal and gravitational
pressures, coupled with the energy variations which come from atomic fusion, and
disassociation. Pressure, collapse, stasis, reversals and oscillation are all part of the process
of stellar evolution; and all are important elements in the pattern of change.
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Evolution of Planets
The Cold Gas Disc Theory, which comprises the present scientific convention on the
formation of the Sun's planetary system, dovetails fairly neatly into the conventions on
stellar evolution. Both imply that the planets would form from the residue of the
proto-stellar cloud. However, according to the disc theory, the proto-planets were originally
formed from a series of rings, which developed around the newly formed Sun.
Under gravitational pressure, the gas and dust coalesced to form the planets, and their
moons. Although none of the planets was massive enough to develop thermonuclear
reactions they all would have undergone a degree of internal heating, which would result in
the heavier elements sinking into the core of each planet. The current theory suggests that
the Sun's solar wind would tend to evaporate the lighter elements on the surface of those
planets which were closest to the Sun. As a result, the terrestrial planets of Mercury, Venus,
Earth and Mars, are much more dense than the outer planets.
The planets are considered composite in nature - made up of aggregates of smaller bodies.
In this regard, some of the lighter elements which were formed upon the surfaces of the
internalised aggregates would be buried within the main body of the resultant planet. This
material would be gradually transferred, by internal convection currents, to the outer
surfaces of the planet to form volcanoes etc.
The long term evolution of the planets and their moons, would be dependent upon their
mass, and surface-to-volume ratios; and their distance from the Sun. In this context, a
relatively high mass-to-volume ratio would imply a substantial magnetic field, which could
have a proportionate influence on the growth of a planetary atmosphere.
The Pattern of Change
In the context of general evolution, the development of the planets introduces greater
complexity - with surface-to-volume ratios, aggregates, and convection currents. But the
pattern of change is maintained and reinforced.
Thus: gravity, pressure, heat, dynamics, variation and stasis.
Evolution of the Biosphere
The mainstream scientific conventions, on the Earth's biospheric evolution, start with its
formation as a planet: in accordance with the Cold Gas Disc Theory.
This convention holds that the Earth was initially heated by gravitational pressure, and the
resultant degassing of the lighter elements produced a relatively heavy atmosphere
consisting of water vapour mixed with ammonia, methane, and carbon monoxide.
As the Earth was reduced in volume, due to gravitational pressure, its surface solidified to
form oceanic, and continental crusts. These combined with the upper part of the mantle to
form the lithosphere, which is generally composed of crystallised rock. The solid lithosphere
floats upon a semisolid layer called the asthenosphere, which moves slowly around under
the influence of convection currents caused by the dissipation of heat from the Earth's
interior.
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As the asthenosphere is only semisolid, it can move in a gradual, elastic manner. By
contrast, the solid lithosphere can move only by shearing its crystalline formations of rock.
This results in earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
The continental crust lies on a series of independent continental plates, which may divide or
combine, depending on the movements of the asthenosphere below. When they divide, a
oceanic crust is formed, as molten lava comes up from the base of the lithosphere to fill the
gap created by the divide.
When the plates collide, they may either cause surface folding - as in the case of the
Himalayas, or they may overlap to produce an oceanic trench, coupled with surface folding
on the overlapping plate.
The development of the Earth's magnetic field, which is due to the iron core of the planet,
provided an important shield against the solar wind produced by the Sun. In addition, it
acted as a barrier to prevent the total dissipation of the Earth's atmosphere. As a result, the
upper regions of the atmosphere have shielded the surface of the Earth from the ultraviolet
rays, cosmic rays and meteorites, which could otherwise have destroyed the biosphere.
Another vital element in the development of the biosphere, has been the carbon-carbon
cycle, which has stabilised the Earth's atmospheric conditions, in terms of both temperature
and gaseous composition.
It can be perceived that a combination of a great many factors have provided the basis for
the development of life on Earth.
Early Life
One of the early life forms was anaerobic bacteria, which consumed methane gas and
produced oxygen as a waste product. Over billions of years, these creatures interacted with
the atomic and chemical agents of evolution creating an environment which was suitable for
the establishment of plant life.
The plants developed the ability to convert the Sun's light into chemical energy which could
be stored as starch, or sugar. This created the environment required for the evolution of
relatively large terrestrial animals.
As the evolutionary process continued, it became more and more complex. This was due to
structural and chemical variations involved in the developing life forms. In addition, plant
and animal interrelationships created an enormous range of organic and behavioural
variables.
However, the basic universal forces shaped and developed the evolution of life in a similar
way to the evolution of the planets, stars and galaxies.
The Pattern of Change
In this regard, the most important elements of the pattern of change, namely: gravity,
pressure, heat, surface-to-volume ratios, variation and extinction, are clearly discernible in
all aspects of evolution.
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Ecology and Economics, are related scientific disciplines which are concerned with energy
interactions and relationships. The former is mainly concerned with the general biosphere,
while the latter specialises in the affairs of the human specie.
The division between the general and the specific, is common in science. The general
disciplines of Zoology and Ethology, have their specific counterparts in Physiology and
Psychology.
All six of these disciplines relate to the totality of the biosphere; but this chapter will
concentrate on the mainstream conventions of Ecology and Ethology. The former covers the
internal and external environments, which affect specie evolution; while the latter
concentrates on the internal and external stimuli, which affects the current behaviour of
specie.
This is a selective view to prepare the reader for the topic of human evolution.
Ecology
Apart from the evolution of life itself, the most important development in the biosphere was
photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis is unique to green plants, some red and brown algae, and a few bacteria. It
enables organisms to convert the Sun's light into chemical energy, which can be stored for
future use.
The absorption of light energy requires the presence of pigments, which are contained in
chloroplasts in the cells of the organism. The most important pigments are the chlorophylls,
which give plants their green colour. Clusters of chlorophyll molecules, called quantosomes,
are stacked on membranes within the chloroplast. Light 'excites' the chlorophyll molecules,
causing the emission of high energy particles. These help to create new molecules, which
are capable of storing chemical energy.
To appreciate the effect of this microscopic reaction on the biosphere, it is desirable to
examine the process in detail.
Mechanics of Photosynthesis
The first part of the photosynthesis process is called the light reaction. This takes place in
the quantosomes, and involves the conversion of radiant energy into chemical energy, and
simultaneous splitting of water molecules.
Each water molecule is a compound of hydrogen and oxygen atoms. When these atoms
divide, the oxygen escapes from the chloroplast and eventually passes into the atmosphere.
The remaining hydrogen atoms are taken up by a hydrogen receptor, called N.A.D.P.
(Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate).
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The second part of the process is called the dark reaction. It takes place in a watery fluid
which surrounds the chloroplast membranes. The chemical energy produced by the light
reaction combines with carbon dioxide and the hydrogen of N. A. D. P., to form a new
molecule containing carbon, oxygen and hydrogen.
This results in the production of sugar, which can then be converted into other sugars,
starches, and carbohydrates.
Photosynthesis requires radiant energy and various chemical compounds. The radiant
energy is eventually lost by the biosphere, in the form of heat. However, the chemical
compounds can be continually recycled, and this allows the process to be repeated ad
infinitum.
Cycle of Elements
The most important of the recycled elements are hydrogen and oxygen, in the form of
water; and carbon, nitrogen, calcium, sulphur, phosphorus, and metal salts.
All the chemical elements present in organisms also occur in the non-living part of the
Earth's crust, but in different proportions. Living organisms contain relatively more oxygen,
carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen than inorganic matter, but less potassium, sodium, iron and
silicon. All these materials are recycled through the biosphere either as elements, or as part
of more complex compounds. All are important, in some way, for the maintenance of life
Water makes up about 70% of the weight of most plants and animals. Land plants gain
their water from rain, snow, hail etc. , and lose it through transpiration, or evaporation. In
tropical areas, the evaporation rate may be such that even with moderate to heavy rainfall
there may be too little for some types of plants. In temperate areas, where the evaporation
rate is lower, light rainfall can be biologically more effective than three times as much in
tropical zones.
Carbon is obtained from the atmosphere, and water. It is returned by respiration; or
decomposition of waste products; or through the decomposition of the organisms
themselves, when they die.
Nitrogen cannot be obtained directly from the atmosphere. It is either transferred by
nitrogen-fixing bacteria, which live within the root structures of certain plants, or it is taken
up directly through the roots of plants in the form of soluble compounds. These compounds
may arise through the agency of lightning, or the decomposition of dead organisms.
Nitrogen compounds form an important part of proteins. In this form, it is transferred to
animals, either when they eat protein-rich plant foods, or other animals.
Other important elements, like calcium and sulphur, are cycled in a similar way The former
can be taken up by land plants through their roots. When the plants are eaten by animals
they utilise it in their skeletal structures in the form of bones, teeth, or shells. When such
animals die, the action of weak carbonic acid in rainwater leads to the break-up of the
calcium compounds, releasing both calcium and carbon back into the biosphere.
Apart from its vital role in photosynthesis, water provides structural support for lake and
ocean organisms. Air, by contrast, provides very limited support for terrestrial plants and
organisms. This difference has resulted in marked variations between aquatic and terrestrial
plants, in terms of their size, reproduction rates, and speciation.
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Aquatic organisms can photosynthesise while floating upon, or within, their open-water
environments. The dynamic nature of such environments, limits the structural growth
potential of these organisms, with the result that they remain small. Furthermore, the lack
of any defence against predation puts a premium on high levels of reproduction. Thus, most
aquatic plants are single-celled organisms which have a short life-span, but rapid rates of
reproduction.
Terrestrial plants need to locate their photosynthesising elements in the manner which will
achieve maximum sunlight coverage. This generally predicates a relatively large and
complex structure. This implies a slow rate of maturity and reproduction. However, the
support structure provides a defence against predation. As a result, the terrestrial plants of
the biosphere, have evolved very differently from their aquatic counterparts.
Producers and Consumers
The aquatic and terrestrial photosynthesising organisms initiate the energy interactions of
the biosphere, but the bulk of the subsequent interactions involve predation. In ecological
terms, the mainstream conventions divide organisms into two main groups, namely:
producers and consumers. The interactions take place in ecosystems; while the feeding
relationships are classified as food chains, or food webs.
The assemblage of plants and animals. within any given environment, is called a
community. In biological terms, a community consists of a variety of species. The term
specie, in this context, is generally defined as a group of similar individuals, which actually
or potentially are able to breed among themselves. In this context, it should be noted that
there are organisms that do not reproduce by a sexual process. These asexual creatures are
divided into species, on the basis of their structure.
Variant or subspecies, are those which might be able to interbreed, but which do not do so
because they are separated from other similar organisms by geography. In such cases, the
classification of species is also by structural variation.
One of the main features of any community is the extraordinary intricacy of the interactions
between individuals of the same specie, and of different species. Virtually every specie of
plant is eaten by several species of animals. Oak trees, for example, can support hundreds
of different species, most of them insects.
Many of the familiar insects are dependent upon flowering plants which are visited for their
nectar. This is a symbiotic relationship, as the insects help the plants to fertilise as they
transfer the plant pollen, from plant to plant, and place to place.
Green plants are of central importance in all the communities for they are the producers of
food upon which most of the other organisms depend. Plants are also the most obvious
organisms within a community, often dwarfing the large animals that feed upon them. In
addition, there is a huge variety of less conspicuous predators and parasites, feeding on the
plant feeders -- and on each other.
When the plants and animals die, their remains are consumed by the decomposers, which
include bacteria, fungi, insects and earth worms. These creatures eventually account for
everything produced by the plants, so there is no substantial residue of plant material.
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Each animal within a community requires food, shelter, and a place to hide from predators.
Likewise, plants require light, water and nutrients. In ecological terms, the way in which an
individual exploits the environment to satisfy these needs, is called its 'niche'.
It should be noted that an ecological niche combines the actual behaviour of the organism,
with the concept of territory. Thus, in the case of most plants and animals, ecological niches
usually overlap.
Communities
The essential characteristic of a community is provided by the variety, or diversity, of the
species of plants and animals that it contains. No two areas are exactly alike in
specie-composition, but there are broad trends which can be defined and measured.
Diversity may be measured by making a list, and estimating the relative abundance of
specie that occur within the community. However, because of the complexity of
communities, ecologists concentrate upon certain plants, and animals, which are relatively
easy to find and identify.
This enables a comparison of specie diversity to be made in different communities; and in
different parts of the world; and at various times of the year.
On a world scale, specie diversity increases from the poles to the equator. Moreover, there
is a proportional increase, from high altitude to sea level. In addition, there are normally
fewer specie on islands -- particularly remote islands, than on continental land masses.
Temperate North America is richer in specie than Western Europe, but such longitudinal
differences are much smaller than the latitudinal ones.
In the tropics, the diversity of specie is marked by the scarcity of numbers of individuals
within a specie. By contrast, in temperate regions, each specie tends to be relatively
common.
Tropical areas also support a great variety of communities, as well as specie. In a country
like Uganda, there is almost every conceivable kind of community, varying from low altitude
rain forest to high altitude tundra.
In tropical areas, it is typical to find a few common specie, and a great many rare specie. In
addition, a common specie in one community may be rare in another apparently similar
community.
Inter-specie competition for food, is one of the causes of specie diversity. This competition
leads most animals to become either prey, predators, or parasites; or a combination of
these variations. Prey/predator relationships lead to a huge range of physiological and
behavioural adaptations - which further enlarge specie diversity.
The foregoing paragraphs provide a brief insight into the inter-specie relationships, within
the biosphere. However, despite its apparent complexity, the biosphere is still governed by
the basic forces of universal evolution.
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Note : The Pattern of Change
Thus: atmospheric pressure and gravity, shape the structures of plants and animals.
Temperature and humidity affect specie diversity. Surface-to-volume ratios limit growth,
and associated reproduction rates. The revolution of the Earth, and its axial tilt create
diurnal and seasonal changes, of light and temperature. These seasonal variations affect
predation, reproduction, and migration patterns. In addition, the Moon's gravitational
variations create the tides, and affect many specie breeding cycles.
These basic, underlying forces are responsible for most of the major changes in biospheric
evolution, and speciation. However, most of the evolutionary changes are minor. Indeed,
most of them are so small that they only affect organisms in ways that lead to individual
variation, rather than speciation.
Evolution of Specie
The final part of this chapter will relate the current mainstream conventions on evolution,
supplemented with appropriate examples of mammal reproductive and social behaviour.
Charles Darwin' s theory of evolution has been extensively modified and developed - to
match the advances of scientific knowledge. It is now known as the Synthetic
Neo-Darwinian Theory of Evolution.
The theory holds that evolution proceeds through natural selection of heritable differences
arising at random in each generation. It stresses that evolution through natural selection is
opportunistic: in that variations arise by chance, and are selected in accordance with the
demands of the environment. Furthermore, it holds that the process takes place steadily.
Variant traits are held to result from mutations, or lasting alterations, that arise at random
in individual genes. The theory emphasises the importance of population structure and
distribution in the development of new species.
It also incorporates the biological concept of specie (as against the original Darwinian one),
namely: that specie are distinguished by their inability to breed with other specie.
Challenges
The emergence of the science of molecular biology, led to two challenges to the Synthetic
Theory.
Thus, the Social-biologists claimed that evolution proceeded by molecular determinism,
rather than by chance.
By contrast, the proponents of the Neutral Theory suggested that the environment's
selective pressures played no role in the eventual genetic variation, within a specie. The
Neutral Theory said that chance alone is responsible for the emergence, and long term
maintenance, of genetic characteristics.
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Finally, some Palaeontologists suggested that evolution occurs on a quantum basis, in fits
and starts rather than on a smooth, gradual basis.
This Punctuated Equilibrium Theory suggested that every morphological (structural) change
is accompanied by reproductive isolation and speciation. Thus, variant sub-specie are
maintained in small populations, which cannot interbreed with the main specie. The small
populations allow a rapid rate of evolutionary change to take place -- because the new traits
are not diluted within the main specie's gene pool.
The Response
However, most of the research into molecular biology has indicated that genetic variations
are the result of chance transformations, combinations, divisions and multiplications.
This research created the impetus for the development for the Neutral Theory, which
showed that the number of potential variations, within a population of individuals, was
much greater than would be likely to take place on the basis of natural selection.
The supporters of the Synthetic Theory did not dispute this, but pointed out that only
variations of an advantageous or disadvantageous nature, would be affected by natural
selection.
Thus, it is not the quantity of changes that take place that is important, but the quality of
the changes - and the effect this has on the survival of the individual, when its environment
is changed in various specific ways.
Likewise, the Synthetic Theory could accommodate the concept of punctuated equilibrium,
provided this was not considered a general feature of evolution. It could, and does, exist
under certain defined conditions; but where environmental change was gradual, the species
change would be equally gradual.
The Social-Biological Theory is less compatible. The concept of the selfish gene, which
manipulates the whole organism to achieve some long term evolutionary goal, assumes
such a gene must be able to predict the future, in order to know which evolutionary path to
take.
No evidence for such predictive ability has been demonstrated by the Social-biologists, and
their theory has so far remained outside the mainstream conventions on evolution.
In any event the concept of evolutionary selfishness is well established within the
mainstream conventions.
Altruistic behaviour is seen by the Social-biologists as proof of their theory. However, such
behaviour can be easily explained by the Synthetic Theory as apparent, rather than real,
altruism. Thus, when a bee loses its life by stinging an intruder, its behaviour may be
perceived (by humans) to be altruistic, as its death will save the bee colony.
But true altruism only occurs when the individual can perceive the results of a potentially
altruistic action. In this context, there is no evidence that bees, or any other similarly
behaving organisms, have any perception concerning the results of their actions -- to
themselves (or to those the sting).
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Most Ethologists see such apparently altruistic behaviour as a simple reaction to stimuli. The
fact that such actions saved a bee's colony would mean the survival of the genes which
induced this behaviour, on the reasonable assumption that the bee's genes would also exist
in other individuals in the colony.
Ethology
Ethologists are concerned with the behavioural interactions and interrelationships of
animals. In particular, they research animal behaviour in respect of its causes,
development, consequences and evolution.
The great value of Ethology, to students of evolution, is the generalist nature of the
discipline. Ethological research has provided a relatively unbiased account of the internal
and external stimuli, which play a largely invisible role in the evolution of specie.
As mating and reproduction play a central role in the long term evolution of sexual specie,
the following examples may illustrate the value of Ethological Research.
Rats
Thus, a research study of rats, which were mating in multi-male, multi-female groups in a
semi-natural environment, showed that the males mounted different females in turn - so
that the female with whom the male ejaculated was not the female whom he had mounted
earlier in the series.
Each female received intermissions from several males. In this regard, who mounted whom,
was determined at least in part, by the females. This was because a female might intercept
a male, who was following another female, and induce him to mount her instead.
If two males were present, the dominant male achieved more intromissions before
ejaculation, and more ejaculations than the subordinate male.
Similarly, the dominant females were more successful in intercepting males than other
females, in order to receive the males' penultimate intromission -- and thus ejaculation.
However, the orderliness with which the dominant and subordinate males alternated their
ejaculatory series was particularly noticeable. Each began to mate during the quiescent
period, which followed the other's ejaculation.
In this context, it should be noted that other research has shown that intromissions spaced
at three minute intervals are most likely to bring a male to the ejaculatory threshold. In
females, by contrast, intervals of more than ten minutes are most effective for inducing the
progestational state - which a female requires to become pregnant.
These studies show that the multi-intromission/ejaculatory systems, coupled with the timing
of the respective male and female states, imply that a social system of mating is desirable
for rats - if both dominant males and dominant females are to achieve reproductive success.
In some species, successful reproduction depends upon correct timing with respect to
environmental factors and adequate co-ordination with the mate.
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Ring Doves
In the case of the Ring Dove: the egg laying, and incubation by the female is stimulated
both by the male courtship, and by participation in nest building.
The effect of courtship depends upon both visual and auditory stimuli, and it is important
that the male and female should be synchronised through being able to respond to the
other's courtship behaviour.
Males likewise become ready for incubation duties -- as a consequence of their participation
in courtship and nest building. In both sexes, incubation is maintained by stimuli from both
the nest, and the eggs.
The young are fed on pigeons milk, formed by sloughing off the crop epithelium. Crop gland
development begins during incubation, but recedes unless stimulation from squabs are
received.
The interrelationship of perception and stimuli is illustrated by the female ability to
distinguish between unfertilised, and fertilised eggs.
The former are incubated until the normal time of hatching, but then the female starts
immediately to recycle; whereas if the eggs are fertile, recycling is delayed for a fortnight.
The difference is also reflected in the increase in plasma luteinizing hormone (a sex
hormone) and decreased prolactin during the incubation of infertile eggs. (The decrease in
prolactin levels in the blood, eventually stimulates re-ovulation).
Canaries
In a final ethological example: a study of female canaries showed how environmental
factors (long day length & male bird song) can act via the hypothalamo-pituitary-gonad
system -- by gonadal development, and release of oestrogen.
In this regard, oestrogen has a positive influence on nest building behaviour. As nest
building proceeds, stimuli from the nest results in a change of nest materials - from grass
on the outside to feathers on the inside. This activity is followed sequentially by a decrease
in nest building behaviour, and further reproductive development.
These stimuli from the nest are received through the ventral areas of the skin. The
sensitivity of these areas to stimulation from the nest is increased by the development of a
brood patch, -- itself under complex hormonal control.
Dominant Females
These ethological examples demonstrate the degree of hormonal development and control,
which have evolved in some species. They also indicate the relatively active role played by
dominant females, in social species. In this context, although the behaviour of the dominant
male may be very obvious, the dominant female may have a greater long term evolutionary
influence.
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In research into evolution, it is very important to maintain a sense of intellectual balance -especially if data is subject to possible cultural bias, or interest. In this regard, the
Ethological conventions on females sexuality need to be restated.
There are three aspects of female sexuality, namely: attractivity, proceptivity and
receptivity.
Female attractivity refers to the female's stimulus value, as inferred from the male's
behaviour to her. It includes the full range of stimulation provided by the female, from that
which attracts males from a distance, to that which promotes ejaculation, (i.e. , behavioural
as well as non-behavioural cues).
In the case of female proceptivity, oestrus females are not only attractive to the male, they
are attracted to him. The concept of proceptivity emphasises the importance of female
initiative in a mounting sequence.
Female receptivity refers to the consummatory phase of the mating sequence. At a
minimum, it includes those responses necessary and sufficient for fertile copulation,
including active co-operation in intromission.
These conventions are very important. They should be kept in mind as the final part of this
chapter moves from the general to the specific. From animals to mammals. From mammals
to primates. From primates to hominoids.
Mammal Mating Systems
But first, a brief introduction into mammal mating systems.
The mating systems of mammals are classified as: Monogamy, Serial Monogamy, Exogamy,
Polygamy, Polygyny and Polyandry.
Monogamy is a system in which both males and females mate only with one partner during
a breeding season. In Serial Monogamy, the males and females mate with several partners,
in a series of monogamous relationships.
Polygamy is a system in which an individual of one sex mates with several members of the
opposite sex. When one male mates with several females, the system is called Polygyny;
when one female mates with several males, it is called Polyandry.
Exogamy is a system in which the males or females migrate from their home territories, and
mate with unrelated members of the opposite sex in another territory.
The mainstream scientific conventions on reproduction consider that the reason for this
variety of systems is the variety of ecological niches of the species concerned. In this
context, it will be recalled that an ecological niche is a combination of territorial and
behavioural concepts. This can be illustrated by examples of the mating systems of various
hominoid ape species.
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Thus, Orang-utans are generally solitary animals. Each territorial habitat can only support
one adult individual. The dominant males do not tolerate any other males in their territory.
Likewise the dominant females do not tolerate any other females in their territory, although
the female territory will overlap that of the male. As a result the Orang-utan mating system
is either monogamy or serial monogamy.
The Chimpanzee mating systems vary with their habitat. The equatorial, Bonobo (Pan
paniscus), maintains a small compact territory, which can support a couple of adults and
their dependants. This results in a monogamous mating system.
The semi-equatorial, Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) occupies a expansive, but marginally
productive territory. The dominant male tolerates a dozen or more subordinate males within
a territory, though they are invariably close relatives. The females are similarly tolerant,
and their territory is either within, or coincident to that of the males. This specie of
Chimpanzee has a social system which varies with the productivity of the territory. Their
mating systems are similarly variable, comprising a mixture of serial monogamy, polygyny,
polyandry, and exogamy.
The Gorillas are more sociable than the Orang-utans, but less sociable than the
Chimpanzees. The Gorilla territorial habitat can usually support several adults and their
dependants. The dominant males tolerate one or two subordinate males in their territory.
Such males are invariably close relations.
The female Gorilla territory is synonymous with that of the males and the dominant female
tolerates a small number of subordinate females. The dominant Gorilla male normally mates
all the females as they come into oestrous.
However, sometimes the females will be mated by an unrelated mature male, who
temporarily joins the Gorilla community, and whose mating activities are tolerated by the
dominant male. This is an example of male exogamy.
Hence the Gorilla mating system is either monogamy, series monogamy or polygyny depending upon the time when the females come into oestrous; and sometimes exogamy.
Social Ecology
To put all this in perspective, the chapter will end with an example of the social ecology of
the Chimpanzee specie.
Studies of the Chimpanzee specie Pan troglodytes have shown them to have an unusual
social structure. A typical Chimpanzee community consisting of about fifty members
occupies a territory from which male Chimpanzees from other territories are excluded. The
community members are often on the move within their territory, searching for fruit-bearing
trees, and other sources of food.
When fruit is scarce, the community members may split up into smaller foraging parties to
seek food on their own. However, when fruit is plentiful the apes prefer to congregate in
large groups - to feed, mate, groom themselves, and rest.
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This ' fission-fusion' form of organisation is rare among social animals. Even rarer is the
female trait of exogamy, i.e. mating outside the home group. When females reach sexual
maturity, they emigrate to the territory of a new community to mate. In contrast, the males
spend their entire lives in the territory where they were born.
Female exogamy creates a genetic division between the males and females of the
community. Thus, while the males are closely related genetically, the females may or may
not be related to one another.
Research into the ecology of the Chimpanzee Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii, which inhabits
the Kimbale Forest Reserve in Western Uganda, showed that 78% of the Chimpanzees
feeding time was spent in consuming fruit, or seeds. They also ate insects and small
mammals, including monkeys. In addition, they ate a variety of plant foods, notably: bark,
pith, blossoms and young leaves.
In a typical territory, only about 25% of the trees will bear edible fruits. Furthermore, the
apes tend to prefer the fruit of relatively rare species of trees, which grow in small clumps
scattered throughout the apes' territory.
Like most tropical plants, these trees had no regular fruiting season, and their ripe fruit
generally appeared and disappeared within a matter of days.
Monkeys compete with the Chimpanzees, although the former's dependence on fruit is not
so great as that of the Chimpanzee. Nevertheless, in the Kimbale Forest, the monkeys
outnumbered the chimpanzees by a factor of 4 to 1.
The monkeys are more mobile in the tree canopies, but the Chimpanzees hunt and kill
monkeys on the ground. Furthermore, the Chimpanzees can travel more quickly on the
ground than the monkeys can travel through the tree canopies.
The research indicated that Chimpanzees are much quicker at identifying edible plants than
monkeys, and their greater mobility enables them to search a much wider area for food.
Thus, the Chimpanzee's physical and mental abilities make it possible for the individual ape
to hold its own against monkeys, and other fruit eaters. The flexibility of the fusion-fission
society is also crucial to success in this competition.
Among all the species of wild mammals, only the Chimpanzees display the combination of
the fusion-fission society, territoriality and female exogamy. However, this combination is
also found in many hunter-gatherer human societies.
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Human Evolution
This chapter relates the mainstream scientific conventions on the evolution of the human
specie.
As more than forty different scientific disciplines interrelate with this subject, it is not
surprising that there are disagreements on many matters. Nevertheless, it is still possible to
state the generally agreed conclusions - and list some of the exceptions and variations.
The chapter has been structured to relate the conventions on human evolution in the
context of several scientific disciplines, notably: Paleoanthropology, Paleoecology,
Paleogeology, Palaeontology, Morphology, Orthondontology and Molecular Biology.
Paleoecology and Paleogeology are relatively new scientific disciplines, which have made an
important contribution to the increase in factual evidence - relating the prehistoric,
biospheric conditions to the prehistoric, floral/faunal interrelationships.
In particular, they have noted the variations in prehistoric, biospheric temperature and
humidity. In this context, a decrease in temperature is very often accompanied by a similar
decrease in humidity - as water accumulates in the polar regions, in the form of ice.
The temperature variations affect the biosphere both latitudinally and longitudinally, but in
different ways. The main geographic changes are latitudinal. When the temperature
rises, the size of the tropical and temperate regions increase. When the temperature falls,
the subtropical and polar regions increase.
By contrast, the longitudinal variations tend to be localised, and are primarily due to the
results of continental drift. This causes the formation of mountain ranges, which interfere
with the movement of moisture-laden air. In addition, when continental drift creates oceanic
trenches, the resultant cold currents change atmospheric circulation patterns.
This background information, on the formative influences upon the prehistoric biosphere,
provides an excellent structure upon which to base this account of the mainstream
conventions on human evolution.
Classification
In the Linnaean classification system, the human specie belongs to the class of Mammals;
the order of Primates; the super-family of Hominoidae; and the family of Hominidae.
New World monkeys are classified as Platyrrhini, while Old World monkeys and apes
(including humans) are classified as Catarrhini. The latter are further sub-classified, with the
Old World monkeys called Cercopithecoids, while apes and humans are called Hominoids.
The similar sounding term: Hominids, applies only to humans and their prehistoric, non-ape
ancestors.
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The mainstream scientific conventions on hominoidal evolution, suggest that the ancestors
of the hominoids diverged from the ancestors of the Cercopithecoid monkeys, about 32
million years ago.
According to Paleogeological data, this date coincides with an increase in the prehistoric
biosphere's temperature and humidity.
At present there is no data concerning the divergence of the ancestors of the small
hominoids, (i.e., the ancestors of the Gibbon). However, there is abundant fossil evidence
concerning the divergence of the ancestors of the larger hominoids, which indicates that this
radiation took place about 17 million years ago.
The Paleogeological records suggest that once again this date coincided with another
temperature variation. This time, the climate was becoming colder and drier.
Africa and Asia
It appears that continental drift may have been partly responsible for the division of the
tropical habitats of the hominoid ancestors of the Orang-utan and the African apes. About
10 million years ago, continental drift linked Africa and Arabia with Eurasia, thereby allowing
the migration of African hominoids and many other mammals, into Europe and Asia.
At this time, the Alps rose in Europe; the Taurus mountains in Turkey; and the Zagros
mountains in Iran. By contrast the Tethys Sea, which used to link the Mediterranean with
the Red Sea disappeared -- causing large changes in atmospheric and oceanic circulation
patterns.
Two of the better known fossils from this period, are classified as Proconsul and
Ramapithecus. The present conventions hold that the former became extinct about 18
million years ago, and was an ancestor of all the hominoids, except the Gibbon.
Ramapithecus became extinct about 10 million years ago, and was a variant specie of the
direct ancestor of the Orang-utan.
The next major species divergence took place about 7.5 million years ago, when the
ancestors of the African apes diverged from the Hominids.
There is some disagreement, between the Palaeontologists and the Molecular Biologists
concerning the divergence point of the Gorilla. The former estimate a divergence date of
about 7.5 million years, while the latter (using data on the RNA content of mitochondria)
consider the Gorilla diverged from the Chimpanzee line about 2 million years ago.
The divergence between the Hominids and the African apes coincided with another
temperature variation. This time the biospheric climate was entering another warm phase.
Some Paleoecologists, who have been studying a period known as the Terminal Miocene
Event, have concluded that between five and six million years ago the climate became much
cooler than previously. This period of sharp climatic change has been documented by:
analysis of deep-sea cores and terrestrial deposits; by fossil pollen and land snails; and by
dramatic changes in mammalian life.
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The sharp drop in temperature produced a rapid build-up of ice in Antarctica. The resulting
ice sheets took up so much water that sea levels world-wide dropped between 160 to 190
feet. In addition, rainfall in many places was correspondingly affected.
Across many regions of tropical Africa, warm climates became cool; and wet lands became
arid. The heavily wooded areas were replaced by grassland and scattered clumps of trees.
The normal habitats of the ancestral apes were greatly affected by this change.
Studies of prehistoric fauna, have shown that at this time many species of forest or bush
antelopes became extinct, while whole new groups of open-country, grazing antelopes
appeared for the first time ever on the fossil record.
Hominids
The Hominids are divided into two genera, namely: Australopithecus and Homo. The former
appear first upon the fossil record about four million years B.P. (before present). The first
specie are generally classified as Australopithecus Africanus, (and were previously known as
Australopithecus Gracile). The earliest fossils of this specie indicate that it was semi-bipedal.
Modern techniques of measurement and analysis, using X-rays and CAT scans, have shown
the femur of these fossils to be similar in structure to that of the human specie. Fortunately,
the fossils have been found in an area which was subject to much volcanic activity. This
means that the frequent layers of ash produced by the volcanoes can be analysed for dating
purposes using the argon 40/argon 39 dating method.
Palaeontologists have discovered footprints in a layer of volcanic ash, which has been dated
at 3.75 million years. Photogrammetric techniques have proved that these footprints were
made by a semi-bipedal hominid.
About 3.8 million years B.P. the Earth was affected by another temperature variation. This
time the climate became cooler and drier.
The most complete fossil skeleton of this period, is that of a female hominid, which is
classified as a separate specie, namely: Australopithecus Afarensis. Some Palaeontologists
regard this as a variant specie of Australopithecus Africanus. The geographical locations are
similar, but there is a large time displacement as the A. Afarensis fossil is dated at 3.5
million years B.P.
Australopithecus Afarensis had large cheek teeth which were capped with thick enamel. This
is considered to have been an adaption to chewing large quantities of fruit, seeds, pods,
roots and tubers.
The morphology of A. Afarensis shows quite clearly that it was bipedal, but the toe bones
and metatarsal are long and curved. Compared with humans, the arms of this hominid were
relatively long, while the legs were short.
The A. Afarensis is primitive in most of its features. The adult males were probably between
50 - 100% larger than the females. Individual weight varied from about 25 - 50 kgs. The
fossil evidence is very varied, but the brain seems to have been about the same size as that
of the African apes. However, it is not clear whether the brain size/body weight was larger
or smaller.
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In some ways, the face and palate resemble that of the Chimpanzee, but the overall skull
shape is more similar to that of a female gorilla. In this context, the A. Afarensis has large
teeth and is more robustly built than a Chimpanzee. However, the canine teeth of both
sexes have a low crown, and have lost their ape like forward projection.
These hominids of East Africa lived in an area consisting primarily of woodland and
Savannah, away from the forests. There is no evidence of any tools, but it seems probable
that they would have used tools like those of Chimpanzees, namely: stems, leaves, wood
and stones.
Between 2.5 million and 2 million years B.P., the African hominids underwent a modest
adaptive radiation. In South Africa, fossil evidence indicates the emergence of
Australopithecus Robustus and Homo Habilis. At the same time, in East Africa,
Australopithecus Boisei appears on the fossil record.
Australopithecus Boisei was a very robust specie of hominid, with very large jaws and teeth.
However, although it was much larger than A. Afarensis and A. Robustus, it was
smaller brained, and the male was markedly larger than the female. A. Boisei may have dug
with sticks, and hammered food with stones, but there is no evidence that it used tools
intensively.
In the same area, H. Habilis appeared about the same time. It had a larger brain than the
Australopithecenes. There was probably another, small brained and small toothed hominid
living in East Africa at this time; but there are insufficient fossils to allow a new
classification.
The Paleoecological evidence suggests that there was another variation in the Earth's
temperature, starting about 1.9 million years B.P. This time the biosphere began to get
warmer.
Homo Habilis
Homo Habilis was like the Australopithecenes in respect of its teeth and face. However, it
had a significantly larger brain, averaging about 700 cubic centimetres. Its limb bones are
not like those of the Australopithecenes. They are much more similar to later types of the
Genus Homo (with the exception of modern H. sapiens Sapiens).
The implication is that the limb changes resulted in a change of locomotion, with the
hominid becoming more bipedal than before. In addition, the changes in the dimensions of
the female pelvis suggest an increase in the size of the new born infant.
The first archaeological sites appear at the same time as A. Boisei and H. Habilis, in East
Africa. Concentrations of used and altered stones, often brought from some distance away,
have been found together with animal remains. These sites are linked, in Paleontological
terms, with the fossils of H. Habilis; and suggest a dietary change -- with more animal food.
By 1 million years B.P., all the Australopithecenes and H. Habilis had become extinct.
The Paleoecological record shows that about one million years B.P. the Earth had another
global temperature variation, this time getting colder.
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Homo Erectus
The oldest fossil of Homo Erectus dates from about 1.6 million years B.P., and was found in
East Africa. By 1 million years B.P., this specie of hominid had spread to south eastern and
eastern Asia, and survived in that area until about 300,000 years B.P.
H. Erectus resembled later specie of Homo (modern H. sapiens Sapiens excepted) , in both
body size and robustness. It was larger brained than H. Habilis (more than 800 cubic
centimetres), and it had front teeth as big as those of earlier hominids. However, its cheek
teeth and face were smaller.
The archaeological record suggests some H. Erectus populations were making larger,
symmetrically flaked stone tools known as bifaces, or 'hand axes' . Moreover, there is
evidence that some H. Erectus populations may have used fire.
The Paleoecological data shows that the Earth underwent more rapid temperature
variations, with warm periods at 750,000; 350,000; and 150,000 years B.P. These
alternated with cold periods at 450,000; 230,000; and 70,000 years B.P.
Homo sapiens Archaic appears on the fossil record about 500.000 years B.P. These
hominids had the big browed, flat skulled shape of H. Erectus. However, the teeth were a
little smaller. By 200,000 years B.P., the fossil evidence suggests that the brain volume had
expanded considerably.
At about 125,000 years B.P. Homo sapiens Neanderthal appears on the fossil record. By
now the brain, in terms of size and organisation, was similar to that of modern Homo.
sapiens Sapiens.
Homo sapiens Neanderthal
The Paleoanthropological conventions on the H. sapiens Neanderthal, consider they were
much more robust than present day humans -- and much stronger.
The Orthodontologists have shown that Neanderthal teeth were larger than those of present
day humans, although many of the teeth examined show great signs of wear. By analogy
with present day Eskimos, it is thought that this was due to the need to soften animal hides
by chewing them.
The Homo sapiens Neanderthal body proportions, with rather short lower limbs, were like
those of Eskimos, Lapps and other cold-adapted peoples.
They had notably large heads, and faces which retained the heavy brow ridges that tended
to curve over the eye sockets. Receding cheekbones, weak chins, large noses, and
protruding jaws were characteristic - particularly so in the case of the H. sapiens
Neanderthal of Europe. The average brain was larger than present day humans, and just as
well developed. However, the brain weight-to-body size was probably similar.
Their remains are found chiefly in caves and rock shelters, where they took refuge. They
produced much better stone tools than their predecessors. These Mousterian tools, as they
are known, are finer and much better shaped than those of H. Erectus.
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The wear marking on many tools suggest that these were used mainly for cutting and
scraping hides. This suggests a change of diet, from gatherer-hunter to hunter-gatherer,
living mainly upon meat. These people lived through the ice ages, on the arctic tundra and
ice fields.
During a relatively short span of 100,000 years, the H. sapiens Neanderthal spread
throughout Europe, the Middle East, Western and Central Asia. They were contemporaries
of other forms of H. sapiens Archaic found as far away as China and South Africa.
Homo sapiens Sapiens
The transition from Homo sapiens Neanderthal to modern Homo sapiens Sapiens was
marked by a reduction in the robustness of the skeleton, face and teeth. There were also
further changes in the morphology of the female pelvis, suggesting that the size of the new
born infant was getting larger - despite a general reduction in the size of the skeleton.
Modern H. sapiens Sapiens appears on the fossil record in various parts of the world,
notably the Middle East, South Africa and South East Asia. They appear to have evolved
from the H. sapiens Archaic, rather than the H. sapiens Neanderthal. The earliest remains
are dated between 50,000 and 100,000 years B.P.
By 35,000 years B.P. the H. sapiens Neanderthal seem to have become extinct, and about
the same time a robust form of modern H. sapiens Sapiens replaced them nearly
everywhere.
This robust form of modern H. sapiens Sapiens is called Cro-Magnon, and the evidence
suggests that these people were highly skilled nomadic hunters, who followed reindeer in
their seasonal migrations. They had developed the use of spear-throwers, and generally
sought shelter in caves and rock shelters -- like the Neanderthals. Their tools were still
stone and bone, but much more skilfully worked; and they also decorated caves with artistic
representations of their prey.
Tool Manufacture
Modern H. sapiens Sapiens has changed relatively little, in terms of structure or brain size,
but the archaeological record shows a steady rate of improvement in tool manufacture. The
conventions suggest that genetic evolution was replaced by cultural evolution. However,
the marginal variations in skeletal structure imply a degree of genetic adaption to tools, in
respect of changes in the morphology of the hands and the amount of neurophysiological
evolution related to hand movements.
The Mousterian tool industry, associated with the Neanderthals, was overlapped by the
Levalloisian tool industry. This produced thin, oval shaped knives by working a large
tortoise shaped core.
The late Palaeolithic tool making industries are all associated with modern H. sapiens
Sapiens. The Aurignacian and Gravettian tool makers made blades and scrapers in long,
thin flakes. The Solutreans developed the technique of pressure flaking. This involves the
removal of many tiny flakes of stone by pressing the point of a wooden tool against the flint
work piece. This culture produced leaf-shaped spear tips up to 18 centimetres long.
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In the late Palaeolithic period, the Magdalenians produced tools for carving and engraving
wood, bone, and antlers, for use as implements or weapons.
The Mesolithic cultures refined the tool making techniques, and are particularly noted for
the production of microliths. These are tiny flints which were used for arrow heads.
Agriculture
In the Neolithic period, as modern H. sapiens Sapiens began to practice nomadic and
sedentary agriculture, these cultures developed grinding and polishing techniques for the
finishing of stone tools. The earliest archaeological evidence of sedentary agriculture, is
about 18,000 years B.P. As with previous cultures, there was a considerable overlap
between the development of agriculture, and the gradual switch from hunter-gatherer
cultures to those based upon nomadic herding, or arable farming.
The ratio of hunting to gathering of the H. sapiens Sapiens tribes varied according the
environment. In the arctic regions the cultures were heavily dependent upon meat -hunting seals, whales, fish, shellfish, reindeer and walrus. In subtropical regions, the diet
was mainly fruit, nuts and tubers, but this was varied with opportunist spearing of game.
The stability of these cultures indicates that in all but the very worst seasons the tribes
enjoyed a good surplus of food -- and had plenty of leisure time
The mainstream conventions agree that the establishment of sedentary agriculture (where
the farmer is not nomadic, but stays in one place), led to a tremendous increase in the rate
of cultural evolution. However, there are no agreed conventions on the reasons for this
increase in the rate of change.
Conclusion
Chapters One, Two and Three have related a simplified account of the mainstream scientific
conventions on universal, ecological, and human evolution.
The next chapters describe the author's propositions on the process of general and human
evolution. As such, they attempt to relate a simplified account of the evolution of life -- with
specific reference to the evolution of the Human specie.
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The Universe is relative. It exists in relation to its inexistence. As it evolves, its motion may
be perceived to be relative or non-relative. Thus every environment may appear to consist
of change and stasis.
The rate of change is regulated by the environment, as it forces its dependent organisms to
adapt within the constraint of universal interaction.
However, the rate of adaption is dependent upon the variability of the environment, and
each organism's potential for adaptive adjustment.
Basic Environments
The most basic environments are solid, liquid or gaseous. They represent the balance of
gravitational and thermal pressures, which create the spherical shapes of the stars and
planets. These environments are resistant to changes in their structure, and tend to diffuse
any variations in their composition.
The heat generated by gravitational pressure flows out towards the surface of the stars and
planets. If there are marginal differences in their spherical structures, these result in the
formation of convection currents.
On Earth, the heat differential on the planet's surface varies its elasticity, and causes
convection currents to flow from the equator to the poles. This leads to a fluting effect -due to the constriction in volume in the polar regions. The longitudinal variations in thermal
elasticity cause corresponding variations in the thickness of the Earth's crust.
The Earth's oceans form within the depressions between the thicker parts of the planetary
crust. The seas are affected by the same interactive pressures as the rest of the planet, and
behave in the same way. As a result, convection currents form within the oceans,
transferring heat from the ocean bed to the surface of the sea.
The relatively rapid transfer of heat, by the oceanic convection currents, leads to a
consequential variation in the subterranean convection currents of the Earth's interior.
Therefore the asthenosphere tends to well up in the centre of the ocean sea beds, causing
the mid-ocean ridges. The steady up-flows of planetary material spreads out under the
oceans, leading to mountain building on the coasts.
The atmosphere is affected by similar convection currents, as the planetary heat flows out
into space. As a result, the air transports water vapour from the surface of the sea, to
cooler regions at higher altitudes and latitudes.
Resistance
These basic forces, and the flow patterns which result from them, are resisted by the atomic
and molecular forces of the particles which comprise the Earth. Thus each element and
molecule has a specific degree of resistance to the gravitational and thermal pressures. As a
result, they tend to form a hierarchy of layers in the terrestrial, oceanic and atmospheric
regions of the planet.
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The elements with the optimum combination of gravitational and thermal resistance, tend to
stay near the Earth's centre, while those with the lowest resistance are forced into the
upper layers of the atmosphere.
The planetary convection currents in the Earth's solid, liquid, and gaseous environments,
appear to be the main agents of change: while the resistance of the atoms and molecules,
appears to be the main cause of stasis. This is the dynamic environment in which living
organisms have evolved.
Adaptive Potential
The relative homogeneity of the basic environments tends to encourage the highest degree
of individual abundance and speciation, although the individuals tend to have a relatively
low degree of adaptive potential. As a result, such environments tend to have the highest
rates of extinction during major changes in the environment's composition or structure.
By contrast, the peripheral conjunctions of the basic environments are marginal in volume,
and tend to be relatively varied in composition and structure. As a result, the peripheral
environment tend to minimise the degree of individual abundance and speciation, although
they require a relatively high degree of individual adaptive potential.
As a result, the peripheral environments tend to have relatively low rates of individual and
specie extinctions, and the surviving peripheral specie tend to form the basis for each new
advance in physiological and behavioural adaption.
Life Molecules
In this context, it appears that the original life molecules formed in a peripheral
environment at the conjunction of the oceanic and terrestrial environments.
Thus, the terrestrial convection currents of the asthenosphere welled up in the centre of the
oceanic sea bed, venting a continual supply of terrestrial elements and molecules into the
oceans. Furthermore, the oceanic convection currents, created by the mid-oceanic thermal
activity, caused relatively cold water to flow over the warm sea bed. This created peripheral
environments in the depths of the oceans, where the cold water currents were sandwiched
between the warm sea bed and the warm surface water.
In this pre-organic environment, the relatively high thermal pressure of the water just
above the sea bed, tended to cause the dissolution of molecular compounds. By contrast,
the relatively cold water of the deep ocean currents tended to encourage molecular
combination and crystallisation.
Boundary Layer
The original life molecules appear to have formed in a boundary layer, between the warm
sea bed and the cold water environments above. These life molecules appear to have been
a complementary union of dissimilar elements, which could resist both the divisive effects of
the hot environments, and the combinational effects of the cold environments.
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The life molecules were able to achieve this through a change in structure, which altered
their surface-to-mass ratio. For example,in the cold environment, a life molecule could fold
up into a relatively compact form -- whereupon it would sink under gravitational pressure,
until it reached the warm sea bed environment. Then, under increased thermal pressure, it
would unfold to form a larger, more open structure. This would increase its surface-to-mass
ratio, so it would be forced up again -- by hydrostatic pressure.
Thus the original life molecules could continuously oscillate, between the warm water
environments near the sea bed and the cold water environment above. This cyclical
oscillation, between the hot and cold environments, would pre adapt the life molecules to
similar variations in gravity; salinity; acid/alkaline solutions; electrostatics; hydrostatics;
and electromagnetic radiation.
As a result, the life molecules would be able to survive by continually avoiding total
dissolution, or crystallisation. Furthermore, their pre-adaptions always tended to move them
away from any environment which would be likely to cause their extinction.
Dynamic Nature
In this regard, the essential feature of the early life molecules was their dynamic nature.
Their partial combinations or divisions, allowed them a temporary change of structure
which endowed them with a degree of independent mobility. In addition, any complete
combination or division, could lead to a permanent change in their structure, or a complete
replication of the molecule itself
These early life molecules would die when their dynamic processes were curtailed. This
could be due to permanent dissolution or crystallisation, or to any structural rigidity which
prevented mobility, growth, or replication.
However, they were totally dependent upon their environment. If the environmental
variations ceased, the life molecules would all die. The environment provided them with the
continual production of elements and compounds, brought by the convection currents. It
also created and maintained the dual, hot & cold environment near the ocean floor.
This oceanic environment was an automatic consequence of the Earth's evolution - within
the Solar system. Likewise, the evolution of life molecules was a similarly automatic
development - within the oceanic environment.
Furthermore, the long term survival and evolution of the life molecules was also automatic
as they oscillated from one environment to another.
The original life molecules could only survive if they maintained their ability to alter their
surface-to-mass ratio. Any kind of growth which inhibited this characteristic would
lead to extinction. Thus their evolution has always demanded a consistency of structural
character, in order to maintain their dynamic nature. As a result, they have tended to grow
head-to-tail to form chain molecules, because a more compact shape would tend to restrict
their need for structural variations.
However, long chain molecules are structurally weak, and prone to breakage. As a result,
most life molecules consist of a series of chains which can fold up to produce relatively
compact structures, but which nevertheless still retain a degree of structural flexibility.
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The temporary alteration of a life molecule's surface-to-mass ratio could also be achieved by
temporary combinations or divisions, with other elements. Furthermore, if such a
combination involved the acceptance of a complementary chain of atoms, the subsequent
division of the two chains in the warm environment could lead to the replication of the
original life molecule. In addition, if a life molecule combined itself with a hydrophobic
compound, it could insulate itself against cold water dissolution.
The First Biospheric Environment
In time, these oscillating life molecules would form a relatively large layer between the hot
and cold environments. As such, this layer would become the Earth's first biospheric
environment. In this regard, the interior of the oscillating layer of life molecules would be
the equivalent of a basic environment, while the exterior would be the equivalent of a
peripheral environment.
As a result, the greatest degree of speciation and individual abundance would occur at the
centre of the layer, leading to highly variable replicating chain molecules. By contrast, the
molecules near the edges of the layer would have the greatest degree of adaptive potential,
and the smallest variety of structure. Furthermore, the external molecules would tend to
interact with the centre molecules, as the former oscillated from the upper edge to the
lower edge of the layer.
Eventually, complementary combinations of these specialised life molecules would form viral
and bacterial forms of life.
Early Organisms
The ocean currents would tend to force the early organisms towards the polar regions. In
these areas, the oceanic environment is relatively stable, and the early organisms would be
able to evolve under the polar ice caps -- which would protect them from harmful solar
radiation.
As the early organisms evolved on the ocean floors of the polar regions, the steady increase
in their individual abundance would force those on the margins of the environment to adapt,
or move, or die.
In this regard, the mainstream environment of the organisms would be within the troughs
of the ocean sea bed. Thus the peripheral environments would be above the sea bed, where
the marginal organisms would have to adapt to reductions in gravitational pressure and
salinity. As they approached the surface, they would also have to adapt to an increase in
solar radiation, and a consequential increase in thermal pressure.
In this regard, it should be noted that evolutionary adaptations depend upon either point
mutations, regulatory mutations, or structural mutations. Furthermore, the rate of mutation
varies with the growth rate and complexity of the individual organism. In addition, a set of
simultaneous mutations is much rarer than a series of single mutations.
As a result, the successful marginal organisms tend to transfer from one environment to
another in any way which will maximise their chances of a single mutation - and minimise
the requirement for a set of simultaneous mutations.
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Marine Development
In this regard, as the ocean floor consists of a series of ridges and troughs, the temperature
of the sea bed varies according to the relative thickness of the oceanic crust. Generally, the
sea beds near the coastal regions tend to be cooler, because they are far from the volcanic
activity which takes place in the central regions of the oceans
Thus the early marginal organisms, which spread out towards the coastal regions, would
adapt initially to a reduction in temperature. This would slow down their growth rate, and
thereby increase their chances of successful mutations.
Then, by following the temperature gradient, the organisms could adapt to the higher
elevations at the edge of the sea bed. As a result, they could adapt to the reduced density
and salinity of the sea water, by a series of single mutations. Furthermore, as long as they
remained under the polar ice caps, their need for adaptations to solar radiation would be
minimal.
In this context, the early life forms would have to remain under the ice caps until the
Earth's atmosphere had formed. However, when the ozone layer in the stratosphere had
become sufficiently concentrated, the organisms could emerge from under the polar ice.
At this stage, the marginal organisms at the edge of the polar ice caps would be forced to
adapt to all of the environmental variations which are involved in any transition from the
poles to the equator. Thus they would have to adapt to a general increase in the salinity
and temperature of the sea water; plus daily and seasonal variations in the water
temperature.
As a result, the marginal species would be forced to adapt to the environmental changes in
a series of short steps. In this regard, they would first follow the temperature gradient
downwards to lower depths in the sea. Then they would adapt to the increase in solar
radiation and temperature variations, by moving up to the surface of the oceans. This
procedure would be repeated many times, so that the organisms would follow a
saw-toothed evolutionary path on their way down to the equatorial latitudes.
(See Figure 1).
When the organisms had colonised the surface regions of the equatorial seas, they would
increase their individual abundance to form a mainstream specie. As a result, the
individuals on the periphery of this equatorial environment would be forced to adapt either
to lower depths, or higher latitudes, in order to survive.
As a result, the process would reverse as the marginal individuals followed the same
saw-toothed evolutionary path back to the polar regions. This cycle of latitudinal
adaptations could continue indefinitely leading to more and more complex organisms, which
would adapt to various depths within the oceanic environment.
The equatorial organisms would eventually transfer from the oceanic environments to the
land. This would follow the normal evolutionary pattern, as the organisms adapted initially
to freshwater conditions, in the river estuaries. They would then follow the inland water
table, below the surface of the land, before eventually adapting to the atmospheric
environment.

Figure 1.
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Terrestrial Evolution
When the micro-organisms had colonised the subsoil of the coastal regions, the marginal
shoreline plants and animals could adapt to the terrestrial environments. In this regard, the
evolution of multi-cellular, terrestrial plants and animals, would be most rapid in the
equatorial environments, as these tend to have the lowest fluctuations of temperature and
humidity. In the terrestrial biosphere, this is the environment where most of the initial plant
and animal evolution takes place.
In this context, the equatorial regions of the terrestrial environment represent the
apotheosis of life. The most varied and complex, plant and animal systems tend to evolve in
these regions. It is a very competitive environment, where the optimum terrestrial
conditions limit the quality and quantity of available life forms.
As a result, the less competitive plants and animals, are forced to move into the poorer,
more marginal environments, where they either adapt to the adverse conditions, or die.
These marginal terrestrial species are therefore forced to move to higher latitudes, in the
same manner as the marginal oceanic species.
Altitudinal-Latitudinal Evolution
In this regard, the general process of terrestrial evolution, from the equator to the polar
regions, is very similar to that of the oceanic species. Thus, the marginal terrestrial species
have to adapt to four major environmental variations, namely: a general decrease in
temperature and humidity; a decrease in the rate of the day/night cycle; daily variations in
temperature and humidity; and seasonal variations in temperature and humidity.
The evolutionary adaptive paths are also similar to those of the marginal oceanic species.
Thus, the marginal terrestrial species follow the temperature gradient, by initially adapting
to higher altitudes in the equatorial regions. Then they adapt to the higher latitudes.
By adapting initially to the higher altitudes, the terrestrial specie slow down their metabolic
rate, and thereby increase their chance of mutations. This evolutionary path allows them to
adapt slowly to a general reduction in temperature and humidity. Thereafter they adapt to
the daily and seasonal variations in temperature, humidity, and daylight, which are typical
of the higher latitudes.
In this context, it is very important to note that although this transfer of terrestrial species
to higher altitudes and latitudes has resulted in the evolution of specie with highly complex,
organic and behavioural adaptations; all of these specie's ancestors were once the least
competitive individuals in the equatorial regions.
Driven Out
Thus, in the basic environments, those animals whose genetic inheritance best fits the
specie's ecological niche, will be the most successful individuals -- in terms of survival,
mating and reproduction. These animals will comprise the more dominant individuals within
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the specie, and they will drive the more subordinate individuals out of the specie's
mainstream territory
As a result, the least competitive individuals -- which have the least standard set of genes,
will be forced into the least favourable environments. Here, their death rate will be relatively
high - due to a general lack of food resource, and increased predation.
However, the relatively high death rate of these individuals will paradoxically reduce the
competition for food and mating partners - among the survivors. Furthermore, the progeny
of some of the pairings may have a combination of genes which create an adaptive
advantage -- within the poorer environments.
As a result, if the poorer environments are large enough, these less competitive individuals
will be able to evolve into a subordinate, variant specie -- which will be specifically adapted
to survive in the poorer, marginal environments.
This process of peripheral adaption, to poorer and poorer environments, could continue as
long as there were alternative environments, and a sufficient degree of individual adaptive
potential to survive in such environments.
In this context, although the general trend of evolutionary adaptations would be from the
mainstream environments to the marginal environments, it should be noted that this
process could reverse -- in times of climatic change.
Reverse Colonisation
For example, if the climate in the optimum environments of any mainstream specie changed
adversely, the individuals of this specie would be ill-adapted to survive in the worsening
conditions. By contrast, the neighbouring subordinate, variant specie, which had adapted to
the poorer, marginal environments, would be pre-adapted to survive the adverse
conditions.
As a result, if the adverse conditions were sufficiently severe, the mainstream specie would
become extinct, and the subordinate, variant specie would colonise the territory left vacant
by such extinctions. Thus, the general process of marginal colonisation, in the warm periods
of biospheric evolution, would be varied by the 'reverse' colonisation of the mainstream
environments, in the cold periods of biospheric evolution.
After each period of reverse colonisation, the subordinate, variant species would become
the new mainstream specie within the optimum environments. Thereafter, the process of
marginal colonisation would recommence.
Thus: most of the physiological and behavioural adaptations occur in marginal species of
plants and animals. Furthermore, as the Earth's temperature has alternated between warm
and cold periods, the successive marginal species of plants and animals have become
increasing efficient at adapting to peripheral environments.
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Specialised Mainstream Specie
In the cold phases of planetary evolution, the highly specialised mainstream species in the
basic environments tend to become extinct. In these periods, they are replaced by the
generalistic marginal species, which are pre-adapted to adverse conditions.
As the marginal species are not very abundant, there tend to be relatively few fossils of
these transitional plants and animals.
In the warm phases of planetary evolution, the generalistic marginal species adapt to the
basic environments, and radiate into a number of highly specialised mainstream species.
These species eventually become too competitive for the original generalistic species, which
themselves become extinct.
As a result, most of the present-day specie are highly specialised descendants of an extinct
generalistic specie.
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Primates
The Primates have evolved under the same basic conditions and constraints as all the other
species of plants and animals. They appear to have developed from a specie of
ground-dwelling shrew, which adapted to an arboreal environment.
The terrestrial plants, which form the basis of such environments, tend to have structures
which optimise the utilisation of light, air and water. As a result, their structures are mainly
horizontal in character. However the competition for the basic constituents of growth have
also led to the development of vertical structures, which provide support for a hierarchy of
horizontal growths.
The various specie of animals which adapt to these arboreal environments are influenced by
the relative abundance of the horizontal and vertical structures. As a result, the majority of
these animals are adapted to the horizontal structures, which comprise the major food
resource of the tropical forests.
Horizontal and Vertical Adaptation
These animals normally walk, or perch, on the branches of the trees, where they feed upon
fruit, nuts, leaves or insects. Threfore they usually have long tails to help them to maintain
their balance. In addition, as many branches tend to be fairly thin, and prone to breakage,
the horizontally-adapted species tend to be relatively small, light and agile.
However, where species of plants have no branches, or have to grow to great heights
before they can develop their branches, their animal consumers have to adapt to a vertical
structure. These animals have to be able to climb up and down the trunks of the trees, in
complete safety, and with the minimum expenditure of energy.
As a result, vertically-adapted specie all tend to have relatively short and powerful
hind-limbs, which enable them to climb a vertical stem with maximum efficiency. In
addition, their forelimbs are relatively long, and specifically adapted to hang on to a vertical
structure. Furthermore, to maximise their power-to-weight ratio, they all tend to have
relatively short bodies and tails. However, because the vertical structures tend to be thick
and strong, such animals are usually larger and heavier than the horizontally-adapted
species.
This physiological division in respect of horizontal arid vertical adaptations is reflected in
various classes of animals. For example, in the Marsupial Class, the Opossum is adapted to
the horizontal structures. As a result, it is a relatively small, light and agile animal, with a
long tail. In addition, it has relatively long hind-limbs which are adapted for jumping. By
contrast, the Koala is a relatively large, tail less animal, with short hind-limbs and long
forelimbs.
In the Mammalian Class, the Bears are examples of an essentially quadrupedal specie which
have adapted to a vertical arboreal environment. As a result, they are virtually
tail less, with short hind-limbs and a short body.
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Also in the Mammalian Class, the Pandas provide an excellent example of divergent
adaption. Thus the Red Panda is a relatively small, arboreal quadruped with a long tail. It
also has long hind-limbs adapted for jumping. By contrast, the Giant Panda has adapted to
Bamboo plants, (which are devoid of side branches). As a result, it has a bear-like
structure, being relatively heavy with short, powerful hind-limbs - and virtually no tail.
(Note: despite their names, these two specie are not closely related).
Among the primates, similar variations occur in the Pro simians, with the majority of specie
being represented by the small, light jumping creatures, which have long tails. By contrast,
the vertically-adapted specie are relatively large, slow moving, and tail-less creatures.
Altitudinal-Latitudianal Evolution
The evolution of the primate specie appears to have followed the normal pattern of
altitudinal and latitudinal adaptations. Thus the initial speciation evolved in the equatorial
regions.
In the global warm phases, the equatorial regions expanded with a consequential increase
in speciation, and individual abundance. However, the increased speciation resulted in the
scattering of individual plant foods of each specie, within the equatorial regions.
As a result, the plant-specific primates had to increase their mobility between the scattered
food sources, or adapt to a single individual tree.
By contrast, during the global cool phases, the equatorial regions contracted - with
consequential extinctions of individuals and specie. As usual, the individuals of the surviving
plant specie became more common, which enabled the plant-specific primates to reduce
their travelling between the individual food sources.
This pattern of individual and specie variation affected the arboreal primates, and led to
specific adaptations which were predicated by the alternating warm and cold phases.
In this regard, the omnivores were relatively unaffected by the global temperature changes.
Their numbers fluctuated, but their organic and behavioural adaptations were essentially
related to their predatory activity and diet.
As a consequence, in the global warm phases, the primates which had adapted to specific
plant foods (such as leaves, fruit or nuts), would be forced to adapt to the increase in the
distribution of their food sources. Therefore these specie evolved into two types, namely:
relatively small specie which survived in a single tree, and relatively large specie which
developed an improved terrestrial, or arboreal mobility.
Combined
The general process of primate evolution appears to have combined these ecological
variations with the horizontal and vertical adaptations. As a result, the primates can be
classified in terms of their dietary and structural adaptations.
In this context, there appear to be two kinds of fruit or leaf-eating primates, namely:
vertical frugivores, which are vertically-adapted fruit eaters; and horizontal frugivores,
which are horizontally-adapted fruit or leaf eaters.
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Similarly, there are vertically-adapted and horizontally-adapted omnivores. In addition,
there are transitional vertical/horizontal omnivores.
It appears that the primate ancestors were a specie of equatorial shrews. In common with
most small mammals, these shrews almost certainly lived underground, and led a nocturnal
life.
In a warm period of biospheric evolution, these shrews expanded in abundance, and forced
their subordinate variants into higher altitudes. As a result, the marginal specie had to
adapt to a transitional omnivorean existence, foraging partly on the ground and partly in
trees. They would remain nocturnal, and probably slept in tree hollows during the day.
In the periods of global cooling, these early primates would reverse colonise their
predecessor's mainstream habitat, although they would remain transitional omnivores.
In the warm phases of biospheric evolution, the process of plant speciation and
consequential individual scarcity would force the early primates to specialise.
Complementary
As a result, the species which adapted to single trees would tend to evolve into horizontal
frugivores, or complementary vertical omnivores. In this regard, the former would develop
into small, light and agile jumpers, with long tails; while the latter would be relatively large,
slow moving, tail-less animals. It is proposed that these creatures would become the
ancestors of the Pro simians.
At the margins of the equatorial regions, the plant species would be reduced in number,
although the individual plants of each specie would be relatively common. In some areas,
individual trees of the same specie would clump together.
As a result, the horizontal frugivores would be able to jump from tree to tree, and these
primates would colonise the equatorial periphery. In time, some of these primates would
adapt to the vertical structures, to become vertical frugivores. It is proposed that these
primates would become the ancestors of the Lemurs.
The subordinate variants of these specie would be forced to adapt to a complementary
position within the peripheral environments. Thus they would become transitional
omnivores, feeding partly on the ground and partly in the trees.
Nocturnal
These primates evolved in the Mesozoic era, when the most predominant terrestrial animals
were dinosaurs. As the large dinosaurs required a degree of solar heating to maximise their
predatory activity, they only hunted during the daylight hours. As a result, these early
primates remained nocturnal.
In the period of global cooling at the end of the Mesozoic era, most of the large terrestrial
dinodaurs became extinct. As a result, the subordinate variant primates were able to switch
to a diurnal existence, which would complement the nocturnal habits of the existing
primates.
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However, the adaption to a diurnal niche would require physiological changes to survive the
increased temperatures involved. For example, the subordinate variant individuals would
have to increase their surface-to-volume ratio to dissipate the extra heat. This could be
most easily achieved by the development of a relatively long, thick tail. It is proposed that
the resulting diurnal, equatorial specie became the ancestors of the Marmosets and
Monkeys.
In the next warm phase of biospheric evolution, the ancestors of the Marmosets and
Monkeys specialised in much the same way as their primate predecessors. Thus the
subordinate specie colonised all the equatorial niches, with the ancestors of the Marmosets
adapting to individual trees. However, the ancestors of the Monkeys were forced out to the
periphery, where they became vertical and horizontal frugivores.
Old World Monkeys
The Monkeys' subordinate variants would be forced out of the equatorial regions, where
they would become subtropical, transitional omnivores. When Africa separated from South
America, due to continental drift, it appears that all the subtropical regions were in Africa.
As a result, it is proposed that these transitional omnivores became the ancestors of the Old
World Monkeys.
The mating requirements of the early primates were probably met by the same basic
systems as are employed by other nocturnal mammals. Nocturnal specie all tend to use a
mixture of scents and vocal stimuli, as their olfactory and aural sensory systems are most
highly developed. However, the adaption to a diurnal existence would lead to improved
vision, so there could be an advantage in the development of visual stimuli.
In this context, the ancestors of the Marmosets and Monkeys would be unable to see each
other in their dense tropical rain forest. As a result, these specie would concentrate on their
vocal stimuli.
However, in the relatively open subtropical habitats of Africa, the transitional omnivores
would spend more time on the ground, where they would be subject to terrestrial predation.
In this regard, as a vocal stimuli would tend to attract predators, the development of a
visual stimuli would be advantageous to the specie. As the Monkey’s eyes had become
adapted to colour delineation, a visual stimuli would be most effective if it involved a colour
change in a conspicuous part of the specie's anatomy.
It is proposed that this is why the Old World monkeys have patches on their bottoms, which
change colour when the individuals start their breeding cycle. Furthermore, to ensure that
the visual stimuli is not obscured, these monkeys have relatively slim, light tails.
The general process of marginal colonisation continued in Africa, until the development of a
transitional omnivore in the temperate altitudes and latitudes. In the mountain regions, this
subordinate variant developed a stocky physique with powerful hind-limbs to enable it to
traverse a mountainous habitat. It is proposed that this specie became the ancestor of the
Baboons, Drills, and Macaques.
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In a period of global cooling about 35 million years B.P. (before present), both the
subtropical and temperate subordinate variants reverse colonised the optimum habitats;
and became widespread throughout the equatorial regions. Thereafter, the process of
specialist adaptations recommenced.
Ape Ancestors
In this regard, the relatively small, subtropical variants colonised the habitats of the
horizontal frugivores and omnivores. However, the larger and more powerfully built
temperate variants were better adapted to colonise the vertical frugivore and omnivore
habitats. As a result, a temperate subordinate variant adapted to the vertical structure, and
became tail less, with short hind-limbs and long forelimbs. It is proposed that this specie
became the ancestor of the Apes.
When this vertically-adapted specie spread out to the periphery of the equatorial regions,
the trees became clumped in the usual way. As a result, the specie could move from tree to
tree. However, because it had no tail, the specie could not walk on the top of the branches,
and jump from branch to branch. Instead, it was forced to swing underneath the branches,
and develop the ability to brachiate. This adaption to swinging enabled the specie to extend
its habitat to the side branches of the trees.
The ancestors of the Apes tended to specialise in the same manner as the other primates.
Thus, the ancestors of the Gibbon adapted to a single tree, feeding from both the vertical
and horizontal structures. By contrast, the ancestors of the Orang-utan developed a much
wider territory, by brachiating from tree to tree.
About 10 million years B.P., the continents of Africa and Asia merged due to tectonic plate
movement. This allowed the Asian Ape specie to colonise the 'Ape' niches in Africa.
However, as the incoming Asian apes were food specific, this process took a long time.
By 6 million years B.P., the sea levels had risen to such an extent that the whole of the
African Rift Valley had become an inland sea. The hilly nature of the terrain produced a lot
of islands near the inland coasts. This created an advantage for the incoming Asian ape as
the African monkeys were unwilling to swim or wade out to these islands.
Existing Asian Apes are Bipedal on the ground
It was in this island environment that the Asian/African apes developed a high degree of
bipedalism. It should be noted that the existing Asian apes (i.e. The Gibbon and the
Orang-utan) are either wholly or partially bipedal on the ground. In this context, the Gibbon
is always bipedal when it is on the ground; while the Orang-utan is sometimes bipedal and
sometimes quadrupedal.
The nearest analogy to the island environment of the Asian/African ape, is to be found in
South East Asia, where the Crab Eating Macaque lives in Mangrove Swamps. This specie of
monkey has developed a bipedal ability which in some ways is similar to that of the Human
specie. In this context, when the Crab Eating Macaque walks on its hind legs it places one
foot directly in front of the other, and walks in a very human-like way. By contrast Gorillas
and Chimpazees tend to sway from side to side when they walk on their hind legs.
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The reason the Crab Eating Macaque has developed a degree of bipedalism, is that when
the nursing female has to move from one mangrove clump to another, she has to carry her
infant in her arms. Normally, monkeys carry their infants under their belly. But if the Crab
Eating Macaque female did this, her infant would drown. So the female has learnt to walk
on the sea bed, carrying her baby in her arms.
It is generally believed that the Asian/African ape specie also developed bipedalism in their
island environment in the same way as the Crab Eating Macaque - and for the same reason.
There is fossil evidence which clearly shows that some of these creatures developed a high
degree of bipedalism, while others were less well adapted. Probably those who lived on the
outermost islands developed the greatest bipedal capability, while those closest to the coast
would be less well developed.
Sea Levels Drop
About 5 million years B.P., the inland sea levels started to drop. As they did so, the Rift
Valley gradually emerged and became available to specie who were living in the inland
coastal regions. This naturally benefited the Asian/African apes, and their numbers
expanded as a result. It is proposed that these Asian/African apes became the
Autralopithecines.
By 4 million years B.P., the inland sea levels had dropped so much that the only large
stretches of water left in the Rift Valley were those of Lake Uganda and Lake Victoria. The
old island habitat merged into the African Mainland, and the territory of the
Australopithecines was invaded by African monkeys.
Initially, the most bipedal of the Australopithecines could hold their own against the
monkeys. This was because they could walk in a straight line to the food sources, whereas
the monkeys had to take more circuitous routes from branch to branch. If danger
threatened, the good bipedalists could climb up the nearest trees.
However, not all Australopithecines were good bipedalists. The bad bipedalists had relatively
long arms and short legs, and could not walk as fast as the good bipedalists.
As a result, they were heading for extinction. In such a situation, they had to adapt, or
move, or die.
The key to their survival was speed on the ground.
Ancestor of the Bonobo
It is proposed that one of these bad bipedal Australopithecine adopted the method of
locomotion known as knuckle-walking. The individual concerned would have to have been
very small and light, otherwise it would have injured its knuckles as it used them to walk
quadrupedally on the ground. The knuckle-walking would enable the individual to outpace
the good bipedalists, and so reach the food sources before they did.
Eventually, the numbers of the knuckle-walking Australopithecines increased and the specie
adapted biologically so that its knuckles and finger bones were tough enough to enable long
distance travel without injury. It is proposed that this small, light equatorial specie of
Australopithecine became the ancestor of the Bonobo.
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At this point, as the ancestral Bonobos would take all the mid canopy food, some of the
good bipedalists were forced to concentrate on the ground level vegetation. Other good
bipedalists would be forced to move into the semi-equatorial forests to find their food.
Ancestors of the Gorilla
In due course, larger and heavier variants of the Bonobo developed, and these creatures
were forced by their size and weight to source their food at ground level. It is proposed that
these variants became the ancestors of the Gorilla. As the Gorillas were knuckle-walkers,
they could outpace the ground level good bipedalists, and the latter became extinct.
Ancestors of the Chimpanzee
After these developments, a further variant of the Bonobo evolved. These creatures were
bigger than the Bonobo, but smaller that the Gorilla. As such, they could not compete with
either of these specie, so they were forced into the semi-equatorial forests.
Here they had to compete with the good bipedalists. However, as these variants of the
Bonobo were knuckle-walkers, they could easily outpace the good bipedalists on the
ground. So they survived and prospered. It is proposed that this intermediate specie of
knuckle-walker became the ancestor of the Chimpanzee.
This explains the present distribution of the African Apes. The idea that the African apes are
descended from the Australopithecines is not yet mainstream, but there is very good
evidence for it. One of the indications of such an ancestry, is the way in which the African
Ape specie behave when they are angry. In this context, the African apes invariably stand
up and pace around on their hind legs. As angry behaviour is generally considered more
primitive behaviour, this implies that the African apes have a bipedal ancestry.
Standing Upright
The good bipedalists were forced to look for food outside the semi-equatorial forests. Now it
was their turn to face extinction. They had to move, adapt, or die.
The only available territory was in the subtropical environment. The subtropical regions are
fiercely hot during the day, and cold at night. It is so hot during the day that most
mammals in these regions feed and hunt only at night. There are very few trees, and
relatively little food. This was hardly suitable for an ape specie.
But the Australopithecine good bipedalists had one significant advantage over the
indigenous subtropical mammals. This was their bipedalism. It was not the ability to walk on
their hind legs which conferred the advantage, but rather the ability to stand upright. This
meant that only their head and shoulders were exposed to the sun in the daytime - so they
didn't heat up as much as the quadrupedal mammals in the region.
The good bipedalists were able to walk around in the daytime, when all other mammals had
to shelter from the sun to avoid heat-stroke. This meant that the bipedal Australopithecines
could be the first on the scene to scavenge the carcasses of animals killed during the
previous night.
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In addition, they could see where the nocturnal burrowing for underground tubers had
taken place. As a result, they were able to survive in this harsh environment.
In addition, no knuckle-walking Ape could follow them into the subtropical region, as the
Ape’s quadrupedal habit would prevent them from competing with the good bipedalists
during the heat of the day.
Heat Dissipation
However, the good bipedalists were not perfectly adapted to their new environment. They
also suffered from excess body heat during the day. As a result, the specie gradually
adapted physiologically to improve its ability to dissipate excess body heat.
To this end, the most effective way it could improve its heat dissipation was by developing
thin spindly legs, thin spindly arms, and a slim light body structure. However, their head
would have to remain the same size, as they would still need the same size of brain to find
their food, and the same teeth and jaw combination to eat their food.
This adaptation to the subtropical environment led to a change in the specie’s
'head-to-body' ratio.
It should be noted that this type of physiological development is normally impossible for
mammal specie. The limiting factor here is the female pelvic canal, through which mammal
babies must pass when they are born. In this context, an examination of mammal specie
will show a remarkable correlation between the size of the head and the size of the body, in
individuals of all specie (except humans).
For example, a small head/large body configuration creates feeding, nutritional and
neuro-physiological problems. This can be illustrated by imagining a mammal which had the
body of an elephant, and the head of a mouse!
By contrast, a large head/small body configuration creates severe embryonic problems -which normally results in either the death of the female, or the infant, or both.
Any adult mammal, which has either a relatively large head for its body: or a relatively
small body for its head, will transmit these characteristics to its progeny. As a result,
its baby would inherit the large head/small body configuration.
In order to be born, the baby must pass through its mother's pelvic canal. However, the
pelvic canal's size is proportional in size to the baby's body. As a result, if the baby's head is
relatively large, it will not pass through the pelvic canal -- and normally (in the wild), both
mother and baby will die.
However, when a specie develops a change in its ‘head-to-body-ratio’ the rate of
physiological change is so gradual that a persistent adaptive demand would only affect a
relatively few individuals per generation.
There is only one evolutionary solution to the large head/small body problem. In cases
where there is a persistent adaptive demand leading to regular birthing problems, natural
selection will effect a change in the rate of growth of the baby’s head in its foetal stage.
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In such a case, the foetus's body will grow at the normal rate, but its head will grow at a
marginally slower rate. Consequently, at the time of birth, the baby's head is smaller than it
would normally be -- and the baby can be born. The baby’s head then completes its foetal
stage outside the womb.
The genetic variations which produce this phenomena are not unusual. They effect the
genes which control the timing of the embryonic and foetal development process. These
determine the growth rates of the animal's organs, as well as its overall rate of growth. The
variations are usually very marginal, and are the cause of the differences in each
individual's size, weight, metabolism and maturity rate etc. As a result, no two animals of
any specie are exactly the same.
The head-to-body ratio of mammals is affected by this process all the time. As a result,
there are marginal differences in the relative sizes of individual's heads and bodies in all
mammal specie. However, in all specie except the human specie, the variation in the
head-to-body ratio is always very slight. For a very good reason.
Baby’s brain is not fully developed
Thus any mammal baby, which has been affected by these genetic variations, can be born
with minimal birthing problems. However, because its head has grown at a slower than
normal rate within the womb, it means that at the time of birth the head has not completed
its foetal growth stage. This means that the baby's brain is not fully developed. As a result,
such babies are incapable of any independent behaviour in the period immediately after
their birth.
This is due to the nature of the nervous system, and the process of its embryonic and foetal
development. To put it very simply, the nervous system may be considered to exhibit two
kinds of physiological behaviour.
Firstly, there is the 'automatic' nervous system, which includes the autonomic nervous
system that controls the blood vessels, gut and digestive system;and the somatic muscle
system, which moves the body of the mammal. This, together with the endocrine system of
hormones, controls all the automatic regulation of the body, and initiates the reflex actions
of the muscles. This system is linked with the inner parts of the brain, such as the
hypothalamus, mid brain and cerebellum.
Secondly, there is the cortex and neocortex of the brain, which together with associated
somatic motor systems determine the cognitive and manipulative behaviour of the mammal.
All parts of the nervous system are very much inter linked, but they grow at different
speeds in the embryonic and foetal stages of growth. Generally, the automatic nervous
system grows first, while the cortex and its associated somatic systems grow last.
When mammal babies are born, the automatic nervous system initiates the breathing, and
regulates all the vital reflex actions. The cortex then initiates the baby's cognitive
development - starting with the vital task of learning to find the mother's mammary glands.
Under normal circumstances, the cortex will have completed its foetal growth stage by the
time the baby is born, so a baby mammal can make its way, on its own initiative, to the
mother's mammary glands. Even young mice and kittens, which are born blind, find their
way independently - guided by the heat radiated from their mother's abdomen.
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Immature brain
However, the newborn baby of any mammal which has a large head/small body
configuration, has an immature brain. The automatic nervous system is complete, but the
cortex is not.
As a result, such a baby can suckle (which is a reflex action) , but it cannot actually move
itself to its mother' s mammary glands. Thus, unless the mother actively brings the baby to
her mammary glands - and guides the baby's head, so that the baby's mouth is close to the
nipple, the baby will die.
The inability of most mammal mothers to do this, is one of the reasons why the large
head/small body configuration is not common among mammals.
Another serious problem, for mammals with the large head/small body configuration,
concerns the transportation of the baby. Thus, even if the mother can arrange the suckling
of the baby, the latter will not be able to move its limbs -- other than by reflex action.
To move independently: to crawl, to climb, to reach out, and to hang on to an adult,
requires independent control and manipulation of limbs -- in a cognitive, purposeful way.
Reflex actions are not sufficient.
Mammal specie with prehensile hands or feet, can pick up their babies, but most such
specie are either quadrupeds, or specie which pursue totally arboreal lives. In this regard,
both the former and the latter require the use of all their limbs during adult locomotion. As
a result, these mammals require that their babies actively hang on to their mothers, while
the latter move from feeding place to feeding place.
Thus, it appears that the only mammal specie which could evolve a large head/small body
configuration are the Bonobo, Gorilla, Chimpanzee and Human species. Only the latter has
actually done so.
In this context, it should be noted that if an animal evolves a certain characteristic in
response to a particular ecological niche, then no other animal will evolve such a
characteristic -- unless they develop in almost identical organic and environmental
circumstances.
Thus, although both Gorillas and Chimpanzees could probably rear completely helpless
babies, they would not need to unless they occupied an ecological niche which required a
change in their head-to-body ratio. It appears that the only ecological niches which have
this requirement, have been occupied by the ancestors of the Human specie since the last
Australopithecine radiation.
In fact, primatological research has shown that if Chimpanzees give birth to stillborn babies,
they will try to suckle such babies. Furthermore, they will carry such infants in their arms -walking bipedally to do so.
Here, the strength of the maternal instinct overcomes the inhibitions of the female, in
respect of bipedal locomotion. When such female chimpanzees conclude their infants are
dead, they discard them, and return to knuckle-walking as a means of terrestrial
locomotion.
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It might be thought that the easiest, and most obvious way for nature to deal with the large
head/small body problem, would be to enlarge the pelvic canal of the female.
In fact, this is precisely what happens to most mammals, whenever a specie increases its
overall size. However, as the pelvic canal gets larger, so does the whole pelvis - which leads
to a bigger body. As a result, the head-to-body ratio stays the same.
In the subtropical altitudes of equatorial Africa, the ancestral humans (hominids) could
evolve a change in their head-to-body ratio, in one of three ways. Thus: they could evolve a
bigger head, maintaining a normal body size; or they could evolve a smaller body,
maintaining a normal head size; or they could evolve a bigger head and smaller body at the
same time.
It is proposed that initially, they evolved according to the second alternative. This was due
to an adaption for heat dissipation. They needed a slimmer, slighter body with slim slight
legs and arms to allow them to survive the heat of the daylight hours.
Helpless babies
The resultant change in the head-to-body ratio would then lead to the birth of helpless
babies. In the two or three weeks following their birth, such babies would remain helpless -until the foetal growth stage of their heads (and brains) had been completed. Thereafter,
such babies would behave like a typical, African ape infant.
It should be noted that the degree of helplessness would not change. Every increase in the
head-to-body ratio leads to a corresponding increase in the length of the period of the
baby’s helplessness.
This is because the embryonic and foetal growth rate of the brain, within the womb, is
slowed down more and more. Hence it takes proportionately longer for the head to
complete its foetal growth stage outside the womb - after the birth of the infant.
It should also be noted that the gross increase in the length of the head's embryonic and
foetal growth stage (i.e., both inside and outside the womb), leads to a proportional
increase in the length of all the other stages in the individual's life. For example, if the gross
embryonic and foetal stage of the head is increased by 15% (i.e. one month), the infantile
stage would also increase by 15% (i.e. four and a half months).
The increase in the period of the hominid babies' helplessness, would be disadvantageous
to the mothers; but maternal instinct, coupled with evolutionary selection, would place a
premium on improved child-rearing abilities.
In this respect, the survival of the specie would depend upon the physiological and
behavioural adaptations of the nursing females.
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Consequential Physiological Adaptations
The reduction in the foetal growth rate of the hominid infants brain would be matched by
consequential physiological adaptations to its body. In this context, it should be noted that
the differential rates of growth of different parts of the body in the embryonic and foetal
stages, reflect the general ability of organisms to vary their growth rates at different times
in their life span.
For example, many species of mammals develop various secondary sexual characteristics
during their adolescent stage of growth. Thus the growth of male beards, and female
breasts, in the human specie, show how organic control of growth mechanisms can be
adjusted to increase, or decrease -- to meet the needs of the individual.
In this context, it is proposed that the present delay in the development of the human
baby's bone, muscle, and myelin sheaths, are consequential evolutionary adaptations to the
physiological requirements of the helpless baby.
As previously proposed, the reduction in the growth rate of the baby's cortex and
neocortex, initiated the baby's helplessness. This in turn, would encourage specific
reductions in the growth rates of the baby's limb bones, and their associated muscle and
nervous systems. In every generation, there would be individuals whose somatic muscle
and nervous growth, would be premature or immature -- vis a vis the brain. However, the
majority of individuals would have sufficient correlation in their respective brain and somatic
muscle system growth rates to survive.
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Mammary Glands
Mammals are distinguished from other classes of animals by the female characteristic of
suckling their young via mammary glands. There is a considerable variation in the number,
size, shape and location, of the mammae: to suit the size of the average brood, and the
specific needs of the young.
The suckling position of the females also vary, but generally involve standing, sitting, or
lying on their sides. Some aquatic species, such as the Hippopotamus, require that their
young dive underwater to suckle. Others, like the Whales and Kangaroos, can suckle on the
move.
Thus the organic adaptations of the female, may be complemented by the behavioural
adaptations of the young. In general, the female's organic and behavioural adaptations
increase with the brain mass/body mass ratio.
The mammary glands of the Human specie are different from those of the Chimpanzee or
Gorilla. These apes have relatively flat breasts and long nipples. This meets the needs of
their young, who tend to have marginally protruding jaws and palates -- which need a
proportionately long nipple. By contrast, the human breasts tend to be more bulbous, with a
much shorter nipple.
In this context, there is no reason to believe that the needs of the hominoid (Ape) young
varied very greatly, during the period of pre-hominidal evolution. However, when there are
substantial, physiological variations of either mammae nipple size; or testes size; or penis
size; it is reasonable to assume that these were caused by evolutionary adaptations - to
changes in mating, reproduction, or infant-rearing systems.
In Chapter Five, the author proposed that the adaptation to the requirements of a
subtropical climate involved a reduction in body size, which led to a change in the specie’s
head to body ratio. This led to the extension of the period of helplessness of the hominid
baby.
In this regard, it will be immediately apparent that a helpless hominid baby would need
some maternal assistance to reach its mother's breasts. The mother would have to pick up
its baby, and guide the baby's mouth to her nipple. The baby would be able to 'forage' for
the nipple itself, and start suckling -- as both of these are reflex actions. However, the
mother would still have to support the baby's head during feeding.
Even a helpless baby could still hang on to its mother, by holding on to her skin, or fur,
providing the baby's hands and feet were guided to the right place -- and provided its hands
and feet were kept open before contact was made. Infantile gripping is another reflex
action, and hominid babies would be able to hang on to their mothers -- if they were placed
in the appropriate position, in the appropriate way.
Unfortunately, it is not normal for babies to open up their hands, if they are very young -because this requires cognitive ability. A young baby's hands tend to remain clenched, and
they cannot grip anything unless it is physically placed into the palms of their hands.
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Forward facing nostrils
Thus during suckling, a hominid baby would depend upon its mother for support, and the
mother would tend to hold the baby's head close to her breast. This would tend to position
the proto-hominidal, forward-facing nostrils of a hominid baby very close to the chest wall
of the mother. As a result, an anxious, or careless, or frightened mother, could accidentally
suffocate her baby as she pressed its head against her breast.
The hominoidal Ape baby does not stiffer from this problem because it can climb up, and
hang on to its mother to suckle. Such a baby can feed itself without the need for maternal
support. If its forward-facing nostrils are accidentally blocked, it will immediately move its
head back by reflex action.
A helpless, hominid baby could not do this, as its head would be pressed in to its mother's
breast by the mother's hand. It could not cry out, as the nipple would be in its mouth.
Instead, it would silently suffocate.
It is proposed that the frequency of early hominid infant mortality, due to accidental
suffocation, would be sufficient to lead to evolutionary adaptations by both babies and
mothers.
In this context, it is proposed that the baby's nose would gradually change, so that the
forward-facing nostrils of the hominoid Apes would be replaced by the downward facing
nostrils of the present day humans.
It is further proposed that mammae of early hominids would be supplemented by fat -- to
project the female nipple well clear of the chest wall. This would prevent the nose of the
baby from being squashed up against the chest of its mother.
This organic adaption illustrates a possible example of series evolution, where one adaption
can create a demand for another, consequential adaption.
Bulbous, protuberant breasts
For example, the evolution of bulbous, protuberant breasts could lead to further suffocation,
albeit on a lesser scale. This is because the soft skin and fat of the breast, could envelop the
nose of the baby and lead to its suffocation.
It is proposed that a further evolutionary adaption would involve the dilation of the blood
vessels surrounding the mammary gland, and this would make the breast relatively stiff.
The dilation of the blood vessels would be stimulated by the suckling action of the baby, and
the stiff breast would prevent the baby's face and nose from being enveloped by the
breast's soft, fatty tissue.
Another potential threat to the helpless baby would be the long, hominoidal nipple. This
could easily choke the baby, as its head was pressed in to its mother's breast. It is
proposed that this danger would lead to the evolution of the short, hominidal nipple.
These are minor changes of physiology, but quite typical maternal adaptations which meet
the needs of the young. If the babies die, the specie dies. In this regard, the suckling of
young babies is a very critical element in mammalian survival.
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As a result, it is reasonable to deduce that any perceived changes to a baby's mouth,
palate, lips, gums etc. , and its nose -- if this is close to the mouth, will be due to a change
in infantile, or maternal demands.
It should be noted that it is very much easier for an adult to adjust to the demands of an
infant, than the other way round. As a result, most evolutionary changes involving
mammary glands and nipples, are due to adaptations by the adults to the needs of their
infants.
A survey of the variations in the degree of adult breast and nose shape, between the
various ethnic groups of present day humans, shows some correlation between the amount
of nasal and breast protuberance. However, a comparative survey on the relative size of
babies' noses, indicates very little overall variation. This implies that the adult nose and
breast shape is probably determined by mating requirements (See Chapter 7 post. ), or
climate.
Flat Feet
The fossil record shows two, possibly interrelated factors concerning hominid locomotion
and geographic distribution. Thus the early Australopithecines were only semi-bipedal. They
could walk, but their long arm/short leg, skeletal structure was not very energy efficient,
and this would limit their long distance, territorial mobility.
In this context, it should be noted that present day nomadic peoples of the subtropics are
usually tall and thin, with relatively long legs and slim arms. This ideal for long distance,
nomadic herders. By contrast, the early Australopithecines appear to have been adapted for
short-range travel on the ground, coupled with a reasonable, tree climbing ability. This all
fits the concept of a specie which is adapted to an island environment.
But there are a number of related developments which need to be considered. For example,
there is the question of how the infants would be carried by their mothers. In this regard, it
should be noted that Ape and Monkey infants hang on to their mothers by their hands and
feet.
However, the bipedal Australopithecine specie would give birth to infants which had flat feet
like its parents. These infants would not be able to hang on to their mothers fur, in the
manner of an Ape or Monkey infant. Instead, the bipedal Australopithecine mother would
have to carry her infant in her arms - until the infant was capable of walking by itself.
Body Temperature
The very act of carrying the infant could lead to problems for both the mother and her child.
The mother would probably need to carry the infant on her hips, as human mothers do
today. However, the close proximity of the infant could lead to an increase in its body
temperature.
This is not a problem for Ape or Monkey specie as air can circulate between the body of the
mother and the infant. By contrast, an infant carried in its mothers arms is in direct contact
with the mother’s body - so no air can circulate between it and its mother.
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In the context of its island environment, the act of walking would tend to take place when
wading from island to island. As a result, the mother and baby would be kept relatively cool
- and the increased temperature arising from the direct contact between infant and mother
would be irrelevant. However, when the island environment disappeared, the infant
temperature problem would emerge.
Homeostasis
To put the question of temperature regulation in its proper context, it might be useful to
consider the issues involved. In this regard, it should be noted that one of the important
adaptations of all mammal specie is their ability to maintain a constant body temperature,
regardless of any external, environmental temperature variation.
This is important because normal cell metabolism can only occur over a relatively narrow
range of conditions. This range was probably determined in the early biosphere by the
conditions that prevailed when life first evolved.
For example, if life evolved in the sea, then the composition of sea water, at this time,
would determine the rate of organic transformation of energy. The high specific heat of such
water would mean that life evolved at a relatively stable temperature, while the sheer
volume of the oceans would mean that little ionic change would occur due to dilution, or
evaporation.
The transfer of organisms from an aquatic to a terrestrial environment, would require the
evolution of organic mechanisms to resolve the problems of temperature variations,
evaporation and excretion.
In this regard, mammals and birds (both of which are classified as homoeotherms), have
evolved physiological systems which enable them to maintain a constant body temperature
- irrespective of environmental changes. Other organisms (classified as poikilotherms), are
directly influenced chemically by environmental temperature changes.
As a result, only the homoeothermic mammals and birds can live in the polar regions, as
the poikilotherms would have their cell chemistry inhibited by the extreme cold.
The ability to maintain a constant internal equilibrium is called homeostasis, and covers not
only temperature, but water balance, salt levels, nitrogenous waste control, and the carbon
dioxide/oxygen ratio etc.
Mammalian body heat is generally produced either by the body's metabolic processes, or by
the dynamic motion of the individual's body. The majority of this heat is transferred to the
environment by radiation from the mammals' skin. In addition, the evaporation of
perspiration from the skin leads to latent cooling, while some heat can be transferred to the
air during respiration.
Thus the rate of heat transfer, in mammals, can be regulated by variations in the
perspiration and respiration rate, and by the dilation or contraction of blood vessels near the
surface of the skin.
The internal heat can be further regulated by changes in the metabolic process, which can
be controlled by hormonal stimulation. Finally, mammalian heat losses can be regulated on
a temporary, or relatively permanent basis, by the use of various types of insulators.
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In this regard, many marine, polar specie have evolved layers of blubber, the thickness of
which reflects the constant differential between their body temperature and that of the polar
seas.
Degree of Hairiness
By contrast, where mammal specie face a considerable variation in environmental
temperature, the insulator usually takes the form of hair, or fur. In hot weather, the hair
can be smoothed down to reflect the sun's rays, and prevent the trapping of any air which
could act as an insulator. However, in cold weather, such hair can be fluffed out -- to trap
as much air as possible, to maximise its insular properties. In addition, the rate of hair loss
can be varied, so that it is minimised in cold conditions, and maximised in hot conditions.
This latter process is known as moulting.
In general, the degree of hairiness of a mammal depends upon three interrelated factors.
The first is the metabolic rate of the specie individuals. The second is the specie individuals'
surface-to-volume ratio; and the third is the environmental temperature range found in the
specie's habitat.
In this context, small mammals, like shrews and voles, have a very high metabolic rate -as they eat an amount equivalent to their own body mass every day. Thus they produce a
lot of heat. However, their smallness means they have a very large surface-to-volume ratio
- so they dissipate this heat very quickly, and they need hair as insulation for the times
when they are not creating internal body heat.
Some mammals, like African elephants, have hair when they are young, but very little when
they become adults. In this regard, the main danger to the infant elephant is that of dying
of cold in the winter. As a result, it has a hairy coat to keep it warm.
The adult elephant, by contrast, is in danger of dying of overheating in the very hot
conditions of a subtropical summer. This is because the adult elephant has a very small
surface-to-volume ratio (i.e., the opposite of the shrew). Its large volume creates a great
deal of heat, but its limited surface area cannot dissipate the heat very quickly. Thus the
adult elephant has evolved various ways to maximise its heat loss, including the moulting of
its juvenile hair - and becoming virtually naked. It has hair, but the hair is rather short and
sparse.
In the context of hominid evolution, when the Australopithecine mother started to walk
bipedally, carrying her baby in her arms, about 30% of the baby's skin would be in direct
contact with its mother's chest and arms. This would alter the surface-to-volume ratio of
the baby, as only 70% of its skin would still be exposed to the air.
The baby's volume would remain the same, but the skin would only radiate seven tenths of
the baby’s body heat. As a result, the baby's temperature would start to rise. If the increase
in temperature continued unchecked, the baby would eventually die of heatstroke.
Fortunately, the early Australopithecine mothers were not well adapted for bipedalism. As a
result, they could only walk for short distances before stopping for a rest. In these rest
periods, they could either put the baby on the ground, or sit it up on their knees. These rest
periods would enable the baby to cool down - and survive.
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In these early stages of Australopithecine development of bipedalism, the mothers would be
making behavioural adjustments the requirements of their baby, while the baby would be
making similar organic adjustments to the problems of overheating. For example, the
baby's hormone controlled metabolic process would prevent the conversion of glycogen to
glucose - to reduce the degree of internal heating.
In addition, the bipedal Australopithecine specie could reduce its temperature by a reduction
in its body hair. This could be achieved by a simple slowing down of the growth rate of body
hair, which is the process found in the human specie today. The individuals could keep
warm by cuddling together.
It would appear that the development of the present day lack of body hair occurred in two
stages. The first stage was when the bipedal Australopithecine moved from its island
existence to an equatorial forest existence. The second stage occurred when the bipedal
hominids were forced out of the semi-equatorial forests by the ancestor of the Chimpanzee.
When this happened, the hominids moved into the subtropical semi-desert environment,
and adapted to the requirements of that climate. This resulted in the change in the
head-to-body ratio, which led to the increase in the period of helplessness of the hominid
baby. As a result, the hominid baby had to be carried in its mother’s arms from food source
to food source.
Localised subcutaneous fat
This created extra temperature problems for the babies, which were met by a further
reduction in body hair. In addition, it is proposed that further maternal adaptations to deal
with the problem of the overheating baby, would be the development of localised
subcutaneous fat. In this context, there are variations in the degrees of fatness of all
individuals in all mammal specie. However, they are usually fairly marginal, as obesity can
lead to severe physiological problems.
Thus in any specie population of early hominids, there would have been some females who
would have been fatter than average. Their body fat would increase their own problems of
dealing with excess body heat, which would normally put them at a disadvantage. As a
result, hominid fatness would normally remain a minority characteristic.
However, in the context of hominid evolution, the fat females' body fat would act as an
insulator between her and her infant. This would prevent her own internal body heat from
being transmitted to her baby. As a result, the babies of relatively fat mothers would
survive better than those of thin or average mothers. In time, the fat mother would
become a temporary 'norm' of the specie.
The overall disadvantages of female fatness would eventually encourage the evolutionary
selection of females whose fat was concentrated in those parts of the body which came into
direct contact with the baby. In this context, it may be noted that the subcutaneous fat of
present day human females is concentrated in the regions of the chest, shoulders, arms,
hips, buttocks and upper thighs. This is precisely where the baby is carried by its mother.
It should be noted that if any specie characteristic is advantageous to one sex, but
disadvantageous to the other sex, the characteristic will become sex-linked to the former.
In this regard, the dominant males of the hominid specie would be responsible for the
defence of their territories.
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This would involve such a degree of physical exertion that the female level of subcutaneous
fat would be disadvantageous. As a result, thsubcutaneous fat characteristic would be
sex-linked to the female.
As previously noted, the metabolic processes would reduce the production of internal heat
within the helpless baby's body. Initially this would simply involve the suspension of the
conversion of glucose into energy. However, if the temperature was required to be yet
further reduced, the metabolic hormones would induce the conversion of the glucose into
glycogen - and thence into fat.
This process could affect the hominid baby, by creating a layer of 'puppy fat' during the
critical periods following the birth of the baby. This fat would tend to prevent the hominid
mother's own body heat from being conducted into the baby, but it would also prevent the
baby from dissipating its own body heat. However, such fat tends to be concentrated in the
abdomen, which is not a maximum heat radiation area.
Instead, most of the body heat is dissipated from the head and limbs, and these would not
tend to be in permanent contact with the mother. This would stimulate the genetic selection
of adaptations which would maximise heat loss in these areas.
In this regard, it is proposed that the process of moulting, which is common in mammals
who tend to die of overheating, would be evolved by the helpless baby. Thus, the hair on
the baby's head which grows in the final period of the foetal growth stage would be moulted
within a few days of the birth of the baby.
This would allow maximum heat dissipation from the head, during the critical periods of
maximum heat production, in the first weeks following the birth of the baby. Thereafter, the
hair would grow again as the baby got bigger, and its surface-to-volume ratio improved. In
this context, it should be noted that this is still a common characteristic of today' s human
babies.
It is proposed that while some of these adaptations would evolve at the same time, others
would develop on a series basis. In this context, each adaption which reduced the baby's
tendency to overheat would allow the baby to survive a greater distance of carriage.
However, this would lead to a consequent increase in bipedal adaption, which would
eventually lead to yet more overheating problems for the baby. When the baby had adapted
again, the evolution of bipedalism would proceed again - until the next overheating
problem.
The physiological adaptations of any particular class of animals tend to be similar - if the
environmental and organic circumstances are similar. In this regard, it will be recalled
that the adult elephant, which occupies a similar habitat to that of the early hominids,
suffers from severe overheating problems in the summer - and it has become virtually
hairless.
Although there is a substantial difference in the size of an adult elephant and a hominid
baby, when a new born hominid baby is carried in its mother's arms, the baby's reduced
surface-to-volume ratio is nevertheless similar to that of an adult elephant.
It is proposed that the frequent death of hominid babies, through overheating, would lead
to the evolutionary selection of a general reduction in the growth rate of the hominid
specie’s body hair. This would reduce the insular quality of the hair, and help to maximise
the dissipation of body heat.
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If the infants got cold, they could huddle up to their mother when necessary. However, after
achieving sexual maturity, the young adult males and females would no longer be
tolerated by the mother or the dominant males. When independent, the females would have
sufficient subcutaneous fat to remain warm in cold periods, but the males would evolve an
increase in hair growth, to prevent their death through cold.
Sweat Glands
As previously noted, homeostasis not only maintains a constant body temperature, but also
controls the water balance and salt levels. In this latter context, it should be noted that the
hominoid Ape species all have sweat glands to regulate perspiration, and these are
generally sited near the muscles involved in brachiation.
It is proposed that natural selection would favour any hominid babies who had a higher than
average number of sweat glands, and particularly those which had glands in the areas of
maximum heat dissipation.
Present day humans have nine times the average number of hominoid Ape sweat glands.
These glands are concentrated on the head shoulders, arms, legs and chest which are the
areas of maximum atmospheric exposure for a naked human baby, when carried in its
mother's arms.
Salt levels
It is further proposed that the gradual spread of sweat glands, over the body of the hominid
babies, would eventually lead to their death through heat exhaustion. The latter is a
condition caused by a substantial reduction in the salt levels of the blood, which can happen
to individuals who perspire too much in subtropical climates.
This would be remedied by the long term organic adaption the endocrinological system, to
allow higher natural levels of salt in the bloodstream and body fluids. This would lead to
further changes of diet to improve the salt intake by the specie.
One source of salt, favoured by subtropical insects, are the eye fluids of herbivores. It is
hypothesised that the hominids would start to scavenge for such sources, as the eyes of a
carcass can be easily removed with a pointed stick.
Tears
In addition to the problems of overheating, the helpless baby would have another source of
aggravation caused by its lack of cognitive control. In common with present day babies, it
would be unable to hold its head up. Although its mother would support its head during
suckling, there would be a tendency for the mother when resting, either to lay the baby
back on her knee, or to lay it down on the ground. This would result in the baby's eyes
facing the sky.
It should be noted that the atmosphere contains dust, pollen, wind-blown sand and other
potential irritants, which settle on the ground under the influence of gravity. These
atmospheric irritants would fall continually on to the open eyes of the hominid baby.
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The helpless, hominid baby would have a reflex capability which would enable it to blink,
but it would be very exposed to eye irritation whenever its mother stopped to rest. This
contrasts with the hominoid Ape baby which normally clings tight to its mother -- facing her
chest and sitting vertically.
It is therefore proposed, that there would be an evolutionary advantage accruing to any
individual hominid baby which had more watery eyes than average, as it could eliminate the
eye irritants more easily. It is further proposed that in the long term, this continual
selection of high fluid capacity eye sockets, would lead to the evolution of tears.
In this context, it should be noted the babies of all hominoid Apes cry. It only the
production of tears which is unique to the human specie. It may also be noted that there is
a marked similarity between the human physiological systems of sneezing, coughing and
crying. For example, they all involve reflex actions, facial and throat muscles; and the use
of fluids to rid the body of irritants.
Long leg/short arm
When all of these physiological adaptations had evolved, it is proposed that the process of
bipedalism would continue, until the long leg/short arm structure had fully developed.
This would maximise the specie's power-to-weight ratio, and allow the development of long
distance nomadism of the hunter-gatherer kind. This could explain the increase in
geographic radiation which was achieved by the Homo Habilis specie and its successors.
The hominid fossils of the adults of these specie, suggest evolutionary adaptations in their
mating and reproductive systems. These systems are considered in the next chapter.
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Reproduction
Evolution is a dynamic process. In living organisms, it proceeds through the replication of a
structure, which itself may be an aggregation of other structures. Reproduction is the
essence of evolution. Many things may change, but the replication of structure remains an
evolutionary constant.
Most organisms replicate their structure by means of asexual, or sexual reproduction.
Asexual reproduction is relatively simple, as there is no element of combination which
requires structural compatibility. However sexual reproduction is much more complex as it
involves the development of separate male and female germ cells, which have to be
combined during fertilisation to produce the replicated structure.
It seems probable that the early forms of sexual reproduction developed within asexual
organisms as a result of a structural mutation. Normally, any mutation which produced two
reproductive systems would have been disadvantageous to the individual concerned, as the
energy demands of reproduction limit the rate of individual growth.
However, the advantages of sexual reproduction - in terms of the speed of genetic adaption
to a changing environment, clearly outweighed the disadvantages of a dual reproductive
system.
Sexual Reproduction
The evolution of sexual reproduction involved the division of the reproductive element of the
individual organism into male and female, haploid germ cells. In hermaphrodite specie,
these could be recombined within the specie individuals themselves.
However, the evolution of single sex species required the transportation of the male germ
cells to the female cells, and their subsequent recombination within the female individual.
Thereafter, the process was essentially asexual in character, with the replicated structure
budding-off from the parent organism.
The development of single sex specie implied an inherent ability within the germ cells, to
identify individuals of the appropriate sex - prior to recombination. Furthermore, it required
a certain degree of synchronisation of breeding cycle, between the different sexes of the
same specie. In addition, the fertilisation process demanded a high degree of structural
compatibility - if the two germ cells were to recombine to form a single zygote.
Sexual Stimuli
In a competitive environment, these basic elements of reproduction would be refined
through the development of various kinds of stimuli to identify; synchronise; and combine
at precisely the right time and place.
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In this context, if the evolution of life involved the simplest of replicating structures, then it
is probable that the essential and peculiar characteristics of that structure would feature
prominently in all of its descendants. However, it is also probable that the basic elements of
such a structure would limit the variations of reproductive systems to those which appertain
directly to the structure itself.
For example, if such a structure was atomic, molecular, and compound in composition; and
bound by strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational forces, then these
features would form the basis of any chemical or radiation stimuli.
In the general context of mammals, the reproductive stimuli are usually either aural; oral;
olfactory; tactile; or visual in nature. The behaviour is normally mediated by hormones, but
the stimuli varies in its permanence and impact.
Visual Stimuli
In all visually-mating mammals there is a very specific visual stimuli, which seems to be
present in all the major areas of presentation and sexual contact. This may imply that the
stimuli concerned is a direct representation of the basic structure of life. (See Chapter 11 &
Figure 9).
In this regard, a comprehensive survey of mammalian specie physiology shows that most
organic characteristics are directly concerned with the basic dynamics of life, namely: the
acquisition, storage and utilisation of energy. In addition, there are organs which are
mainly, or solely concerned with reproduction.
However, there are some organic arrangements, or growths, which have no apparent
structural or reproductive purpose, and these may be classified as secondary sexual
characteristics
Most of the secondary sexual characteristics of mammal specie are obvious in the larger
animals. For example, the tusks of the Elephant, Walrus or Boar; or the horns of the Ibex,
Buffalo or Rhinoceros; or the antlers of Deer. These are relatively prominent, organic
structures.
Less immediately obvious, are the variations in the skin and fur colouration found in many
animals, and in particular the arrangements of spots and stripes, on the faces and bottoms
of such specie. Furthermore, there are post-pubertal growths of hair - such as the beard of
the male in the human specie, for example.
In addition, the faces of many specie show small variations of structure, which appear to
serve no obvious purpose. For example, the small notch at the top of the nose of the adult
Gorilla, or the rather similar dimple at the top of the nose of the Chimpanzee. Likewise, in
these species, the protruding eyebrow ridges over the eye sockets.
Similarly, the individuals of many mammal specie have a tail, which appears to have little
functional use - except as a fly swatter, or as an extra limb in some species of monkey.
Furthermore, some of the teeth of some specie seem to be exceptionally long -- most
notably the canines of many predator specie. These might appear to have evolved to meet
the needs of predation, but such canine teeth are also found in purely vegetarian specie,
such as Gorillas and Chinese Water Deer.
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In this regard it is clear that there are some aspects of mammal physiology which require
further explanation.
In this context, a more detailed, and perceptive survey of these various mammal
characteristics shows a commonality of visual stimuli. Thus: the arrangement of tusks,
horns, canines, stripes, spots and dimples etc. , invariably form an arrangement of lines -within a triangle.
In this regard, the triangle is usually equilateral, and upside down. Thus it has three equal
sides, with the base at the top and the point at the bottom. Furthermore, trisecting the
triangle, are three converging lines which meet at Its centre to form a Y -- shape. However,
not all of the lines are clearly visible. In addition, the lines vary according to the sex of the
mammal, and the position of the triangle.
In this context, it might be said that there are two triangles, namely: one positive; and one
negative. (See Figure 2.). All visually-mating mammals have at least two triangles.
One on their face, and one in their genital region. In quadrupedal mammals, the tail partly
obscures the latter.

Figure 2 - Sexual Triangles

Positive

Negative

Monkeys and Apes, which habitually sit upright, may have a further triangle on their chests.
Baboons, Gorillas and Chimpanzees are examples of such species. The Human specie also
has a chest triangle, and additionally, another triangle on the lower back.
The males of a visually-mating mammal specie have a positive triangle on their face, and a
negative triangle in their genital region. This position is reversed in the female sex, which
have a negative triangle on the face and a positive one in the genital region. (See Figure 5).
In most specie, the facial triangle is outlined by the ears and muzzle of the individual. In
some specie, where the jaw is very long, the ears will be lengthened to compensate. In
other specie, horns are used in place of the ears - as the outer markers of the triangle.
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Flashing
In virtually all visually-mating mammal specie, the stimuli effect of the triangle can be
enhanced, or reduced, either by obscuring, or emphasising the inner lines of the triangle; or
by obscuring, or emphasising the vertices of the triangle.
In this context, the tail of most female quadrupedal mammals, almost permanently covers
the positive line of the female's genital triangle. As a result, the action of lifting the female
tail, in quadrupedal mammalian mating, creates a very strong sexual stimuli -- as well as
removing the main organic impediment to successful copulation.
The sexual stimulant effect of these triangles, and their inner lines, are used by many social
mammals to determine their hierarchical rankings. In this regard, the creation of a strong
sexual stimuli typically reduces the aggression of an individual. and conversely increases its
tolerance for other individuals.
Both the aggressive and tolerant behaviour are regulated by hormones, which are produced
by the pituitary gland in the brain. This is stimulated by the hypothalamus, which is itself is
subject to stimulation from the visual sensory systems.
Thus in social specie, the creation of a strong, highly visible triangle, with a prominent,
positive line, can be used to intimidate competing individuals. This factor has led to the
evolution of large triangular structures in many polygamous species, and variable triangle
and line structures in most social specie - particularly where the visual sensory systems are
important to the specie.
This is quite noticeable in many carnivorous mammals, such as the Lion and the Wolf. In
both of these specie, the ears and the muzzle mark out the vertices of the facial triangle,
but the vertical line of the positive triangle is not very obvious - providing the animal keeps
its mouth shut.
However, if the mouth is opened wide, the sharp contrast of the bright pink tongue -against the black gums and white teeth, create a very strong, and immediate stimuli. In this
context, the long canine teeth serve to mark out the top and bottom of the positive line.
Generally, when the male Lion or Wolf is displaying, it roars, or howls as appropriate, so
there is an aural stimuli as well as a visual one.
It should be noted that the male Lion's mane, appears to be an example of
pseudo--dimorphism, and not a secondary sexual characteristic The group behaviour of the
Lion specie, requires that the dominant male should appear to be larger than the other
males and females. However, the hot subtropical environment, coupled to the
surface-to-volume ratio of the Lion, limits its size.
In this regard, as with most predators, the Lion's hunting activities produce a lot of heat -particularly in the last sprint to the kill. As a result, if the Lion was much larger, it would die
of overheating. As a result, the male has evolved a variable 'ruff' to make it appear much
larger than it really is. Similar pseudo-dimorphic effects may also be seen in male Baboons.
In the human specie, the social ancestry of the hominoids Apes, together with the Apes’
variable mating systems, have created an exceptionally broad range of triangles, and
variable methods of enhancing, or obscuring, the triangles and lines.
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The facial triangle of both male and female humans is marked out by the eyebrows, ears
and chin. This arrangement is fairly normal for mammal specie which have binocular vision.
The relative lack of visible body hair in humans, has reversed the normal hominoidal hair
and colour contrasts. Thus, where the Apes have visible hair, the human specie tends to be
devoid of visible hair; and where the Apes have very little visible hair, the human specie is
often quite hirsute.
For example, neither the Chimpanzee or Gorilla species have any eyebrows, whereas the
human specie normally has quite visible eyebrows. Likewise, the African apes tend to have
relatively little hair under their arms, while the human specie tends to have relatively thick
underarm hair.
The Positive Facial Triangle
The male facial triangle, in the human specie, is distinguished by the single positive line typical of all positive triangles. The line starts in the centre of the triangle, just underneath
the septum of the nose - forming a dimple in the upper lip. This may be matched by a
similar dimple on the chin.
However, because the human specie is a sexual specie, the males and females commonly
share such facial characteristics. This means that not all males have dimples on their chins,
while some females may have them.
In order to avoid any confusion of the triangles, the male is able to grow a beard after
puberty. The human beards take the form of a triangle, and the positive line is usually
emphasised by the hair in the centre of the chin which normally grows more strongly than
the hair either side of the centre. In some individuals, this situation is reversed, with
virtually no hair on the centre line. (See Figure 3.).
The male beard tends to lose its triangular shape as the individual grows older. However, in
the human specie, it is usual for the younger males to do most of the mating. As a result,
the gradual loss of the beard stimuli with age, does not affect specie reproduction.
The Negative Facial Triangle
The female facial triangle is marked out in the same way as the male, but the lines are
different. In common with other female mammals, the human female has a negative set of
lines. These form the top 'Vee' part of the 'Y' which trisects the triangle.
It must be noted that the negative lines are different, in character, from the positive line.
The latter is highly visible and prominent. By contrast, the negative lines are perceived by
their apparent absence. They are really negative, (in a photographic sense). They are not
seen, nor are they prominent. However, they are often enhanced by emphasising the parts
of the face on either side of each line.
In the case of modern human females, this is achieved by means of make-up. The female
normally blanks out the 'male' positive line, by the application of creams and powders. Then
she will apply lipstick to her lips. This is to create a strong horizontal line, to counteract the
implicit positive line -- which is initiated by the dimple above the upper lip.
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In addition, the female will apply eye make-up, and cheek blusher, to highlight the negative
lines - which lie between the upper cheeks and the eyes. (See Figure 4)
In this regard, women with high cheekbones and slightly drawn cheeks, may be regarded as
beautiful, simply because the light will create shadows on either side of the negative lines,
within the facial triangle.
The Genital Triangles
The genital triangles in the human specie vary according to the sex of the individual. Thus,
the female has a positive triangle, where the line of the vulva is coincident with the positive
line of the triangle. In fact, the top of the vulva does not quite reach the centre of the
triangle, and the line is carried up to the centre by an extra thick piece of pubic hair. This is
rather similar in its effect -- to the central chin part of the male beard.
It should be noted that the vulva of the females of all visually-mating mammals always
forms a slit-like structure. However, the vagina is a round tube - like the rectum; and
there is no structural reason why the vulva should not be circular, like the anus. In this
regard, the slit-like effect is an evolutionary adaption to the requirements of the positive
triangle.
The human male has a negative triangle in the genital region. The existence of male genital
hair is another example of the shared characteristics of sexual specie.
The Supplementary Triangles
In common with the apes, the next most important triangle in the human specie is the chest
triangle. As stated previously, there is a reversal of hair growth between the ape and
human species. Thus, the top of the chest triangle is marked out by the underarm hair,
while the navel marks the bottom of the triangle. Both the male and female triangles are
positive - as is normally the case with supplementary, mammal triangles.
In the case of the male, the line may be marked out either by a line of hair, which runs
from the navel to the sternum; or alternatively, by a vertical line between the main stomach
muscles of this region. Generally, ethnic groups with an equatorial ancestry have the latter
condition, while the ethnic groups with a temperate ancestry have the former condition.
The triangle and the line can be ‘flashed' (i.e., enhanced), by raising the arms - which will
expose the underarm hair. At the same time, a frightened or aggressive male, will contract
his stomach muscles, while the stomach hair tends to become raised. This creates a strong
positive line.
In the case of the female, the underarm hair and the navel mark out the triangle, which can
be flashed in the same way. But in addition, the female can vary her chest triangle - by
lifting her hands in front of her shoulders, and squeezing her elbows into the sides of her
chest. In this way, her forearms create the triangle - with the hands marking the top
corners, while her elbows squeeze her breasts together to form a very strong positive line
- created by her cleavage.
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This is a fairly typical reflex action of females, in a state of sudden shock, or surprise. The
females in modern human societies, may also use their chest triangles either directly -(or indirectly with clothes), to attract males; or to intimidate other females.
The triangle on the lower back is formed by two dimples on either side of the lower spine,
while the positive line is formed by the cleavage between the buttocks. This supplementary
triangle appears to have evolved as an adaption to bipedalism.
There is one further triangle, which is common to members of the Canidae family of
mammals (dogs etc.,), and to the Human specie. This is found on the forehead of the
individuals of the specie, and is actuated by the frowning and furrowing of the facial
muscles in this region. Unlike the other supplementary triangles, this combines positive and
negative triangles.
Infant Facial Triangles
The young infants of visually-mating mammals, invariably have a negative triangle on their
face - regardless of the sex of the infant. This effect is usually created by differences in the
facial skin and fur colouring, in order to highlight the negative lines of this type of triangle.
In addition, the faces of the infants tend to be much flatter than those of the adults, and
the jaws are often much foreshortened to achieve this result. This helps to cause the cheeks
to bulge when the infant cries, which causes the negative lines to be highlighted -- and
helps to create a strong negative stimulus.
In the human specie, the babies tend to have relatively fat, chubby faces, which creates the
usual flattened effect. Furthermore, the blushing of the cheeks helps to highlight the
negative lines, as does the bulging of the cheeks when the baby smiles. It should be noted
that the negative stimulus tends to reduce adult aggression, and increase the level of
tolerance.
This makes the infant attractive to all adults. The human baby can vary the degree of
attraction and repulsion, by switching from a negative to a positive facial triangle. This is
achieved by manipulation of the facial muscles and the tongue.
For example, when a baby smiles, it creates a powerful negative facial triangle, which
attracts an adult. However, when the baby is upset, it may open its mouth and stick out its
tongue. The combination of the open mouth, and the centre line of the tongue, create an
equally powerful positive facial triangle - which repels adults.
All mammal infants need strong facial triangles to control the mother, and prevent attacks
by the other adults.
The failure of stimuli
In this context, it should be noted that when adult male Lions are taking control of a pride
-- by killing, or scaring-off the previous dominant male, the new dominant male will often
kill any Lion cubs that are in the pride.
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This happens because the Lion cubs do not create an attractive infantile stimuli, to reduce
the dominant Lion's aggression In this regard, the stimuli of predator animals often requires
substantial body movement, as well as facial changes -- because the eyes of predator
specie are adapted for visual movement, rather than visual perception.
When Lion cubs are attacked by male Lions, they are killed because they do not move when
charged by the dominant Lion. Instead, the cubs remain quite still, because this is normal
for young infants when they are in a state of fear. This is a typical characteristic of nearly all
young mammals and birds. It is meant to protect them from predation -- because most
predators' eyes are adapted to spot movement, rather that colour delineation.
As a result, mammals like Lion cubs, are born with a degree of camouflage. The mottled
coats of the Lion cubs generally prevent them from being perceived by predators, providing
the cubs stay quite still. Unfortunately, this infantile reaction to fear is very
counterproductive when a new dominant male Lion is trying to establish his dominance
within the pride.
Mammal Perception
It appears that the successful, long term evolutionary replication of any visually-mating
mammal specie, demands that the equilateral triangle is inviolate - in the perception of the
mammal. Thus, if there is an evolutionary demand to change the shape of the skull in order
to feed more efficiently, there must be some compensation in the mammal's visual
perception -- to ensure that the resulting facial triangle is always perceived to be equilateral
in shape.
In this context, the sexual triangles of some mammals do not always appear in the form of
an equilateral triangle. For example, horses have relatively narrow isosceles triangles. In
the case of this specie, the jaw has lengthened to improve grazing, but the specie has no
horns, or antlers, to compensate the facial triangle. So it has changed its visual perception
instead.
In this regard, the eyes of the horse reduce the vertical dimension of everything it sees.
Thus if a horse looks at a square, it will actually perceive a flattened rectangle. As a result,
when a horse looks at another horse, it perceives the other horse's facial triangle as a
flattened isosceles triangle -- i.e., as an equilateral triangle.
The mane of a horse does not appear to be a secondary sexual characteristic. Instead, it
seems to have evolved as a defence against predation. In this regard, most predators of
such a herbivore, kill their prey by biting through the herbivore's neck vertebrae.
The predators normally attack their prey from above, and the stiff manes of Wild Horses,
Zebras and Giraffes, fool the predator into thinking the neck is higher than it really is. A
predator's eyes are adapted to perceive movement rather than visual depth. In this context,
the floppy mane of the domestic horse is the result of selective breeding, and is analogous
to the floppy ears of pet dogs.
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Ape Facial Triangles
In the hominoidal specie, like the Chimpanzee and Gorilla, where the eyes are very
important, any changes in jaw structure must be compensated by changes in the structure
of the skull. This is to ensure that the facial triangle remains equilateral when viewed by
other individuals of the same specie. Thus in general, the greater the protuberance of the
jaws, the greater will be the size, and forward projection, of the eyebrow ridges.
The Chimpanzee has a small, inner facial triangle, formed by its eyebrow ridges and the
base of its nose. The positive line is formed by the septum of the nose, and is carried to the
centre of the triangle, by a dimple on top of the nose. The Chimpanzee has a second, larger
triangle, marked out by its ears and chin. As with most social animals, the positive line is
obscured - until the Chimpanzee opens its mouth. (See Figure 5).
The Gorilla has a similar, inner facial triangle to that of the Chimpanzee. However, the
Gorilla has rather small ears, and this renders the larger facial triangle virtually invisible.
The reason for the lack of the larger facial triangle appears to relate to the Gorilla's mating
system, which is not very dependent upon visual stimuli. Thus, it does not need a highly
visible facial triangle, like that of the Chimpanzee. However, the dominant male Gorilla can
make up for this with a very substantial chest triangle.
The Evolution of Hominid Facial Triangles
In the context of hominid evolution, the hominid fossils show a gradual change in the skull
structure, with the development of a distinct forehead, and a foreshortening of the jaw in
Homo sapiens Sapiens. In this regard, once the face had flattened, there would be no need
for any projecting eyebrow ridges.
It should be noted that the current artistic impressions of the early hominids are probably
rather inaccurate. For example, the downward-facing nostrils would have developed quite
early; and the mid-term, fully bipedal hominids would have been virtually devoid of body
hair - like the modern hunter-gatherer tribes. In addition, the bipedal hominids would have
had short, frizzy hair like most present day, hot-adapted people.
The perception of an equilateral facial triangle by visually-mating mammals, is vital to
successful reproduction; and this probably accounts for the variations in skull shape of
different ethnic groups - within the human specie.
Cold Adapted Humans
For example, the inhabitants of polar regions, such as the Eskimos and Aleuts, exhibit many
morphological and behavioural adaptations to their polar environment.
It is necessary for such people to minimise their surface-to-volume ratio, in order to reduce
the loss of heat from their bodies. Thus, they tend to have relatively short arms and legs,
and their faces contain the very minimum of contours. In addition, their ears tend to be
small to reduce heat losses still further.
The hair of such people tends to be relatively thick and straight. This prevents it from being
blown away from their ears in the windy conditions of the polar regions. The ears tend to
dissipate body heat, so the hair which covers the ears helps to prevent this heat loss.
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These people tend to move in a slow, deliberate manner - to prevent any perspiration. This
is partly to avoid any latent cooling, which comes with the evaporation of perspiration; and
partly to conserve water, which is scarce in polar regions.
When the ancestors of these people first adapted to the polar environment, the covering of
their ears by hair would tend to alter the facial triangle. As a result, the face would appear
relatively long, because the ears would no longer be visible as the top markers of the
equilateral triangle. This would create a reproductive anomaly, which could be resolved by a
gradual change in the structure of the skull.
Thus, in these cold-adapted people, the skull has been widened, while its front-to-back
depth has been foreshortened. This maintains the equilateral nature of the triangle, even
when the ears are covered.
However, the need to reduce the facial contours, coupled with this morphological change,
has brought the eye sockets and cheekbones forward. This change, together with the
reduction in the contours of the nose, has led to the 'Mongoloid' eye-flap -- which creates
the slit-eye effect.
Other cold-adapted people, have evolved a different variation to maintain the facial triangle
when the ears are covered by hair. In such cases, the beard has been eliminated by the
males, and the nose has tilted upwards.
This develops the small upper, facial triangle - rather in the manner of the Gorilla specie.
Like the Gorilla, the positive line uses the septum of the nose, but in this case the line is
carried downwards to the top of the upper lip, by the dimple under the septum.
Hot Adapted Humans
The people of the equatorial, semi-equatorial and subtropical regions, also have
morphological adaptations to their environments. In common with the cold-adapted people,
these people also tend to move in a slow, deliberate manner -- to reduce the degree of
internal heating, and prevent the loss of water. The heat of these climates, requires a
relatively large surface-to-volume ratio - to maximise the dissipation of body heat. This has
lead to the development of relatively long legs and arms.
The skull shape of such people is similar to that of the cold-adapted people. However, in hot
climates, it is necessary to minimise solar heating - while maximising heat dissipation from
the head. Thus, such people tend to have short, curly, or frizzy hair, which deflects the
radiant energy of the sun -- while being very permeable to the flow of air over the scalp.
In addition, the frizzy hair prevents the ears from being covered, which can therefore help
to dissipate body heat. However, the ears are often folded back -- close to the skull to
minimise possible distortions of the facial triangle.
The dark skin of such people, creates a relative lack of any colour contrast, between the lips
and the facial skin. This has created problems for the females -- who need to obviate the
positive line of the facial triangle. This has been achieved by the development of thicker and
more protuberant lips, which help to create a strong, structural horizontal line. This does
not disadvantage the males, because they can grow a beard.
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The various ethnic groups, in the temperate regions, generally have much finer hair than
that of the hot-adapted, or cold-adapted peoples. This allows a maximum variation of ear
covering, which is necessary in the very variable climates of these regions.
The variations of hair colour of temperate peoples, seems to relate to latitudinal, or
altitudinal requirements, and tends to be similar to the colour of the fur of prey or predator
animals, in these regions.
Polygynous Mating
Some of these people have relatively long faces, due to an lengthening of the top-to-bottom
dimensions of the skull. This seems to be the result of a polygynous mating system. In such
systems, there tends to be a substantial dimorphic effect, (i.e., one sex is much larger than
the other).
In a prehistoric polygynous society, as the male looked down, the plane of the female face
would be at a slight angle. Similarly, as the female looked up to the male the plane of the
male face would be at a slight angle. This would tend to create the illusion of a relatively
wide, facial triangle in the perception of both sexes.
This would be remedied by an evolutionary adaption which lengthened the height of the
skull. In addition, the development of a hawk, or hook nose, would create the impression of
a lower centre point within the facial triangle.
Female Initiation
Sexual reproduction in mammal specie, requires that specie individuals find, identify and
select, either one partner, or several partners, to mate. In most mammal specie, it appears
to be the female which initiates the mating process.
When the female breeding cycle begins, the hypothalamus in the brain stimulates the
pituitary gland to produce hormones. These chemical stimuli affect the female gonads,
which stimulate the ovaries to start the development of the eggs. In addition, the gonads
produce sex hormones which create organic and behavioural mating stimuli.
The organic stimuli may include the production of scents; which can be released into the air,
or dissolved in the female urine. In this context, many mammal specie use urine-based
scent to mark out their territories. When the males of such specie smell the sexual scents,
their olfactory systems mediate with their hypothalamus, which then stimulates the
pituitary/gonad systems - to initiate the male mating cycle.
The females of other specie of mammals may use vocal, or visual stimuli to initiate the
process, but the effect on the male and female reproductive systems is the same.
The reciprocal stimulation of both sexes, creates a dynamic process of alternating
attraction, and repulsion. This is designed to ensure that when copulation begins, the male
sperms can meet the female egg - at precisely the right time and place.
In physiological terms, neither the egg, nor the sperm seem to have evolved very much in
respect of their overall organic structure. In particular, the sperm's relative lack of mobility
tends to restrict the total distance it can travel, prior to fertilisation.
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The female egg is propelled by cilia on the lining of the oviduct, while the male sperms are
moved by contractions in the uterus and oviducts. Although the sperms have small tails
which enable them to swim to the site of fertilisation, their energy reserves are limited.
Only one sperm is actually involved in the fertilisation of the female egg, but this can only
take place after thousands of other sperms have chemically neutralised the outer
membrane of the egg. Thus successful fertilisation requires a high concentration of sperms.
Due to these reproductive limitations, the size of the male penis varies according to the
pelvic structure of the female, and the effect this has on the species' mating positions. The
location of the testes, varies with environmental temperature conditions and specie
physiology.
It is proposed that the relatively large size of the human penis is an evolutionary adaption
to the structural effects of female bipedalism. The gradual evolution of the female hominid
pelvis and related hip structure, together with the development of relatively bulbous
buttocks, required copulatory adaptations by the male.
In this regard, whether mating was achieved in the dorsal-dorsal position, or the
dorsal-ventral position, the female structural changes would necessitate a much longer male
penis. For physiological reasons, the male penis of all kinds of mammal specie, must
maintain a degree of structural constancy. As a result, an increased length of penis leads to
a consequential increase in its width.
In common with other mammals, the scrotum is structured to allow a differential in
temperature between the testis and the body. This is necessary for the maturation of the
sperms.
Scientific studies on the relative size of the penis and testes in hominoids, have suggested
that the ratio of the size of these organs varies with the amount of copulation. This seems
to be true as far as the size of the testes are concerned.
In this context, it will be recalled that the social mating systems of the Rat (see Chapter 2.
ibid.), involved several intromissions prior to ejaculation. In the Rat specie, the dominant
males mounted the females more often -- and ejaculated more often, than the subordinate
males.
However, the studies on hominoidal reproductive systems, suggested that no conclusions
could be drawn concerning the evolution of the sex organs; without relating the organic
evolution to the development of associated mating systems.
Evolution of Hominid Mating Systems
In this regard, comparative studies of the mating behaviour of hominoids, seals, rats and
doves, allows the deduction of a possible proposition on the evolution of mammal mating
systems. If this is applied to the evolutionary history of the monkeys and apes, it may yield
an explanation for the evolution of hominid mating systems.
The hominoidal research suggests that the mating systems are food related, while the seal
research suggests that such systems are predator related. These are both environmental
constraints. However, research into Rats and Ping Doves, shows that hormonal stimulation
may also play a role in the structuring of these mating systems.
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Female Management
By combining this research data on the organic, behavioural and environmental stimuli, it
appears that in mammal specie the organic replication of structure requires that the female
should initiate, and generally manage the whole process of replication.
Thus, the mammal female must find, attract, and stimulate the male -- to complete the act
of mating. In addition, the female must acquire sufficient food during the gestation period,
to ensure the birth of a healthy brood of young. Finally, the female must continue to feed
her young until they are weaned, and provide protection for them until they reach sexual
maturity -- so that they can repeat the cycle.
By contrast, the male is required to survive to adulthood, then be attracted by the female,
and mate with her. Thereafter, it would be in the best interest of the female and her young,
if the male died - to reduce the competition for food. In the long term, the only evolutionary
advantage of the continued survival of the male would be in terms of direct, or indirect
protection of the female, or her young. In this regard, if the female has a choice of males, it
would appear likely that her selection would be made on that basis.
In this regard, an example of indirect protection for the young is the phenomena of old age.
Thus, if a predator has to choose between an old individual and an infant, it will normally
choose the former - because it presents a larger potential meal.
If the onus of sexual reproduction lies with the mammal females, then it is evident that the
mammal mating systems must also be determined by the females. In this context, an
examination of the overall reproductive requirements within the female life cycle, may help
to illustrate this conclusion.
Thus, between the end of the weaning stage of the young female infant, and her
subsequent sexual maturity, the female must secure a sufficiently large territory to feed
herself. If there is too much competition in her home territory, the female will have to fight;
or move; or die.
After sexual maturity, the female must increase her territory by an amount which is
sufficient to allow her to mate and reproduce successfully. Furthermore after the birth of her
young, she may require an even larger territory, unless she can induce other individuals to
help feed her young.
Finally, the female must protect her young against predation. This may be done without
assistance; but if she requires group protection, this may demand a degree of social
interdependence. In the latter case, the females involved will usually have some degree of
hierarchical structure, and the dominant female will largely determine the type of mating
system.
The balance of evolution appears to demand that the male's role in female or infantile
protection, must clearly outweigh any potential male/female competition for food. This
would appear to imply that the female must always be able to manipulate the male -- to
ensure that the appropriate balance of food competition and protection is maintained.
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Old World Monkeys
This general proposition, on the organic replication requirements of life, may now be applied
to the evolution of primate mating systems -- starting with the forest-canopy dwelling
monkeys of the Old World.
Every population of every species of monkey, shows a considerable variation in individual
size and temperament. Each specie is limited by its organic structure and ecological niche,
but within these constraints there are always variations of an individual character. As a
result, some individuals are more dominant that others; and in any community of monkeys
there is always a degree of stratification. This manifests itself either horizontally - in terms
of a hierarchy, or vertically in terms of territory.
The territorial motivations of male and female monkeys are not quite identical. Thus, the
dominant males simply want the territory with the best food resources; while the dominant
females want the territory with the best combination of food resources -- and protection
against predation. This situation is relative, as the dominant males will also be concerned
about the possible predation risks of any territory. However, the dominant females will
always seek an even safer territory than that of the dominant males.
The competition for food means that the dominant males will continually contest their
territorial positions against competing males, and this noisy fighting will tend to attract the
regular attention of predators. In the case of canopy-dwelling monkeys, this generally
means large birds of prey.
Therefore the dominant females will tend to avoid these territories, and accept a reduction
in food resources in order to gain greater security. As a result, a dominant female's territory
will be concurrently occupied by a subordinate male, rather than a dominant male.
The dominant female can use a combination of her visual and vocal stimuli to reduce the
subordinate male's aggression: and conversely increase its level of tolerance for the female.
As the male is a subordinate, rather than a dominant male, its tolerance level will be
relatively high, and this makes it easier for the dominant female to control the male.
The female will use her high pitched vocal stimuli for long distance control, while the
negative facial triangle will be used for the maintenance of this control when the male is
close to the female. Thus, the subordinate male will tolerate the dominant female in his
territory, although he will still chase away any other similar, or lesser ranking males.
The dominant female will likewise defend her territory against the other females, using her
vocal and visual stimuli in an aggressive way. This is normally achieved by a lowering of the
pitch of the voice, coupled with a simultaneous increase in its amplitude. Similarly, the
negative facial triangle is changed into a positive one by opening the jaws really wide, to
project a tall and narrow '0' shape. The effect of both the lowered pitch of the voice, and
the positive facial triangle is to induce fear - and drive away the competing females.
In the monkey community, there might be other females which were larger than the
dominant female, but their greater size would require more food than the best female
territory could provide. Thus the dominant female in the best combination of feeding and
predation-free environments, would be of medium size - but of above average aggression.
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This dominant female would then mate with the subordinate male. After the birth of her
young, the dominant female could control the male by variations in her visual and vocal
stimuli. This would create an apparent pair-bond, which would enable the female to rear her
young with maximum efficiency and security.
As the subordinate male would only be of average size, the monkey community's most
successful females would have male progeny of similar average size. Hence, monogamous
pairs would show no difference between the size of the male and female.
The females who mated with the more dominant males would be subject to greater
predation than average, and their young would be reared in an environment of continual
fear and aggravation. This rearing environment would produce relatively abnormal infants,
which would be uncompetitive as adults.
As a result, the dominant male's characteristics -- in terms of increased body size, would
not become an accrued specie characteristic. Likewise, the subordinate, or very tolerant
females, would have insufficient food resources in their territories, so their characteristic -in terms of reduced body size, would not become a specie characteristic.
Thus the equality of size of the male and female individuals in monogamous mating specie,
is due to the fact that the most successful, dominant females mate with medium size,
subordinate males.
The Hominoids
When the hominoid ancestors evolved their ability to brachiate, the relatively small,
canopy-dwelling Gibbon occupied a similar ecological niche to the canopy-dwelling
monkeys, and developed a similar monogamous mating system.
The Orang-utan dominant female is only semi-monogamous, as its larger size means that
its young are less subject to aerial predation, and their increased food requirements reduce
the degree of possible territorial overlap. The Orang-utan females can still find and mate
with the males, but when the young start to grow: and predation risks decline -- the
Orang-utan pair will separate.
As the dominant female Orang-utan chooses the male, she will be seeking protection
against predators. Thus, she will choose a dominant male. However, as the female must
rear her young on her own for most of the brood period, she must be small enough to share
the available food with her infant. Hence, the Orang-utan female is always smaller than the
male.
Polygynous Mating
When the biosphere entered a cold stage about 16 million years B. P. , it is proposed that
the hominoidal ancestors of the Australopithecines were forced to develop a greater degree
of terrestrial sustenance than the Gibbon or Orang-utan specie; and this changed the
food-resource/predation balance of their environment.
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In this regard, the respective variations of male and female territorial motivation were still
the same. The dominant males still wanted the best food resources, while the dominant
females still wanted the best combination of food resource and freedom from infantile
predation.
However, the mixed terrestrial and arboreal environments increased the degree of potential
predation. As a result, while the canopy-dwelling monkeys were only subject to aerial and
arboreal predation, the Australopithecine ancestors would be subject to terrestrial predation
as well.
This increase of potential predation level would tend to favour females of below average
size, but above average aggression. This is because there are advantages in sharing the
risks of predation with other females. Thus any potential predator, which is faced with the
choice of two females, can only catch one of them at a time. In addition, while one female is
feeding, the other female can watch out for predators -- thus doubling the warning
frequency.
In such an terrestrial environment, it is proposed that the dominant female would select a
very small, subordinate female -- and create a joint territory. This joint female territory
would be arranged to overlap that of a dominant male. As a result, the overall territory of
the male and females would be sufficient to feed all three individuals. As in the case of the
canopy-dwelling monkeys, the dominant female would chase out any other females, while
the dominant male would keep out any other males.
The dominant male would then mate each of the females, when they came into oestrus. In
this way, the dominant female would gain group protection, by coexisting with the
subordinate female, and both of the females would gain the protection of the dominant
male.
If the subordinate female came into oestrus at the same time as the dominant female, this
would create a high degree of potential competition for the young of the dominant female.
As a result, the dominant female would drive out any subordinate female, which had a
breeding cycle similar to her own. In such a situation, the dominant female would then
select another subordinate female with whom to share the joint territory.
As in the case of the Orang-utan, the females would have to share their food with their
young, so they would tend to be smaller than the dominant male. If food became very
scarce, the dominant female would drive the subordinate female out of the joint territory
-- to secure sufficient food for her young.
Thus the initial mating system of the ancestors of the Australopithecines would alternate
between monogamy and polygyny.
If there was an increase in the amount of potential food resource, the dominant female
could gain an increase in security by sharing the more productive territory with several,
relatively small, subordinate females. The subordinate females would be selected on the
basis of group harmony: in terms of a hierarchy -- in which each individual would display an
increased degree of tolerance, and a similar harmonious spacing of each individual's
breeding cycle.
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This joint territory would be overlapped with that of a dominant male, in the usual way. This
male would then mate with all of the females, as they came into oestrus. The average size
of the females, in such a joint territory, would be relatively small - because most of the
females would be smaller, and more subordinate, than average.
The dominant male, by contrast, would be as large as the food resource would allow. This
would result in the development of dimorphism, where the males would be of normal size,
but the females would be much smaller than normal.
The relatively large size of the females' joint territory, could probably support several males,
in addition to the dominant male. However, such males would compete with the females for
food -- and this would be disadvantageous to the females and their young.
To eliminate such male competition the dominant female could sexually stimulate the
dominant male, with a 'false' oestrous. The resultant initiation of the male breeding cycle,
would release male sex hormones into the dominant male's bloodstream -- with the effect
of sharply increasing his level of aggression. As a result, the dominant male would drive any
other males out of the joint territory. In this way, the dominant female could regulate the
total number of individuals within the joint territory.
This polygynous mating system is clearly far more complex than the monogamous system.
Furthermore, in view of its possible relevance to the hominid specie evolution, it may be
advantageous to reconsider its basic causes and effects.
Therefore, it is generally proposed that : as the total number of the adult females in a joint
territory increases - the average size of the adult female decreases - relative to the adult
male. Furthermore, the size of the female hierarchy is dependent upon the total food
resource, and the potential risk of predation. In addition, as the subordinate females are
more tolerant than average, whenever the total number of females in a joint territory
increases - there will be a proportionate increase in the average level of individual female
tolerance.
It is further proposed that the dominant male will not normally tolerate any subordinate
adult males, but a dominant male may tolerate another dominant male of equal status.
However, if any of the females comes into oestrous, the dominant male will become more
aggressive than normal - and will even prevent dominant males of equal status from
entering the territory. If none of the females are in oestrous, a single, dominant male of
equal status will be able to enter and share the territory.
Furthermore, if one of the females subsequently comes into oestrous, both of the males will
be similarly affected by the sexual stimulation - so there will be no difference in their
relative levels of aggression. Therefore, the incoming male will be tolerated by the dominant
male.
In any specie which was evolving a polygamous system of mating, there would be a gradual
reduction in the proportion of males involved in mating activities. Thus any genetic mutation
which decreased the relative number of male progeny, would tend to become a specie
characteristic. In addition, any decrease in the surplus male population, would reduce the
frequency of male/male confrontations, and help to eliminate the risks of alerting predators
-- to the existence of the specie communities.
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African Ape Specie
If this general proposition is applied to the African ape specie, it suggests that the ancestors
of the Gorilla enjoyed a more productive food source than the ancestors of the Chimpanzee.
This accounts for the larger size of the Gorilla. However, the ancestors of the Gorilla, appear
to have been subject to greater predation risks -- and this has led to the Gorilla's
polygynous mating system. The differential proportion of female to male births, is three to
one in the Gorilla specie, and the dominant males behave as predicted.
The Chimpanzee's habitat is much more variable, but the dominant females still create a
joint territory with other subordinate females. As the food resources are more limited, the
Chimpanzee is smaller than the Gorilla. However, its smaller size and weight, allows it to
climb higher into the trees, and this reduces the risk of predation. Thus the total number of
females in a typical Chimpanzee joint territory, can be much smaller than the total number
of females in a typical Gorilla joint territory.
The female Chimpanzee hierarchy allows a similar male hierarchy to share their territory.
However, the dominant female Chimpanzee manipulates the dominant male to prevent
potentially damaging male/male confrontations. For example, the dominant female will
move away from the main group, when she comes into oestrous. As a result, the increased
aggression of the dominant male -- due to sexual stimulation, does not lead to any
reduction in the total male complement within the joint territory.
This allows the dominant female to minimise her predation risks. However, if the males
become too competitive for fond, she can simulate a 'false' oestrous - to increase the
aggressiveness of the males, and thus reduce the number of males in the joint female
territory. Likewise, the dominant female will drive out any adult females who threaten the
overall food supply, or whose breeding cycle is similar to that of the dominant female. This
produces the female trait of exogamy.
When a group of Chimpanzees forage for food, they may find a food source which exceeds
the requirements of the foraging party itself. In such situations, the members of the
foraging party will alert the other members of the Chimpanzee community by loud shouts,
or screams.
It is proposed that this apparently 'altruistic' behaviour is a learned characteristic, which
was originally initiated by nursing females. The female motivation for such behaviour would
be to reduce the risks of predation - by increasing the number of individuals at the feeding
site. This behaviour would eventually be copied by their young, and would thus become a
general specie characteristic.
When the Chimpanzee female comes into oestrous, its bottom becomes more bulbous, and
assumes a bright pink colour. As a result, the Chimpanzee males can perceive an oestrous
female from some distance. If the female is immature, she will have no experience of this
sexual state -- and will be unaware of its effect on the Chimpanzee males.
In such circumstances, the dominant Chimpanzee male, and the rest of the male hierarchy,
will chase after such a female. The effect of the sexual stimuli upon the males will increase
their general level of aggression. By contrast, the effect of the female breeding cycle on the
female will increase her general level of tolerance.
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In such circumstances, the dominant male will charge at the immature female -- in a state
of high aggression, while the female will tend to turn her back to the male, or try to run
away. This will increase the sexual stimuli, and consequently the degree of male aggression.
After the dominant male has caught and mated the immature female, she will remain quite
still -- paralysed with fear. Then, the other high ranking males will mate the female -- in
order of hierarchy.
The number of males able to mate in this way, depends upon two factors, namely: the
speed of each male's intromission and ejaculation, and the length of the dominant male's
period of quiescence following his ejaculation. In this quiescent period, the male aggression
is reduced by the hormonal changes which accompany the replenishment of the testes.
Thus, during this period, the tolerance of the dominant male increases and he will not
interfere with the other males - while they are mating the female. Due to their increased
degree of aggression, the high-ranking males will chase away any low-ranking males.
This short resume of the hominoidal mating systems - and their relationship to the general
proposition on reproduction, is indicative of the sort of mating evolution which probably
developed in the hominid species.
Hominid Mating
In this context, it is proposed that, initially, the proto-hominid specie would occupy an
ecological niche which was similar to that of the present-day Chimpanzee specie. This
reflects upon the initial transfer from the equatorial rain forest to the semi-equatorial forest.
The move to a cooler, drier climate, would favour a general reduction in body size, so the
proto-hominids would be similar in size to current Chimpanzee specie. In addition, they
would have a similar 'fission-fusion' community structure, and a similarly variable, mating
system.
When the hominid ancestor specie was forced into the subtropical region, the resultant
evolution of the helpless baby would increase the perceived predation risk. This would tend
to lead to a more polygynous type of mating system. As a result, the females would become
smaller, and the degree of dimorphism would increase proportionately.
The transition to a more polygynous mating system would encourage the reduction of the
hominid females' highly prominent, visual sexual stimuli. However, as the hominid female
breasts started to evolve, the dominant female would be able to create a more subtle,
'false' oestrous by the simulation of a visual sexual stimuli, using her chest triangle.
Thus, the control of male aggression could be varied more efficiently. Furthermore, the
balance of males and females, in the joint territory, could be optimised to suit any
variations in environmental conditions.
The exact structural size, and degree of dimorphism in the hominid species, would vary with
the quantity and quality of the food resource. Whenever the climate became warmer, the
more temperate conditions would tend to increase the food resource, and this would lead to
a proportionate increase in dimorphism. Paradoxically, the larger and stronger hominid
communities, would tend to develop a reduced potential for adaptive adjustability.
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This is because the polygynous mating systems tend to produce a more specialised
structure and behaviour pattern. By contrast, the Chimpanzee-type of variable diet and
mating system, would tend to maximise the organic and behavioural variability of the
hominids. This is why the hominid 'advances' in evolution, always tend to come from the
smaller and slighter, hominid variant specie.
The evolution of the hominid specie's helpless babies led to yet further variations in the
specie mating systems. These are related in the following chapter.
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Multiage Broods
Multi-age Broods

Complementary Evolution
The Universe appears to be isotropic. As such, it exhibits the same characteristics in all
directions. Life, by contrast, is often asymmetric. However, a lack of symmetry does not
necessarily mean a lack of balance. Indeed, most living organisms complement each other,
within the biosphere.
Plants and animals rarely compete directly with other similar specie, as direct competition
for the same food source could lead to their extinction. Although there is always direct
competition within a specie, the inter-specie competition tends to be indirect, and is often
complementary in character.
For example, the Chimpanzee often feeds in the same tree as the Red Colobus monkey, but
the Red Colobus monkey feeds on the leaves, while the Chimpanzee feeds on the fruit. The
Chimpanzee also feeds on Colobus monkeys, so the latter tend to gang-up on single
Chimpanzees and drive them from the trees.
Nevertheless, in terms of their main diet, the two primates tend to complement each other,
rather than compete directly for the same food source.
Many tropical plants exhibit a degree of reproductive complementarity with their main
animal consumers -- which eat the plants' fruit or leaves. The reproductive success of this
complementary evolution has resulted in a degree of reciprocal adaption by these plant
consumers, which extends the degree of specie interdependence and plant/animal
complementarity.
In addition to complementarity of food sources and reproduction, many species exhibit
geographic complementarity. This is generally the case with the hominoid apes. Other forms
of complementary behaviour can involve variations of timing -- as between diurnal and
nocturnal animals; and variations of breeding cycle -- as exhibited by many temperate, or
polar specie.
Competition
However, regardless of the amount of inter-specie complementarity, no specie can avoid a
degree of intra-specie competition. As the reproductive rate of specie individuals generally
remains constant, there is always a degree of potential competition between the adults of
any specie. Likewise, there is always potential competition between the infants of any
individual.
Furthermore, in addition to this individual competition there is also potential competition
between the adults and the infants. In this regard, if the demands of organic replication are
to be maintained, each specie must evolve some way of attenuating this potential
adult/infant competition.
As related in Chapter Seven, the mammal female can reduce competition from the males by
behavioural manipulation. Likewise, a dominant female can intimidate subordinate females,
and if necessary, drive them out of her territory. In the same manner, the dominant males
can drive out subordinate males, or create a hierarchical structure.
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The infants of mammal specie can also create behavioural stimuli which reduces adult
aggression levels, and enables the infants to acquire food from their mothers. In addition,
the infants of some mammal specie, for example Wolves, can induce non-maternal adults to
give them food.
For example, Wolf cubs can make adult members of the Wolf pack regurgitate food, simply
by nuzzling against the muzzle of the adult. When the adult Wolf regurgitates, it is
temporarily stricken by nausea -- and loses its appetite. As a result, the Wolf cubs can
enjoy their meal in peace. This behaviour of the adult Wolf is not altruistic, as it is the result
of a reflex action which is due to a genetic adaption.
Competition between infants is common - if the brood consists of two or more siblings. For
example, many predator birds lay two eggs, and the first hatchling will commonly push the
other egg out of the nest. Likewise, birds like the Heron, will lay their eggs at different
intervals - with the result that some of the nestlings hatch much later than the others.
In the case of the Heron specie, the later hatchlings are not killed. However, in bad
seasons, the younger ones tend to die of starvation. This system of staggered hatchings has
evolved because the Heron only breeds once per year, and does not share out the food
among its young. As a result, the larger, older hatchings take their share of the food before the smaller, younger hatchlings can start to feed.
Thus, in good seasons, all the young are able to get an equal share of the food , but in bad
seasons the younger ones starve. In this regard, if the Heron shared out all the food
equally, all the young would die of starvation in the bad seasons. So the staggered system
of hatchings ensures that in bad seasons at least some of the nestlings will survive.
These staggered forms of birthing are rare among mammals. However, the Indian Tree
Shrew gives birth to a second brood of young -- before the first brood has been weaned. In
the case of this specie, the female makes a nest, and then gives birth to her first brood of
four, or five infants. After their birth the female suckles them, and then leaves the infants
alone for two days. She then returns to suckle then, and then leaves them again, for
another two days. This behaviour is repeated throughout the first brood's infantile period.
The nursing females of this specie come into oestrous immediately after giving birth to their
first brood. However, because the gestation period is shorter than the first brood's infantile
stage, the second brood is born in the same nest. As the first brood still needs to suckle,
the second brood are excluded from the mammae and cannot suckle. When the female
leaves the nest, the first brood usually kills the second brood - although the latter would die
of starvation in any event.
This behaviour of the Indian Tree Shrew may have developed as an evolutionary adaption
to predation. This is because, unlike most primates, this foliage-dwelling specie cannot carry
its young. Nevertheless, the behaviour of the infants of the Indian Tree Shrew shows that
mammal young can be just as competitive as the young of birds.
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Single Age Broods
Most mammals only rear one brood of young at one time. The nursing females then suckle
their brood of young, until the young are old enough to eat adult foods. In this regard, the
infants of most herbivore species, transfer straight from their mothers' milk to the eating of
adult food - which they forage for themselves. By contrast, the infants of most predators
are suckled, and then transferred to pre-masticated adult foods. These are brought to them
by their mother, or other adults.
The process by which infants become self-sufficient, and find their own food, is called
weaning. The weaning stage marks the end of infancy. The individual then starts its juvenile
stage. In this regard, most mammal juveniles stay with their mothers until they reach
sexual maturity. Then, in the case of a monogamous specie, both sexes of young adults are
driven away from their parents territory.
However, in polygynous specie, the young adult females generally remain close to their
mothers -- providing they are subordinate to the mother. By contrast, the young adult
males are normally driven out of the territory by the dominant males. Here, they often join
other similar young adults, on the periphery of the community's territory.
The Chimpanzee is similar in this regard. It has a gestation period of about eight months,
and normally gives birth to just one infant. Chimpanzees find it difficult to carry two infants
in the trees, so if they give birth to twins, one of them is usually discarded.
The Chimpanzee nursing female suckles her young for about 3.5 years, and then weans it.
Thereafter, the infant must find its own food, although it will stay close to its mother until it
reaches sexual maturity. The nursing female will come into oestrous about 3 years after the
birth of her baby. Thus she normally gives birth to her next infant, about three months after
she has weaned her previous infant. This interval allows the female to feed her growing
foetus -- via her placenta, in the last few months prior to the baby's birth.
Sometimes, an over-indulgent Chimpanzee mother may give birth to her next infant, before
the previous infant has been weaned-off. In such cases, the nursing female immediately
(and very abruptly) weans the previous infant. Such over-indulgence can have a bad
physiological effect on the new baby, as it is starved of nutrients. It can also have an
equally bad behavioural effect on the previous infant. Sometimes, both of the infants may
die.
However, normal Chimpanzee mothers will wean their previous infant well before the next
baby is born, The other hominoidal ape species behave in much the same way, although
there are differences in their gestation periods and weaning times.
In fact, all normal nursing female mammals wean their first brood well before the second
brood is born. The only exceptions are the Indian Tree Shrew - and one other specie.
The other exception is the Human specie.
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Multiage Broods
The modern Human female of present-day agricultural, industrial and commercial societies,
may give birth to a succession of infants at yearly intervals. As the lactation period of the
Human specie is similar to that of the Chimpanzee, it will be perceived that in these
circumstances, such females may have several babies, before the first baby has completed
its infantile stage.
This is somewhat similar to the situation of the Indian Tree Shrew. However, in the case of
that specie, the elder infants kill the younger ones. By contrast, as the human nursing
females keep their new born babies with them at all times, the elder infants cannot kill the
younger ones.
The weaning stage of the Human young takes place at about the age of 6.5 to 7 years.
Thus, in theory, if children were born at yearly intervals, it would be possible to have six, or
seven children, of different ages -- all of whom would be in their infantile stage of
development.
This difference in the rearing patterns of mammals can lead to variations in classification
terminology - in respect of any specie’s brood stage.
Thus in terms of individual mammal growth, the pre-weaning stage is called the infantile
stage. However, in terms of the nursing female's life cycle, the same stage may be
classified as the brood stage. At this period of adult life, the nursing female will suckle her
young. Furthermore, in the later stages of their infancy, she may be their sole source of
adult food.
As a result, in the female brood stage, the infants are totally dependent upon either their
mother, or other adults for food and protection.
In the brood stage of most female mammals, a typical brood of young may consist of either
a single infant, or a group of same-age infants. In the case of the latter, as they are the
result of a single breeding cycle they are effectively either twins, triplets, or quads etc.
Therefore, if no further infants are born or reared during such a female brood stage, these
broods may be classified as Single-age Broods.
Alternatively, the nursing female may give birth to a succession of single-age broods, where
any succeeding brood may be born, or reared, within a previous brood's infantile stage.
Thus, in this female's brood stage, such a nursing female will concurrently rear a collection
of differently aged infants; and this collection may be classified as a Multiage Brood.
In this regard, the predatory birds which have staggered hatchings, do not have multi-age
broods because all of their young are the result of a single breeding cycle. These specie
have multi-age infants, within a single-age brood.
The only mammal specie which rears multi-age broods to maturity, is the Human specie.
This is an important specie difference, which must be explained in terms of evolution.
In this context, it is necessary to explain the origin of the human multi-age broods, and
their effect on hominid evolution. However, before considering this phenomena, it must be
noted that there are different kinds of multi-age broods.
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Thus, certain hunter-gatherer tribes do not give birth to their infants at yearly intervals. In
fact, they have a breeding and reproductive cycle, which is similar to that of the
Chimpanzee specie. The nursing females of these tribes suckle their babies on demand. As a
result, whenever the baby wants to suckle, it is able to do so - at any time of day or night.
Prolactin
In this context, when a baby suckles from the breast of its mother, the mammary gland is
stimulated into producing more milk -- ready for the baby's next feed. The regular
production of milk stimulates the hypothalamus, via the autonomic nervous system. This
stimulates the pituitary gland to produce a hormone called prolactin, which acts upon the
female mammary gland to produce more milk for the infant.
If a baby is able to suckle on demand, the prolactin will remain at a relatively high level in
the bloodstream. As long as the hormone level stays above a certain point, the
hypothalamus prevents the pituitary gland from producing gonadotrophic hormones, which
normally initiate the female’s monthly breeding cycle. This prevents any pregancy during
the early years of the infants life.
Thus, the high level of prolactin, in the nursing female's bloodstream, effectively prevents
re-ovulation; and this means that the suckling baby does not have to compete with a
growing foetus for nutrition.
However, as the infant develops its teeth, the suckling becomes progressively more painful
for the mother, and she gradually transfers the baby on to adult food. This transfer steadily
reduces the demand for milk. As a result, the prolactin's degree of concentration in the
female bloodstream drops correspondingly.
When the hormone level drops below a certain point, the hypothalamus stimulates the
pituitary gland to produce gonadotrophic hormones, which initiates the female breeding
cycle once again.
It is this biological process which produces the large interval between the birth of successive
Chimpanzee infants. In this regard, the average time interval between the births of
Chimpanzee young is 5 years. This could be a four year interval in theory, but the degree of
infant mortality produces a higher average figure.
In this context, the average birth interval of the infants born to hunter-gatherer tribes is
about four years. However, it would probably have been similar to the Chimpanzee interval
in the past. Nevertheless, as the end of the brood stage in the Human specie is between 6.5
to 7 years, the hunter-gatherer tribes of past centuries would still have had Multiage broods
of young.
It is the difference in birth interval between the infants of these hunter-gatherer tribes, and
the infants of modern societies, which leads to the sub-classification of Multiage broods.
Thus, the broods of the hunter-gatherer type, are called L. B. I. broods, (where the phrase
"L.B.I." is an abbreviation for Long Birth Interval). By contrast, the broods of modern
societies are called S.B.I. broods, (where the phrase "S. B. I." is an abbreviation for Short
Birth Interval). This set of sub-classifications has to be introduced because the S.B.I. broods
sometimes lead to behavioural variations.
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The reason why most of the nursing females in modern societies are not affected by the
reproduction-limiting effects of prolactin, is that most modern nursing females do
not breast-feed their babies on demand.
In prehistoric agricultural societies, the normal reproduction-limiting process was bypassed,
by using a technique known as wet-nursing. In these societies, the infants of the dominant
female were transferred to other females, who suckled the infants on the dominant female's
behalf. This allowed the dominant female to come into oestrous immediately, and have
another baby within a year of the birth of the previous infant.
This was the common practice of dominant females in agricultural and mercantile societies,
until the invention of bottle-feeding. An alternative method to bottle-feeding involved the
structured suckling of infants at set intervals throughout the day and night.
All these methods reduce, or eliminate, the need for continual mammary gland activity.
Thus, the level of prolactin drops, and the female breeding cycle recommences.
In this regard, the modern nursing female no longer has the inconvenience of
breast-feeding on demand. However, the alternative is either a cycle of virtually continuous
gestation and birthings throughout most of her child-rearing stage of life; or regular
monthly menstruation.
Staggered Hatchings
In order to clarify the evolution of the hominid multi-age brood, and explain its effects on
the specie, it may be useful to consider the evolution of the predator birds' staggered
hatchings. In addition, the special situation of the Indian Tree Shrew can also be put into its
proper context.
The staggered hatching system of predator birds appears to be an evolutionary adaption to
the predation of the eggs. Thus, if the first egg is lost, other eggs can be laid later -without the need to go through a second breeding cycle. This staggered system of
hatchings only seems to be a characteristic of birds whose habitat is subject to seasonal
variations of food supply.
For example, in the sub-tropical regions, the wet season is more productive than the dry
season; while in temperate and polar regions, the summer season is more productive than
the winter season. The predator birds of such habitats synchronise their breeding cycles, so
that their young are born in the most abundant feeding season. As a result, such birds only
have to breed once every year. By contrast, in the equatorial regions, there are no seasonal
variations in the food supply. Therefore, the predator birds lay either one egg, or several
eggs at the same time.
The multi-age broods of the Indian Tree Shrew are S.B.I. broods. In this specie, the female
comes into oestrous straight after the birth of her first brood, because she only suckles her
young every 48 hours. Thus, this structured system of suckling means that the female does
not suckle on demand, and so her breeding cycle recommences immediately.
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However, the fate of the Indian Tree Shrew's second brood is similar to that of the younger
nestlings of the type of predator birds, which have the staggered hatchings. Thus the first
brood will kill the second brood, or prevent them from suckling when the nursing female
returns to the nest. The fate of the second brood of the Indian Tree Shrew, shows why the
S.B.I. brood characteristic is rare among mammals.
However, the similarity of this system to that of the predator birds indicates that it evolved
as an adaption to predation. As such, it is an example of convergent evolution.
The Multiage brood characteristic of the present day hunter-gatherer tribes, indicates that
the first hominid Multiage broods were L. B. I. broods. Here, the size of the birth interval
prevented direct competition between the two broods. As a result, the broods were
complementary in character. In addition, because the hominid nursing female would keep
her new born baby with her at all times, the previous-born infant could not kill the new born
baby or prevent it from suckling.
Therefore, it is proposed that the evolution of the hominid L.B.I. brood was due to the
development of improved infant-rearing techniques, and was not an adaption to predation.
Adaptations to the Helpless Baby
It is clear that the problems of rearing a helpless baby would be much greater than the
rearing of a normal, hominoidal ape infant. As a result, the hominid nursing females would
have to adjust their previous hominoidal behaviour to meet the challenge of infantile
helplessness. Furthermore, the hominid females would need much more infant-rearing
intelligence than a hominoid Ape female.
In particular, there would be a need for an improved memory. For example, the hominid
mother would have to remember to feed the helpless baby whenever it needed to suckle. If
the suckling was delayed, there would be a drop in the level of prolactin which would result
in the recommencement of the female breeding cycle. If the hominid mother was then
re-mated, it is probable that both the first baby and the foetus would die.
However, such hominid mothers would get far more practice at rearing their infants, than a
hominoidal ape mother. It is proposed that the learning speed of such hominid mothers
would increase with each baby -- until the more intelligent females realised the need to
keep suckling their babies. It seems probable that these mothers would then feed their
babies whenever their infants cried.
Nevertheless, the tendency for the specie's nursing females to recommence oestrous would
create an evolutionary advantage for any females whose visible sexual characteristics were
less prominent than average. It is proposed that this situation would lead to the evolution of
a 'Gorilla' type of non-visible sexual stimuli, to replace the previous 'Chimpanzee' type of
visible sexual stimuli, (if any hominid females had such a stimuli).
The hominid nursing females would have to adjust their behaviour to anticipate all of the
possible demands of the helpless baby. Initially, the very best mothers would achieve this
by means of behavioural adjustment, but in time, the evolutionary demands would lead to
genetic variations to improve the degree of child-rearing intelligence. In this regard, it is
proposed that the phenomena known as "women's intuition", was developed at this time. As
a result, one glance at the baby's face would enable the hominid mother to make an instant
assessment concerning the action required.
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The main neurophysiological demand would be for improved memory. In this regard, it
should be noted that the mammalian memory is very dependent upon the size of the brain.
As a result, there would be a demand for an increase in the size of the cortex of the female,
together with associated adjustments of the skull. Once again, minute variations in the
growth rates of the organic structure would lead to gradual change.
However, the increase in the size of the hominid skull would lead to a consequential
increase in the head-to-body ratio, and this would lead to a corresponding increase in the
length of the hominid baby's period of helplessness.
In this context, it is proposed that the demands for increased infant-rearing intelligence
would not be met in the early stages of hominid development. This is because the increased
period of infantile helplessness -- due to the improved brain size, would have been too
disadvantageous to the specie in the early period of hominid development.
It is more likely that the early organic evolution of the hominid specie was mainly concerned
with the overheating problems of the baby associated with bipedalism. It is proposed that
the addition of any further disadvantages would have created a net disadvantage, which
would have eliminated the additional characteristic.
However, once the organic adaptations dealing with the overheating problems had been
completed, the nursing female would be able to carry its infant over long distances without accidently killing the baby through heatstroke. At this stage, any increase in child
rearing intelligence which led to a consequential increase in the baby’s period of
helplessness, would not create any extra problems for the female.
So the increased child rearing intelligence would create a net advantage - which would
overcome the potential disadvantage of an increased period of helplessness in the infant.
Fossil Evidence
In conclusion, the evolutionary adaptions related to infant-rearing intelligence could evolve
relatively rapidly once the long leg/short arm structure had been developed. The brain size
could continue to grow until the period of the baby's total helplessness matched the
pre-adapted total period of carriage. This proposition closely matches the fossil evidence,
which shows that the hominids did not experience any degree of brain growth, until after
the development of the long leg/short arm structure.
It will be recalled that every increase in the baby's period of total helplessness represents
an effective increase in the baby's total foetal stage of growth. Furthermore, every increase
in the baby's foetal stage leads to a proportional increase in its later stages of growth.
For example, if the hominid baby had to be carried for three months before it could walk
bipedally on its own, this would imply a 40% increase in the foetal stage of growth. As a
result, the infantile stage of growth would also increase by 40%. Therefore, if the hominid
baby's infantile stage of growth prior to any hominidal evolution, was similar to that of the
Chimpanzee infant, the hominid infantile stage would increase from 3.5 years to 5 years.
In such an example, the hominid mother would stop suckling her infant after 3 years, but
would continue to feed it upon adult food. When the nursing female stopped suckling the
baby, the prolactin level would drop, and the female breeding cycle would recommence in
the usual way.
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When the next baby was born, the hominid nursing female would have a brood which
consisted of two differently aged infants. Thus, she would have a four year-old infant, which
was still in its infantile stage, and a new born baby. As a result, the hominid mother would
have a L.B.I. brood, which would be similar to those of the present day, hunter-gatherer
tribes.
In such a situation, the hominid mother would have to suckle her new born baby, while still
feeding the previous-born infant on adult foods. However, this would be too much for any
hominid mother -- in all but the most food abundant years.
It is therefore proposed that in the early development of the hominid LBI Multiage brood,
the need to feed the previous-born infant would tend to prevent adequate nutrition for the
newly growing foetus, and this would lead to the birth of still-born young. However, the
previous-born infant would survive, and would be weaned-off at the end of the normal
brood stage. The female would then recommence her breeding cycle soon after the death of
her still-born young; and providing the previous-born infant had been weaned-off, the new
foetus would develop in the normal way.
This situation would tend to space out the intervals between the hominid young, and reduce
the pressure of competition between adult individuals of the hominid species. However, as
the head-to-body ratio continued to increase due to the effects of improved infant-rearing
intelligence, the L.B.I. brood would become a reality.
In this regard, the initiation of one of the most significant developments in the behaviour of
the hominid species would only require one, exceptionally abundant feeding season. The
reason for this change concerns the process of learning.
Learning
In this context, hominoidal ape infants learn to feed, forage, move, climb, communicate and
socialise, - by copying the behaviour of adults. Furthermore, in the early period of their
infancy, everything that young infants learn becomes the basis of their normal behaviour as
adults. In particular, the young ape infants watch their mothers -- and copy their mothers'
behaviour. For example, if a mother picks a particular fruit to eat, its infant will try to pick
the same sort of fruit.
This is also the way that the young hominid infants would learn everything they needed to
know. They too, would copy their mothers' behaviour, so that when they had been weaned
they could survive as juveniles.
Social Sharing
Thus, in a hominid L. B. I. brood situation, the newly born infant would learn by copying its
mother's behaviour. In this regard, the new born infant would regularly witness its mother
feeding the previous-born infant on adult food. As a result, the newly born infant would
copy its mother's behaviour -- by likewise trying to feed the older infant on adult foods.
Furthermore, as the hominid mother would continue to feed the elder sibling for several
months, the younger infant's early copying of this maternal behaviour would become
stereotyped for life.
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It is proposed therefore that the younger infant would regard the feeding of the elder sibling
as a normal, and very important feature of adult behaviour. As a result, when younger
infant became an adult, it would continue to feed its elder sibling. In this context, if the
elder sibling was a female, who subsequently became a nursing mother, the extra food
brought by its younger sibling would enable the female to rear a L. B. I. brood - even in a
poor feeding season.
It should be noted that the sharing of food between adult mammals is not a common
characteristic. In the case of some mammal species, the nursing females - and sometimes
other adults, will share their food with the young. However, the adults of such species do
not share food with other adults.
In the hominoid ape species, the nursing females will share food with their young, but
adults do not share their own food with other adults - except under duress. The infants of
hominoid apes never learn to share their food, because they never witness their mothers
giving food to other infants, or adults.
It is proposed that the hominid development of food-sharing, due to the evolution of the
L.B.I broods of young, would give a tremendous advantage to those in receipt of the food.
Thus if the elder sibling was a male, he would be better fed than most of the other male
individuals, and would probably become the dominant male. Alternatively, if the elder
sibling was a female, she would be able to rear her young in relatively predation-free
habitats. In addition, her own nutritional strength would give her a substantial advantage
over the other females, and she would quickly become the dominant female.
This is a rare example of a "quantum leap" effect in evolution. In this regard, genetic
variations normally take tens of thousands of years to spread through a mammal specie's
gene pool. However, the development of the food-sharing characteristic would create such
an enormous advantage for those individuals which were in receipt of the food, that this
behaviour would spread throughout the specie within about 1,000 years.
The improvements in the female's infant-rearing intelligence would be transmitted to both
the male and female progeny. Although the male hominids would not need the increased
infant-rearing intelligence of the females, they would not be seriously disadvantaged by it.
Indeed, the increased memory might improve their own foraging abilities. Thus it is unlikely
that this characteristic would have been sex-linked to the females.
There is no reason to believe that either the increase in infant-rearing intelligence, or the
development in food-sharing would lead to any immediate changes in the way of
life of the hominid specie. However, the improved security afforded to the females by the
food-sharing, would tend to encourage a return to the 'Chimpanzee' type of mating system,
and a more flexible, fission-fusion community.
At this stage of hominid evolution, the female's infant-rearing intelligence would have been
adequate to deal with the demands of the helpless baby. In addition, the food-sharing
characteristic would have given the females a sufficiency of nutrition, and a much improved
degree of security. These factors, together with the full development of bipedalism, would
have increased the quality of life, and should have stabilised the hominids' evolutionary
development.
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However, this did not happen. The hominid specie continued to evolve - because the
L. B. I. brood led to two other characteristics, in addition to food-sharing. These additional
effects, initiated a long term evolutionary adaptation which required another substantial
increase in infant-rearing intelligence. This is related in the next chapter.
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Speech and Language
Speech and Language

Communication
The essence of life is motion. It represents the interaction of energy and mass, within an
optimum environment. In this regard, life depends upon the transmission and
transformation of energy, in its radiant and chemical forms.
This is the basis of organic communication, whether it is conducted within the cells; the
nervous system; or the endocrine system. Furthermore, this intercellular system of
communication is paralleled by the transmission, and reception, of radiant and chemical
stimuli between the individual organisms themselves.
Generally, all the mammal species have the same basic sensory systems although there are
considerable variations in the degrees of sensitivity, depending upon the species and their
ecological niches. However, nearly all mammal specie are particularly sensitive to aural
stimuli.
Thus, whereas the eyes may be covered by the eyelids, the ears and their associated
sensory systems, always remain open to stimuli - even when the individual is asleep. This
appears to be an evolutionary adaption to predation.
The permanently active nature of the aural system makes it a particularly suitable form of
stimuli reception for the nursing females of mammal specie. Thus, the cries of infants can
be detected immediately by their mothers. In addition, the sensory systems of nursing
females are highly sensitive to the vocal transmissions of their young. In this context, the
vocalisations made by mammal infants are invariably transmitted at a higher pitch than the
normal vocalisations of the adults.
The mammals infants normally utilise all the chemical and radiant stimuli, to motivate and
control the adults upon whom they depend. In some ways, there is a close correlation
between the types and usage of such infantile stimuli, and the adult stimuli used for mating.
For example, most infants use a mixture of vocal, olfactory, aural, and tactile stimuli,
together with the appropriate sensory systems. In addition, they use their sense of taste to
avoid an excess of acid or alkaline substances in their food.
Most nursing females can identify their young by their individual sounds, smells, or looks.
However, it is the vocalisation of the infant which is the most important, because the
transmission of sound is least affected by variations in environmental conditions.
The utilisation of infantile stimuli is partly instinctive, and partly due to adaptive
self-adjustment caused by the development of cognitive elements within the brain. In this
regard, the storage and utilisation of infantile memories are essential for the long term
survival and reproduction of the individual. Furthermore, they often help to determine the
quality of independent behaviour.
In this context, any mammal infant which is likely to be dependent upon its mother for
some time, and which may be separated occasionally from its mother must develop a strong
memory regarding its mother's individual characteristics. For this reason, most newborn
mammal infants memorise the visual image, vocalisation and smell of their mothers.
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Imprinting
This characteristic of primary learning is known as ' imprinting' and can determine the long
term behaviour of the individual when it becomes an adult.
The early 'imprinting' period of an infant's life develops during a time when the interaction
of rearing stimuli, between the nursing female and the infant, is particularly intense. In this
early period, it is very important for the infant to gain a consistent response from its mother
in respect of the supply of food, warmth, transportation and security.
As a result, the infant maintains a fairly stereotyped combination of stimuli to develop a
degree of reciprocal 'imprinting' upon the mother. In this regard, the mammal infant's most
important initial requirement is to gain a consistent response to its stimuli.
In this context, the type of response sought by an infant will depend upon whether it is
reared by one adult, or more than one adult. This is because the infant reared solely by one
adult will only learn to seek a response from that one single adult.
By contrast, infants reared by more than one adult will learn to seek two kinds of
responses. Thus, they will learn to seek a single response from each individual adult, and a
mass response from a group of adults. This would also be true of an infant which was
reared by a single adult, but which could respond with more than one adult in the earliest
months of infancy.
However, as these response characteristics of the mammal infants are developed in the
early periods of infancy, the infantile behaviour becomes ' imprinted' , and it is continued in
adulthood. As a result, any individual which was reared in a single-adult environment would
always tend to respond with other adults on a one-to-one basis.
Likewise, any individual which was reared in a multi-adult environment would tend to
respond with other adults on a mass basis.
Response Seekers
In this regard, the infants which are reared in a single adult environment may be classified
as Individual Response Seekers; and this term can be extended to such infants in
adulthood, as they will continue to exhibit the same characteristics when they mature.
Likewise, the infants which are reared in a multi-adult environment may be classified as
Public Response Seekers; and this term can also be extended to such infants in adulthood.
For convenience, the phrases Individual Response Seeker, and Public Response Seeker can
be abbreviated to I.R.S. and P.R.S.
In the context of the hominoid Ape specie, the nursing females normally give birth to only
one baby per breeding cycle. The hominoid Apes differ from some other species of monkeys
in that only the female rears the young. Furthermore, in the early months of infancy, the
Ape babies are jealously guarded by the hominoid Ape mothers. As a result, the young Ape
infants interact solely with their mothers.
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The hominoid Ape, mother/infant relationship involves a degree of reciprocal vocalisation
and responses by both the mother and the infant. As no other adults, or siblings, are
tolerated by the nursing females in the early months of the brood stage, the infant responds
solely with its mother during its 'imprinting' stage of life. As a result, the hominoid Ape
infant becomes an Individual Response Seeker, and maintains this characteristic as an
adult.
In this regard, the individuals of most mammal species are Individual Response Seekers, as
the infants are invariably reared by a single individual in their early stages of growth. As a
result, the adult males and females maintain their respective territories by means of
one-to-one confrontations with other individuals of the same sex. In social specie, the order
of hierarchical rankings is also determined by one-to-one confrontations.
In some mammal specie, such as Baboons and Lions, the dominant males may aggregate
into gangs, or cliques, to maintain collective control of their territories. As a result, a
confrontation between individuals may sometimes take the appearance of a mass
confrontation, but these are invariably cases where one individual is confronted by a gang
of individuals -- and not a genuine mass confrontation.
The LBI Broods
It is proposed that when the hominid specie developed their L.B.I. brood characteristic, the
younger infant of such a brood would grow up within an 'apparent' multi-adult environment.
In this regard, when the younger infant was born, the hominid mother would still be rearing
and feeding the previous-born infant. As a result, this elder sibling could be perceived by
the new born infant as another adult.
Therefore in a L.B.I. brood, the new born infant would seek a response from its mother in
the normal hominoidal manner, but in addition, it would also seek a response from its elder
sibling. When both the mother and the elder sibling responded to the new born baby in
unison, this would comprise a genuine mass response.
In this context, as a mass response is a more powerful response than a singular response,
the new born infant would seek to maximise this type of response as it developed.
Furthermore when this infant became an adult, it would continue to seek a mass response
from other individuals in the hominid community.
As a result, the L.B.I. broods would lead to a gradual change in the 'response seeker'
characteristic of the hominid specie, because most individuals would develop into Public
Response Seekers. The first born infant would become an I. R. S. (Individual Response
Seeker), but all younger infants born into a L.B.I. brood situation would become a P.R.S
(Public Response Seeker).
As adults, the P.R.S. hominids would need to be with a group of individuals, if they were to
get their preferred mass response. Furthermore, the group would have to be facing the
P.R.S. hominid.
It should be noted that this is not a hominoid Ape characteristic. For example, while
Chimpanzees and Gorillas may gather in large groups, they do not share the hominid
characteristic of one individual facing a large mass audience -- and performing to get a
large mass response.
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Organisation and Social Development
It is proposed that the demands of the P.R.S. characteristic would lead to changes in
hominid organisation and social development. Thus the P.R.S. hominids would have a
continual need to perform various activities before their community. In the context of the
normal role of the dominant male of the hominoid Ape specie such activities would be likely
to involve protection from predators, or protection from other competitive communities of
the same specie.
In addition, the demands for a mass response could create a powerful stimulus for the
extension of the food-sharing characteristic, as the acquisition and sharing of large
quantities of food would evoke a mass response from a grateful community.
The group behaviour of the social hominoid Apes usually involves individual grooming,
where the orientation of individuals within the group is relatively haphazard.
By contrast, the groups of P.R.S. hominids would tend to form inward-facing circles, as this
arrangement would enable the group individuals to maximise their chances of gaining a
mass response to their behaviour. This circular pattern of hominid groups is typical of
present-day gregarious humans.
It should be noted that the essential element of a mass response is its unity. It is not the
same as a series of individual responses. A mass response requires that all of the
responding individuals should respond in unison. As a result, the development of the
hominid P.R.S. characteristic would tend to lead to a consequential demand for a
standardised response. It is proposed that this would result in the development of rhythm,
rhyme, and harmonic vocal pitch.
In terms of group behaviour, the P.R.S. individuals could evoke a mass response by using
their sexual triangles to create fear, tolerance, or a sexual response. In this context, it is
proposed that the development of the P.R.S. characteristic would lead to the development
of community singing and dancing.
Effect on the Mating System
It is further proposed that the development of the P.R.S. characteristic would also have an
effect on the mating systems of the hominids. In this regard, the mating system which
existed prior to the development of the L.B.I. broods would be a 'Gorilla' type of polygynous
mating system. In this system, the dominant male would drive any young subordinate
males out of its territory.
Thereafter, as Individual Response Seekers, the subordinate males would lead a solitary
existence until they developed into dominant males, or were killed by predators. In this
regard, these young subordinate males would be less likely to survive outside the home
territory, because they would lack the group protection of the community.
However, when the hominids developed the P.R.S. characteristic, the young males within
the community would learn to minimise their aggressive interactions, in order to maximise
their chances of a mass response. Eventually, when such individuals became adults, they
would be driven from the hominid community by the dominant male, in the usual way.
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However, these P.R.S. males would be likely to form a gang with other young males, who
had similarly been chased out of their home communities. Eventually, the most dominant of
these young males would re-enter a home territory as an incoming dominant male.
However, the less dominant males would not be able to do this. Thus they would be forced
to continue their group existence outside the home territories. Nevertheless, whereas
solitary I.R.S. hominids might have been killed-off by predators, the group nature of the
P.R.S. subordinate males would enable them to survive outside the optimum territories.
In polygynous mating systems, any female who has a breeding cycle which is synchronous
with that of the dominant female, is also driven out of the home territory. Normally, such
females would be unable to survive because of a lack of food, or because of predation.
However, after the development of the hominid P.R.S. characteristic, such females could
seek the group protection of the gangs of young subordinate males which lived outside the
home territories.
It is proposed that the gangs of subordinate males would still have a group hierarchy. As a
result, any female which was driven from her home territory would tend to seek out the
most dominant male in the subordinate gang. This female could control the most dominant
male with visual and vocal stimuli, in the usual way. In addition, the female would benefit
from the food-sharing behaviour common to P.R.S. males.
As the gang of males would have no infants to support, this food-sharing characteristic
would enable such a female to give her infants far more food than the females in the home
territories could give their infants. In time, the solitary female would be joined by other
females who had been similarly ejected from their home territories. As a result, a female
hierarchy would be established which paralleled the group hierarchy of the subordinate
males.
Monogamy
It is proposed that this subordinate male gang community would eventually develop into a
monogamous male/female gang community, where the territories of the monogamous pairs
overlapped with each other. Furthermore, the effects of the hominid P.R.S. characteristic
on group behaviour, would affect the social arrangement of the gang community.
As a result, the territories of the monogamous pairs would be arranged in a circle. Thus, all
of the pairs' territories would be protected by the gang of males, while all the individuals
could fulfil their P.R.S. demands by socialising in the joint centre of the overlapping pairs'
territories.
As the ratio of adult males to females in the joint monogamous systems would be relatively
even, there would be a substantial reduction in the ratio of infants to adults. Furthermore,
the progeny of the females would tend to reflect their parents' behavioural and physiological
characteristics.
As a result, the males would tend to be smaller and more tolerant than the dominant males
of the polygynous communities. In addition, the monogamous mating system would
eventually lead to an even proportion of births, in respect of the male and female progeny.
As a result, the joint monogamous community could exist in a much more marginal
environment than that required by the polygynous hominid communities.
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However, the subordinate males would need to continually reduce individual aggression to
maintain group cohesion. This would tend to encourage the reduction in overt aggressive
characteristics, such as the large canine teeth. In this regard, the more individually
aggressive males would probably be driven out of the group territory, by the gang of
subordinate males.
It is proposed that this development of co-operative defensive behaviour would eventually
lead to the evolution of co-ordinated group aggression, analogous to that of Wild Dogs. As
a result, the gangs of subordinate males would eventually take over the optimum hominid
territories, by driving out the sole dominant males of the polygynous communities.
In the context of hominid speech and language, it is proposed that prior to the evolution of
the hominid L.B.I. broods the hominid species had similar systems of social interaction to
that of the social hominoid Ape species. In this regard, hominoid social interaction appears
to have been based upon the visual and vocal stimuli, which is used in most mammalian
mating and reproduction systems.
Quadrupedal Mating Stimuli
For example, in quadrupedal species of mammals, the female normally initiates the mating
process at the start of her breeding cycle. This often results in the raising of the pitch of the
female vocalisation, and this increase in pitch attracts the male. The latter normally
increases the pitch of his vocalisation in response. This increase in the vocal pitch has the
effect of reducing the degree of aggression of the potential mating partner.
As the female reproductive process is generally much slower than that of the male, the
female must manipulate the male in such a way as to ensure that copulation is achieved at
the most appropriate time. In this regard, the female has two basic visual signals to indicate
her physiological state to the male.
Thus, if the female stands still, with her head pointing straight forwards -- and raises her
tail, this indicates that she is ready to copulate. Alternatively, if the female holds down her
tail, and wheels around to face the male, this indicates a refusal to copulate.
Normally, the male will use tactile stimuli to prepare the female for copulation. Typically,
this may involve nuzzling, or licking the female muzzle. In addition, the male may lick the
flanks of the female, near the mammae. When the female is ready to copulate, she will lift
her tail, and lower her head. In some mammal specie, the female will kneel down, or
crouch, to help the male to copulate.
These two, basic visual signals of the female are modified slightly when the female faces the
male. In this regard, if the female lowers her head, this is an indication of her readiness to
copulate. Alternatively, if the female holds her head up, and turns her head away from the
male, this indicates a lack of readiness to copulate
Ape Interactions
Similar tactile, visual and vocal stimuli are used by the social hominoid Apes when mating.
Furthermore, in a modified form, they are also used when interacting with other individuals.
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For example, a lowering of the head is an act of submission, while the shaking of the head
is a non-aggressive act of rejection.
The social hominoid Apes also use their facial triangles and vocal stimuli to regulate
individual relationships. The males are handicapped in this respect, because they can only
use their positive facial triangle. However, they can vary the pitch of their vocalisation to
increase, or reduce, the degree of individual tolerance.
The hominoid Ape females and infants have a negative facial triangle, which they can
modify by changes in the shape of their mouths to produce a positive triangle. The negative
facial triangle tends to increase the degree of individual tolerance, while the positive facial
triangle tends to reduce it. Thus, by variations of body posture, vocalisation and facial
expression, the social hominoid Ape females and infants can produce a wide range of
aggressive and repulsive, fear-inducing effects; or tolerant and attractive, pleasing effects.
Primate Speech
In the context of present-day human speech, some of the more basic visual and vocal
combinations, can be illustrated by the pronunciation of the words "yes" and "no", in some
modern European languages. For example, the Italian word "Si" and the French word "Oui";
(meaning 'yes' in English), both involve a high pitched sound, which is coupled to a facial
grin. This facial expression produces a negative facial triangle.
Alternatively, the English word "No"; or the French word "Non"; (meaning 'No' in English),
both involve a low pitched sound, which is coupled to the pursing of the lips. This facial
expression produces a positive facial triangle.
Primatological research has shown that the Chimpanzee species use only vowel, and
semivowel sounds, to produce their vocal expressions. In this regard, an important warning
signal used by Chimpanzees is the expression: "Waa" . This is used to indicate a possible
danger to the Chimpanzee community, or the discovery of an unusual phenomena. In this
regard, the semivowels 'W' , and 'H' , are the only consonants which these primates are
able to pronounce. The 'H' consonant is used in laughter and communicating calls.
In this context, the utilisation of the 'H' consonant often involves the use of repeated vowel
sounds, such as the "HA"-"HA"-"HA" used in Chimpanzee laughter, and the 'pant-hoots'
used for Chimpanzee communication of discoveries of food resources.
It appears that the Chimpanzee "Waa" sound has been retained in many hominid languages
to indicate things which are very important to the hominid specie. For example, the
hominids constant need of water may have led to the "Wa" sound used in the English word:
"Water"; the Latin expression: "Aqua"; and the similar sounding Australian Aborigine word:
"Agwa" . ( Both of the latter words mean 'water' in English).
In addition, there are the English expressions "War", and "Warning", which imply communal
danger.
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The first words
The first development of hominidal speech appears to have evolved prior to the emergence
of the L. B. I. Brood characteristic. Thus, it is proposed that when the Australopithecine
specie first started to become bipedal, their babies would tend to be as incontinent as
present-day babies.
As a result, the Australopithecine mothers would tend to become drenched in their infants'
urine and faeces. It seems probable that even the best Australopithecine mothers would be
annoyed by this infant behaviour - and this would cause the infants to feel apprehensive
about their mothers' reactions.
In the context of Chimpanzee infants: when the latter are afraid, or wish to placate an
adult, they make a soft "Wheee" sound. This similar to the whining or whimpering of a
young kitten or puppy.
Thus it is proposed that nervous Austalopithecine infants would also make such sounds
when they felt incontinent. However, the issue of one single expression does not alert an
individual as much as a repetition.
In this regard, the Australopithecine infants would probably make the initial repeats by
accident, but as this would alert the mother more rapidly - its success would be reinforced
by maternal praise. This would give rise to the single repeat phenomena, which is typical of
human infants. In this context, the English expression "Wee"-"Wee" (meaning urine); and
the expression "Ma"-"Ma", (which means 'mother' in all languages), are examples of single
repetitions.
Primatological research has also shown that although the social hominoid Apes can only
produce a limited range of vocal and visual effects, they can still distinguish between at
least one thousand different objects. This indicates that the communication needs of these
apes are relatively limited.
Thus, although they can distinguish between many things, they only appear to need to
communicate the variations in their relative aggression and tolerance levels. Furthermore,
all their communications appear to be based upon either infantile stimuli - reflecting their
demands for food and protection; or upon the female and male sexual stimuli, which are
based upon the demands of mating or reproduction.
Capacity to learn
Anthropological research into the speech and language systems of many of the world's
existing hunter-gatherer tribes, show that these people have only a relatively small
increased demand for communication, in respect of their environment. In this regard, most
of the increase in spoken words concern the enlarged patterns of cultural behaviour, and a
recitation ability to relate past tribal history.
These studies suggest that the main impetus for the increase in the human ability to
differentiate, and vocalise, was not due to external environmental changes. Thus although
the human specie can distinguish between more than one million different objects, the extra
food resource and degree of social interaction of existing hunter-gatherer tribes, cannot
account for this degree of qualitative and quantitative increase,
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Furthermore, although individuals in existing hunter-gatherer tribes may only converse in
tribal languages which have very restricted vocabularies, each individual nevertheless
retains the capacity to learn the most complex of human languages.
It is proposed that the main cause of the increase in the physiological and behavioural
adaptations concerned with improved communication, was the rearing of the L.B. I. Broods
of hominid infants. Furthermore it is proposed that the improved hominid abilities, in terms
of memorising; differentiating; and sequencing; were all standardised and harmonised by
the development of the P.R.S. characteristic.
Importance of good infant rearing qualities
In this regard, long term zoological studies of many mammal species have shown that the
dominant males and females, in any specie's community, are usually individuals who have
been reared under optimum conditions. As these individuals tend to be the main progenitors
of the each specie's long term physiological and behavioural characteristics, this emphasises
the importance of good infant-rearing qualities.
In this context, it has been shown that in the optimum food resource and predation-free
environments, good mothers rear the most normal infants, and these infants grow up to
become the specie's most normal adults. Furthermore, these zoological studies have proved
that normal adults survive, mate and reproduce more successfully than abnormal adults.
As a result, the normal social environment of mammals leads to the selection of any
physiological and behavioural characteristics, which may lead to improvements in the
rearing of the young.
However, because all mammal species are sexual species,(whose individuals comprise a
mixture of male and female characteristics), no individual can ever develop perfect
masculine or feminine qualities. As a result, there are never any perfect nursing females
within any specie. Nevertheless, the characteristics of the best mothers in each generation
will always tend to become the basis of the feminine element in any specie's gene pool.
In this context, the evolution of the hominid L.B.I. broods created special problems for the
nursing females.
For example, the marginal increase in memory-based intelligence, due to the development
of the hominids' P.R.S. characteristic, would lead to a corresponding increase in the size of
the hominid brain - and a consequential change in the specie head-to-body ratio. As usual,
this would lead to a further increase in the foetal stage of growth, and a proportional
increase in the infantile stage of the L.B.I. Broods.
The food-sharing characteristic of the hominids would enable the nursing females to feed
both their younger and elder infants for the increased period of the infants' concurrent
rearing. However, the relatively long period of concurrent rearing would tend to have an
adverse effect on one, or both of the infants.
This is because the nursing females would tend to treat their infants as though they were
twins. The hominid mothers would be aware that each infant was different, but they would
be unable to rear each infant independently.
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This would tend to result in a reduction of rearing quality for one, or both of the infants. For
example, either the elder infant would be treated as a baby, or the younger infant would be
reared as though it was another elder infant. This could result in one, or both of the infants
becoming relatively abnormal.
This lack of ability to rear each infant independently would tend to be a common
characteristic of most of the hominid nursing females. As a result, many of their young
would become abnormal adults, with reduced chances of survival, mating and reproduction.
However, this would create opportunities for rapid dissemination of any physiological or
behavioural adaptations, which improved the degree of independent rearing of the younger
and elder infants.
Names
In this regard, the infants could only be reared independently if their mother could find a
way of differentiating between them - in order that each infant could be treated as a
separate individual during the period of concurrent rearing.
In particular, the nursing female would have to be able to attract each of her infants
independently, on a series basis. In terms of vocal stimuli, this would require the creation
of separate names for the younger and elder infants.
It is proposed that any nursing female which could vocalise two distinctive variations would
be able to rear two relatively normal infants, which would become relatively normal adults.
Furthermore, as these adults would tend to survive, mate and reproduce better than
average, their mother's improved vocal abilities would tend to become predominant in the
specie gene pool.
Thus, it proposed that the normal evolutionary demands which select for good
infant-rearing qualities, would tend to lead to the practice of differential naming for each
infant within an L.B.I. brood.
In addition, although it is impossible for any individual mammal to become a perfect
mother, it is nevertheless possible to predict the qualities which a perfect mother of a
L. B. I. brood would need, in order to rear two perfectly normal infants.
For example, a perfect hominid mother would require a very good memory, in order to
remember exactly the right diet, exercise and training required by each infant at any
particular stage of its infantile development.
In addition, this mother would need a very good ability to differentiate, in order to give
precisely the right kind of rearing, to the right infant at precisely the right time.
Furthermore, she would have to have a very good managerial ability, in order to sequence
the various elements of infant-rearing in their proper order, and schedule independent
feeding, grooming and training, for her dependent infants.
In this regard, linguistic studies have shown that the basics of language, namely:
phonology; syntax; semantics; lexicon; and pragmatics all require precisely the same
physiological and behavioural characteristics - in terms of memory, differentiation, and
sequential management as the rearing of an L.B.I. brood.
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Furthermore, comparative studies of the simple languages of hunter-gatherer tribes, show
that if the nominal element is removed (i.e. , the names, nouns and their descriptive
relations), the remaining vocalisation simply involves the same consonant and vowel
sounds, which are used by the social hominoid Apes.
It is proposed that the development of the hominid practice of naming their younger and
elder infants would eventually lead to confusion, as every nursing female would tend to use
the same set of names. For example, during attacks by predators, some infants could be
killed by running to the wrong nursing female. As a result, there would be an evolutionary
advantage accruing to any individual infant, which had a different name from any other
infant.
In time, these evolutionary demands would lead to the adoption of any genetic adaptation
which improved the abilities of the nursing females to vocalise a wide range of easily
distinguishable sounds. It is proposed that this would gradually lead to the oral and
neurophysiological developments, which are associated with the main consonants used by
the human specie.
Phonetic Pairing
In this context, it should be noted that many of these main consonants appear to be
phonetically paired. Thus: in terms of their pronunciation, there appear to be hard, or soft,
versions of the same basic consonant. Furthermore, in terms of the Roman Script, some of
the pairs are graphical opposites.
For example, the original Chimpanzee semivowel "W" is phonetically paired with "M"; and if
"W" is graphically rotated forwards through 180 degrees, it becomes "M". The phonetic pairs
"p" and "b", can be likewise graphically rotated. The other phonetic pairs are: N-L, C-G,
T-D, S-Z, F-V, and J-Y.
The present hominid fossil evidence suggests that neurophysiological developments were
evolving in the aural, visual, and vocal sensory systems of the hominid cortex about 1.5
million years B.P. In addition, there is evidence that the position of the species' larynx
dropped to a lower level in the throat, about 400,000 years B.P.
Thus it appears that the increase in the size of the hominid neocortex, due to the increased
infant-rearing intelligence, led to changes of skull shape. In this regard, it is probable that
these changes caused the foreshortening of the specie jaws, in order to maintain an
optimum degree of weight distribution on the hominid vertebrae. This development allowed
the specie to develop many new consonants through the temporary closure of the windpipe
In this context, the phonetic pairing of the hominid consonants suggests that the first
hominid consonant was the nasal consonant "M" , which was developed from the hominoid
Apes' semivowel: "W" . This would be followed by the evolution of the other nasal
consonants: "N" and "L" .
Furthermore, after the position of the hominid larynx had dropped to a lower level in the
throat, the hominids would be able to develop the stop consonants: "B" and "P" These
would be followed by the other stop consonants, in order of increasing difficulty of
pronunciation.
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Linguistic studies have shown that infantile perception of speech is concentrated on the
relative values of pitch, or voice-onset changes, rather than the actual pitch itself. Thus it is
proposed that the hominid females used single repetitions of the early consonants, and
teamed them with a single vowel to produce the early names. For example: "Ma-Ma",
"Mi-Mi" or "Mu-Mu".
These could then be varied with different vowels to produce sounds like: "Ma-Mi". In this
way, a few consonants could be used to produce hundreds of simple combinations.
It is further proposed that the hominids eventually started to name everything else of
importance, within their environment. In this regard, it appears probable that any common
object which contains a high pitched "E" , or "I" vowel was probably named by the females.
For example the English words "Meal", "Milk" or "Meat". Likewise, any such objects with a
low pitched "O", or "U" vowel were probably named by the males. For example: "Bull",
"Boar" or "Dog".
There is no evidence that the increase in infant-rearing intelligence led to any major
changes in the species behavioural patterns. However, the increase in intelligence would
allow the hominids to exist in more marginal environments, and this could lead to further
organic and behavioural changes.
However, the environment would always remain the main arbiter of hominid development.
In this regard, the existing hunter-gatherer tribes show clearly that the possession of
sophisticated infant-rearing intelligence does not necessarily lead to a full utilisation of that
intelligence.
In this context, the development of a culture which is based upon an animal's reasoning
powers, is as dependent upon environmental variations as all the other evolutionary
changes.
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Balance of Nature
Evolution represents the pattern of change. It reflects the organic and behavioural
adaptations which enable life to avoid death.
In this context, life represents a harmonious balance of universal forces. However, as the
Universe is a dynamic entity, the balance of nature is always changing, and life must
continually adapt to avoid extinction.
Although the process of adaption involves combination and division, an excess of either
would lead to the extinction of life. Thus life's identity is maintained by an alternating cycle
of continuous growth and division. However, as the constituents of life are finite, the cycle
of life depends upon either the development of new constituents, or the division and
recombination of existing life forms.
The competition for the constituents of life results in the evolution of complex life molecules,
whose defensive and offensive mechanisms can completely neutralise any cannibalistic
actions by identical life forms. As a result, predatory organisms tend to consume dissimilar
species.
In this context, as life forms defend their identity by a cycle of combination and division, it
is possible for two dissimilar life molecules to avoid mutual competitive extinction - if their
defence systems are completely reciprocal. For example, if one life molecule divides the
combinations of another life molecule, while the latter recombines the divisions made by the
former, this will lead to a mutual bond based upon internal exchange.
Such complementary unions can create a competitive advantage, as their complementary
defence systems can be manoeuvred to provide the most appropriate defence against
predatory organisms.
Thus, most life forms are combinational in character, and comprise a mixture of dissimilar
components which maintain a common bond based upon internal exchange. Furthermore,
as the cycle of life tends to prevent division automatically by the initiation of combinational
growth, this natural defensive strategy has led to the long term evolution of complementary
unions of molecules, organelles and cells.
Nevertheless, these life forms remain in perpetual competition with other similar, and
dissimilar individuals, within the biospheric environment.
As a result, the behavioural systems of life tend to vary according to their internal or
external attitude. The internal behaviour is based upon complementary union, while the
external behaviour is based upon competitive division. However, when individual life forms
are not cannibalising each other, they maintain an intermediate behaviour based upon a
hierarchy of complementary division.
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As the development of life within its environment has been automatic, there has been no
adaptive advantage in the development of cognitive systems of evolutionary adaption. Thus
the requirements of life have been assumed, while the nature of evolution has been
irrelevant. As a result, while most species of organisms have been able to survive
competition with other species, they have been unable to prevent their own specie's
extinction, during major changes in the environment.

Sensory Intelligence
Nevertheless, the organic evolution of life has resulted in the development of cognitive
systems to improve individual survival. This has created a degree of sensory intelligence,
which may eventually enable advanced life forms to avoid their own species' extinction -- by
adapting to environmental changes in accordance with the rules of evolution.
The cultural evolution of the hominid species has generally maintained the normal patterns
of internal and external behavioural evolution. As a result, the technological and sociological
adaptations of the species have increasingly reflected the internal behaviour of the
organism. For example, the hominids have gradually developed civilisations where internal
competitive division has been eliminated, in favour of complementary union -- based upon
common exchange.
However, life forms never adapt because they want to. They only adapt when they are
forced to adapt. Furthermore, they never evolve new systems if they can utilise existing
systems. In this context, the hominids' intra-specie systems of social communication and
organisation both mirror and parallel the human body's internal systems of intercellular
communication and organisation. This utilisation of internal adaptations for external survival
is a prominent feature of the cultural evolution of the hominid species.
Structural Adaptations
It is proposed that the hominid specie evolved initially within the equatorial regions of the
world, and adapted to higher altitudes and latitudes, in the usual way. In the global warm
phases, the marginal subordinate species were forced to adapt to higher altitudes than the
mainstream specie. When the climate cooled, the mainstream hominid species became
extinct, and their territory was reverse-colonised by the marginal hominids. See Figure 6(a).
Eventually, Homo sapiens Neanderthal adapted to the equatorial tundra regions, between
the snow line and the tree line. At these altitudes, the low temperature led to the gradual
evolution of a cold-adapted physiology.
As a result, the specie's hair became relatively straight and long, like that of other high
altitude mammals. This development obscured the ears of the specie's individuals, therefore
altering the perception of the individuals' facial triangles. This led to the usual widening and
compensatory front-to-rear compression of the skull, which is typical of cold-adapted
people. This physiological adaption converted the relatively flat-skulled, Homo sapiens
Archaic, into the compact-skulled Homo sapiens Neanderthal. This resulted in the high
forehead which is typical of Homo sapiens Neanderthal and Homo sapiens Sapiens.
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This forehead of Homo sapiens Neanderthal would endow the specie with a supplementary
forehead triangle, which would improve the degree of personal interaction -- and
complement the evolution of speech and language. In addition, the change in the specie's
skull physiology would result in the internal redistribution of the brain -- forwards and
upwards. This would require a consequential widening and foreshortening of the jaws, to
maintain a proper degree of weight distribution on the specie's neck vertebrae.
As a mountain specie, Homo sapiens Neanderthal would remain relatively short and stocky,
with a good power-to-weight ratio. However, the specie's more compact skull would
eventually allow the specie’s descendants to develop a much slimmer skeleton, without
causing any further delivery problems for the female. As a result, the successor specie could
adapt to a wide range of hot and cold climates.
It is proposed that the adaption of Homo sapiens Neanderthal to the high altitude equatorial
regions, led to an increasingly rapid succession of cultural changes in the hominid lifestyle.
Territory
In this context, it should be noted that in the equatorial regions, there are no seasons. As a
result, animal territories tend to be relatively compact with fixed boundaries. This is
certainly the case with most hominoid Ape species, which tend to stay in their territories for
most of their lives.
In this regard, the survival of the hominoid Ape communities depends upon the
maintenance of their territory. Therefore, the communities make regular patrols around the
territorial boundaries. This is coupled with foraging activities, which are adapted to enable
the specie to survive when food sources are least abundant. As a result, the hominoid Ape's
life cycle is based upon a very conservative routine, which maintains the territory, and
prevents starvation.
The hominoid Apes tend to be specie-specific plant consumers, although some will gather
bird's eggs, or hunt small animals, on an opportunistic basis.
In this regard, it appears highly probable that the hominid species would have maintained a
very similar pattern of life, with the main emphasis upon plant gathering, rather than
animal hunting.
However, as each successive hominid specie would evolve on the margins of their
predecessors habitats, this basically hominoid (Ape) type of life cycle would be moulded by
the harsh realities of the peripheral environments. As a result, the hominid species would be
very cautious and conservative, tending to avoid predators, and remaining in a state of
constant alertness. In this regard, the hominid specie’s survival in a marginal environment
would specifically require an ability to remember all food sources and hazards.
As a result, each successive marginal development in the hominid species would lead to the
evolution of individuals who had a greater awareness of their environment's potential, than
their predecessors. These more advanced hominids would become increasing skilled at
recognising every plant and animal - by sight, sound, and scent. In this context, the
increase in memory, due to the improved child-rearing intelligence, would be a considerable
asset.
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As the specie adapted to higher and higher equatorial altitudes, the size and abundance of
the predator animals would progressively decrease. This would allow the hominid species to
develop a life-cycle based upon semi-permanent camps, which could serve as protected
feeding sites.
Although there would be the occasional war between neighbouring hominid communities, it
is unlikely that these would lead to any change in each community's territorial boundaries.
This is because marginal gatherer communities cannot carry much food with them when
raiding other territories.
Furthermore, as the raiders do not know the whereabouts of the food, or water sites in
neighbouring territories, their invasions tend to be very temporary. In this regard, it is the
knowledge of the territorial food and water sources which protects each gatherer
community from long term foreign invasions and colonisation. As a result, the territorial
boundaries of the gatherer-hunter communities would tend to be very stable for hundreds
of years.
It is probable that in times of famine, the hominids would cannibalise the less dominant
individuals within their communities, in order to survive. This was a common practice
in very marginal communities, even in the nineteenth century. It is possible that the dead
might also be eaten. However, when individuals died during foraging activities, predator
animals would probably reach them first.
Tools
As the early hominids were gatherer-hunters like their hominoid Ape predecessors, it seems
unlikely that they would have developed any tools for hunting. It appears that most of the
stone tools were manufactured in order to make other tools out of wood. The stone tools
would have been left in the semi-permanent camp sites, and reused every time the
community returned to the site.
In this regard, the hominid skeletal structure suggests that the specie individuals developed
their abilities to throw stones with increasing range and accuracy. However, it seems highly
improbable that stone tools would have been used in this way. Stone tools are difficult to
make and replace, and heavy to carry. It would appear more probable that the hominids
would make wooden sticks and spears, similar to those used by Australian Aborigines.
In this context, if the survival of the hominids became dependent upon their skill in making
and using tools for hunting and protection; it is proposed that the specie would gradually
adapt to the demands of toolmaking and the physical characteristics of the tools. This would
be an important evolutionary development.
Thus, while most species only adapt to the biospheric environment, tool-using specie also
adapt to a technological environment. In this regard, it appears that the hominids adapted
both physiologically and mentally to the demands of simple tool manufacture and usage.
Altitudinal-Latitudinal Evlotuion
It may be recalled that according to the Altitudinal-Latitudinal Model of Terrestrial Evolution,
each specie of terrestrial plant and animal adapts first to a higher altitude and then to a
higher Latitude. All biological evolution initially takes place on the equator.
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When a specie has adapted to a higher altitude on the equator, population pressure will
force the subordinate individuals to move longitudinally east and west - until all the
equatorial niches are filled. Then, continuing population pressure will force subordinate
individuals to move north or south to the higher latitudes. When a subordinate specie has
finally settled in the appropriate higher latitude, it may undergo regional evolution adapting
to the specific environment in that region.
This would be the evolutionary path taken by the hominids.
Initially, the Australopithecine hominid ancestors were driven out of the sea level equatorial
altitude by the Australopithecine Bonobo and Gorilla ancestors. The hominid ancestors were
forced first into the semiequatorial altitude on the equator, by moving up into the equatorial
mountains in Africa. Then, under population pressure they would move east and west, still
on the equator. Finally, they would move north and south to the semiequatorial latitudes.
Similarly, the proto-hominids (like Homo Habilis) would be forced out of the semiequatorial
altitudes and latitudes by the ancestors of the Chimpanzee. These proto-hominids would be
forced up into the equatorial mountains into the subtropical altitudes. Thereon the
population pressures would force the subordinates east and west in the usual way. And then
north and south into the subtropical latitudes. This is where the fossils of Homo Erectus are
found.
The process continued with Homo sapiens Archaic forced up into the warm temperate
altitudes on the equator, and thence north and south to the warm temperate altitudes.
Another variant of Homo sapiens Archaic appears to have been forced up to the cold
temperate altitudes and latitudes.
Homo sapiens Sapiens
Finally, Homo sapiens Neanderthal was forced up into the tundra equatorial altitudes.
Population pressure forced their subordinates east and west on the equator; and then north
and south to the tundra latitudes. As there were no accessible tundra regions in the south,
we only find Neanderthal fossils in the northern hemisphere.
The process continued with the subordinate Neanderthal individuals being driven out of the
equatorial mountain tundra regions. However, these subordinate Neanderthals could not go
higher up the equatorial mountains - as the polar altitudes are devoid of food. The only way
out of the equatorial tundra altitudes was down - into the cold temperate equatorial
altitudes.
This was awkward, as these regions were already occupied by a Homo sapiens Archaic
specie. The Neanderthal subordinates were forced to coexist with the older Homo sapiens
Archaic tribes. They could not compete directly, as the existing Homo sapiens Archaic specie
was well entrenched in the cold temperate altitudes. So Neanderthal subordinates had to
exist on the food which Homo sapiens Archaic did not want.
In this context, it should be noted that all the hominid specie, until the evolution of Homo
sapiens Sapiens, gathered plant food and hunted animals which were smaller than
themselves. This was sensible, as large animals were dangerous. However, the Neanderthal
subordinates had no choice in the matter.
It was a case of adapt, or move, or die.
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They couldn’t move, so they adapted. It is proposed that these Neanderthal subordinates
became the first specie of hominid to regularly kill animals larger than themselves. It is
further proposed that these Neanderthal subordinates became a robust form of Homo
sapiens Sapiens.
When Homo sapiens Neanderthal adapted to the highest altitudes in the equatorial regions,
the hominids' life-cycle would have remained similar to that of predecessor species. Thus,
they would be gatherer-hunters, whose main diet was plant food. They would still seek
small animals and insects, but these are relatively limited in the high mountain tundra
regions. There are very few birds which nest in these very high altitudes, so eggs would
also have been scarce. The main predator is the Eagle, which nests in relatively
inaccessible, rocky crags. All other predators are usually very small, or rare in numbers.
It is proposed that Homo sapiens Neanderthal supplemented their plant food diet, by
stealing eggs from the Eagles' nests. This would be a hazardous exercise, but hungry people
will go to great lengths to gain food. In this regard, the regular harvesting of Eagle eggs
would lead to a consequential decline in the Eagle population -- and a corresponding
increase in the Eagle's prey animals. As a result, the high mountain hominids would find a
substantial increase in small rodents etc., with which to supplement their diet.
It is unlikely that the hominids would immediately realise that there was any relationship
between the stealing of Eagle eggs, and the subsequent increase in the small animal
population. However, when the association between these two events was eventually
realised, it is proposed that this would lead to a complete change in the hominid life-cycle.
First Cultural Change
As a result, the Homo sapiens Neanderthal specie would become a hunter-gatherer, rather
than a gatherer-hunter. This would represent the first cultural change in the hominid
species.
In this context, it may be noted that many mountain tribes, in all parts of the world, wear
Eagle feathers in their hair. The head dresses of the North American Indians are probably
the best known examples; but the Aztecs and the Mayas of Central America also wore
similar head-dresses. This tribal practice implies that the killing of an Eagle was considered
a public service - as this would lead to a consequential increase in the prey animals of the
mountain tribes.
It is proposed that Homo sapiens Neanderthal method of killing their main predator
competitors, in order to feed on the predators' prey animals, would be continued by Homo
sapiens Sapiens. It appears that Homo sapiens Sapiens concentrated on killing cave
dwelling predators first. This would make good sense as such predators are relatively easy
to kill. (The hominids would wait for the predator to enter the cave to hibernate, or give
birth to cubs; and then block up the cave entrance with logs and boulders).
The progressive removal of competing predators led to a consequential increase in the
numbers of prey animals. The typical prey animals were woodland browsers which fed
mainly on leaves in the forests. However, the increase in the population of the browsers led
to a shortage of food which caused the browsers to supplement their diet with the bark of
trees. This “ring barking” led to the death of many trees in the forest, with the result that
large areas of woodland became prairies.
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Many browsers then adapted to the increase in grazing by evolving from browsers into
graziers. The disappearance of the forests led to the extinction of specie which could not
adapt to the changed conditions. It appears that the main hominid casualty was Homo
sapiens Archaic which disappeared from the fossil record at about this time.
Homo sapiens Sapiens continued to hunt the graziers on the plains, and extended their
predator removal programme to cover specie such as the sabre toothed tiger. The main
prey of this predator were mammoths and mastodons.
In this context, archaeological evidence has shown that modern hominids certainly used
Mammoth bones for making temporary tents, as well as for fuel for their fires. However,
there is no evidence that these species were ever hunted by the hominids. In this regard, it
should be noted that Mammoth skin would have been too heavy to be transported by
nomads, although it may have been used as a covering for a temporary shelter.
It is proposed that the large increase in grazing and browsing animals, coupled with
improved hunting techniques, encouraged the development of nomadic hunting, as the
hominids followed the herds in the seasonal migrations.
However, the large herds would attract large numbers of lowland predators, whose young
would not be born in caves or burrows. These predators would be difficult to kill, and the
hominids themselves would become subject to predatory attacks.
These predatory attacks would encourage the dominant females of the hominid
communities to develop polygynous mating systems, to reduce the predation risks to their
young. This would lead to dimorphism, in the usual way. (See Chapter 7 ibid.). The
resultant change in the perception of the individuals' facial triangles would lead to a reversal
of the cold adaption skull changes, in order to narrow the skull.
However, there could not be a complete reversal of the cold-adaption changes, as this
would eliminate the supplementary facial triangle of the forehead. As a result, in addition to
the marginal front-to-rear lengthening of the skull, the head also lengthened from
top-to-bottom. This resulted in the relatively tall and narrow skull, which is typical of many
present-day cool temperate peoples.
Crime Prevention
Nomadic hunter-gatherers have evolved simple rules to prevent intra-communal
competition. These people cannot carry more than their personal belongings, as they travel
about their territory. Therefore there are no jails in which to imprison wrongdoers. As a
result, all crimes are subject to either the death penalty, or banishment. This is basically the
same system as is used by the hominoid Apes, and other similar mammal species.
In a very marginal environment, where food is so scarce that only a food sharing
community can survive, the sentence of banishment is effectively a death sentence. As a
result, nomadic tribesmen who are banished from present day hunter-gatherer tribes will
often stop eating, and fast themselves to death.
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The death penalty is normally carried out on the vendetta principle. Thus it is the duty of
the male next-of-kin to avenge the death of any member of the nomadic community. If
anybody breaks a tribal law, it is the duty of the family patriarch to carry out the death
sentence on the member of his family who has broken the law. If the wrongdoer is the
patriarch himself, then the patriarch of the family which has been wronged by the crime
must carry out the sentence. This normally leads to the implementation of the vendetta
principle, which reduces the male complement in the tribe.
This is a simple system, which is easily understood by the members the community, and
tends to promote tribal stability. However, it can create blood feuds between tribes
which can last for hundreds of years. This often leads to intermittent tribal wars.
Medicine Men
It is proposed that this was the basic system of community control practised by the
migrational humans in the temperate regions. These people would tend to increase in
abundance and individual size, due to the increased food resource provided by the large
herds of grazing and browsing animals. However, the hunting way of life would be more
dangerous than gathering plant foods, and this would lead to the demand for specialist
'medicine men' to heal the injured hunters.
In this context, the vendetta principle would create problems for any practitioners of
healing, as the death of a patient could be classified as homicide - and this could lead to the
cycle of revenge killings. Therefore, it proposed that the 'medicine-men' resolved this
problem pretending that the healing was carried out by a 'spirit' or 'god' . As a result, if the
patient died, the vengeance would fall on the 'spirit' rather than the 'medicine-man'.
The curing of physical injury or disease, by the application of herbs, leeches or hot coals
etc., would eventually by supplemented by primitive psychological methods to cure
psychosomatic illnesses. It is proposed that eventually the human communities would
require these 'medicine-men' to resolve community problems, as well as those of the
individual or family.
It is further proposed that this would gradually lead to the development of community
animist religions, as each major problem would require a different 'spirit' to effect a cure.
When Homo sapiens Sapiens had colonised the whole of the temperate altitude in the
equatorial regions of Africa, their subordinates would gradually spread north and south, to
the temperate latitudes -- where they would displace their hominid predecessors. When the
process of latitudinal colonisation was complete, the subordinates in the equatorial regions
would be forced down into the subtropical altitudes. See Figure 6(b).
The gradual adaption to the relatively hot and dry, subtropical altitude would lead to a
reduction in the length of Homo sapiens Sapiens' hair. As a result, their hair would become
curly, or frizzy, like that of the present-day hot-adapted people.
This would lead to the full exposure of the hominid forehead, and encourage the full
development of the forehead supplementary facial triangle. As previously stated, this
supplementary triangle contains both positive and negative triangles, so it allows both the
males and females to improve the subtlety of their social interactions.
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This physiological development would enable the humans to create a much larger hierarchy,
both within and between the specie communities. These hierarchies would be horizontal and
vertical, with the development of social rankings where the more dominant individuals
secured the best territories.
It is proposed that the development of the improved standards of social interaction would
lead to the aggregation of the human family communities, to form tribal communities. This
would be paralleled by the emergence of tribal chieftains and tribal priests.
The former would be responsible for the external protection of the whole tribe, while the
latter would prevent intra-tribal conflict through the development of centralised laws and a
tribal judiciary. In the absence of writing these laws would be memorised by the tribal
priests, who would establish their judicial independence by demanding food for the tribal
'god'. In this way, the full exposure of the hominid forehead would create the second major
change in the human lifestyle.
It is further proposed that the dominant females within each tribal community would seek to
improve their security by manipulating the tribal chieftain. Eventually, this would lead to a
symbolic extension of the polygynous mating system, as the rivalry of the dominant females
would be resolved by having them all marry the tribal chief.
When the modern humans had colonised the equatorial subtropical altitudes, their
subordinates would be forced out of the region, to adapt to the higher latitudes.
Agriculture
In this context it should be noted that the Earth's subtropical latitudes are subject to
extreme changes of diurnal temperature, as well as seasonal variations of temperature and
humidity. In addition, there can be severe droughts which may last for many years. As a
result, the human subordinates would need to have developed substantial reserves of food
to survive these occasional subtropical famines.
In these regions, plant species have evolved seeds which remain dormant when dry, but
which sprout quickly when the soil becomes moist. It is proposed that the modern humans
would eventually determine which were the most satisfactory seeds and nuts to store over
long periods.
The extreme conservatism of these humans would encourage the development of extra
large stores, to enable their survival in long term drought conditions. In this context,
archaeological evidence has shown that such seeds and nuts were stored in large
underground pits. These seed stores would form the basis of the agricultural communities
which developed within the subtropical latitudes.
The subtropical humans would also need water; and in times of drought, they would tend to
dig deeper and deeper to reach the falling water table. However, when the rains came, the
flash floods which are typical of these regions, would tend to fill the water holes with silt.
These floods could also wash away the shallow seed pits causing the seeds to sprout in the
resulting alluvial fans.
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It is proposed that this problem would be solved by the building of wellheads, and grain
towers. Any grain which was scattered by flash floods would be harvested when ripe. In
addition, it is proposed that these accidental seedlings would eventually lead to the practice
of planting seeds after flash flooding.
Furthermore, when these modern humans were forced to colonise the subtropical rivers and
estuaries, these techniques would lead to the development of arable farming.
Empires
The development of river, or estuary-based agricultural communities, led to the third major
change in the human life style. Thus, the evolution of technology relating to the storage of
grain and water supplies, allowed the tribal communities to create tribal empires by
invading the territories of the neighbouring tribes.
Previously, a hominid tribe would be unable to remain in a foreign territory, because they
would have insufficient food and water for a long stay. However, the agricultural tribes
could supply their soldiers with plenty of grain and water, which would enable the soldiers
to remain in the foreign lands. As a result, the invaders would have sufficient time to locate
all the local sources of food and water, which would enable them to stay in the foreign
territory indefinitely.
The first agricultural empires were very successful, as the neighbouring nomadic
hunter-gatherer tribes were unable to prevent their expansion. However, the empires
eventually expanded to such a degree that they could only grow at each other's expense.
This led to large scale wars which resulted in the dissolution of some of the early empires.
As a result, their inhabitants were forced to develop smaller city states, in more marginal
territories.
The early agricultural empires were the first examples of artificial environments created by
the hominids. Other species of animals, such as Bees and Termites, have also created their
own environments. However, the greater cognitive development of the hominids allowed
them to develop much more complex technological and sociological systems, than the social
insects.
These early civilisations developed socially into a mixture of horizontal and vertical
hierarchies, based upon complementary division -- with the most dominant males and
females adopting the best territories. However, the internal regulation of these civilisations
mimicked the complementary union systems of the human body. For example, individual
trade developed on the basis of mutual, or common exchange.
The SBI Brood
As the agricultural communities were still subject to predation from both wild animals and
foreign tribes, the females still tended to group together, forming polygynous mating
systems. However, in the poorer territories, the limited food resources would tend to restrict
the mating system to minimal Polygyny, (i.e., one husband and two wives).
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Initially, the first wife would tend to stay at home with the children, while the second wife
worked in the fields with the husband. However, when the second wife had a baby, it would
have to be suckled by the first wife, to allow the second wife to maximise her work-output
on the farm.
In this regard, as the second wife would no longer be suckling her baby, her lactation would
cease and her breeding cycle would recommence. As a result, she could be remated by the
husband, and eventually bear another baby. If this behaviour continued, the second wife
would have one child per year, all of whom would be reared by the first wife. As a result,
this brood of human young would be a S.B.I. Brood.
The evolution of the human S.B.I. brood was the fourth major change in the hominid life
style. Previously, the tribes would have reared the usual hunter-gatherer L. B. I. broods,
where all the babies would be suckled on demand. This would have prevented the females
from recommencing their breeding cycles.
However, after the development of shared suckling, the non-suckling females could be
remated shortly after the birth of each baby. This would result in a tremendous increase in
population, which would only be limited by the productivity, or availability of the agricultural
land.
In the early agricultural communities, the practice of transferring ownership of land from
the father to the eldest son, created special problems for the dominant females. In this
regard, the security of the dominant female was dependent upon her relationship with the
owner of the land. As a result, it was essential that she bore the eldest son.
When the dominant females realised that the most fertile women were the ones which did
not suckle their own young, they would reverse the previous practice of suckling the other
wives babies, and pass on that duty to one of the subordinate wives. In this way, the
(dominant female) first wife would have the S.B.I. brood, and therefore have the best
chance of giving birth to the eldest son.
In the increasingly densely populated agricultural communities, there would be recurring
famines and plagues. As a result, the dominant females would be unlikely to limit their
families after the birth of their first son. Instead, it is proposed that the dominant females
would only feel secure when they had given birth to several surviving sons. In this regard, it
is probable that any daughters born to a (dominant female) first wife would be discarded, as
they would have no value to such a female.
By contrast, the subordinate wives would probably favour daughters, as these would be
able to marry a dominant male who owned some land. As a result, these subordinate
females would probably discard their sons. In this context, it should be noted that infant
mortality, infanticide, and child sacrifice were common features of these early agricultural
societies.
Another common feature of these communities was the practice of inbreeding, and it made
them particularly vulnerable to infectious diseases. As a result, the tribal priests developed
very strict rules regarding personal and communal hygiene. In this regard, the Bible
provides an early example of such rules, in the Hebrew Laws of Moses.
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Psychological Reaction
In these river-based agricultural societies, most of the technological improvements were
made by the subordinate tribes in the upstream marginal environments. In these peripheral
territories the river banks were smaller; the valley sides steeper; the land drier; and the
flooding more damaging. Furthermore, these upstream communities tended to be subject to
more interference from migrating herds of animals, and the nomadic hunter-gatherer tribes
of the temperate uplands.
In the poorest territories, the farmers were limited to a maximum of two wives, where the
first wife had the S. B. I. brood -- which was suckled by the second wife. As the river banks
were very thin, the farms were very long and widely distanced from each other. As a result,
the homesteads were very secluded.
In such circumstances, it was possible for the eldest children in a S.B.I. brood to undergo a
psychological reaction.
In this context, it may be recalled that in S.B.I. broods, the infants tend to be fiercely
competitive, and if left unattended the elder infants may attack the younger ones. However,
in a human S.B.I. brood, the continuous presence of the mother will usually prevent such
attacks.
As the eldest children are the first born, they get all the attention from their mothers when
they are born. At this stage of their existence they have no competitors, so they get priority
of attention at all times. However, when the second baby is born, the mother will normally
give the new born baby the priority of attention. If the elder child tries to compete, the new
born baby can normally win its mother's priority of attention because new born babies have
much stronger visual and vocal stimuli than older children.
In these circumstances, the first reaction of the elder child is to regress. This means that
they will try to gain the priority of attention by behaving in baby-like manner. For example,
they will cry, scream, and throw terrible temper tantrums to try to gain priority of attention.
However, if the mother is normal, these antics will fail, and the mother may send the child
out of the house, or banish it to a separate room. There, the elder child will normally cry,
sulk, and exhibit signs of rejection.
In due course, these children normally develop 'withdrawal' symptoms, such as rocking,
daydreaming, and the creation of imaginary friends. This is relatively harmless, and
providing these children are not totally rejected by their parents, they will develop into
quiet, introverted, but responsible juveniles.
However, such elder children retain a preconscious desire to return to the times when they
were the centre of attention. As a result, they tend to create 'dream worlds' where they are
the most important people, who are praised by everybody.
The eldest child's continual desire to become the centre point of parental attention, leads it
to attempt to convert the real world into the child's own 'dream world'. To the child, the
dream world is always perfect a place where anything is possible. By contrast, there is
always something wrong with the real world -- and therefore the real world can always be
improved.
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This would not be the attitude of anybody in a hunter-gatherer tribe. They would accept the
real world as it is, and try to survive within the constraints of the natural order. However,
the hunter-gatherer tribes only have L. B. I. broods of young. As a result, their elder
children do not have to compete for their mother's attention until they are at least four
years old, by which time they are mature enough to accept a rival with equanimity.
In this regard, when the mother of a L. B. I brood gives birth to a younger baby, the elder
child will already be spending most of its time playing with other infants, or juveniles. As a
result, the elder children in a L. B. I. brood do not feel rejected, and do not undergo any
long term psychological reaction. Thus, they accept the real world as a normal reality.
In terms of cultural evolution, the psychological effects on the elder children of the hominid
S.B.I. broods are sufficiently important to warrant a separate designation for such people.
Thus, where the elder children have actually undergone a psychological reaction, the author
classifies them as 'Knowledge Seekers' .
Furthermore, as all children are originally either Individual Response Seekers, or Public
Response Seekers, depending upon whether they were reared by a Single adult in privacy,
or in a multi-adult environment: the 'Knowledge Seekers' may be either Individual
Knowledge Seekers, or Public Knowledge Seekers.
In this context, the Individual Knowledge Seekers have a desire to improve the real world
on behalf of an individual, while the Public Knowledge Seekers have a desire to improve the
real world on behalf of everybody.
Improve the real world
The Knowledge-Seekers are strongly motivated by their psychological reaction. However,
because the reaction takes place when they are still in their infancy, the motivation is a
preconscious one which the Knowledge-Seekers are unaware of. Nevertheless, they are
always looking for ways to "improve" the real world.
As a result, if anybody complains about any problems, the Knowledge-Seekers will dream
about imaginary improvements which could resolve the problems. Then they will try to
invent new ways of doing things to resolve the perceived imperfections of the real world.
It should be noted that the dream-worlds of the Knowledge-Seekers are very personal,
idiosyncratic perceptions. Thus, for anyone other than the Knowledge-seeker, the
dream-world may be perceived to be far worse than the real world. Furthermore, many of
the Knowledge-Seeker's inventions will ultimately prove hopelessly impractical.
However, the Knowledge-Seekers tend to be persistent, and if any of their improvements
are genuinely helpful, their inventions may be adopted by the rest of the community.
All modern human communities tend to be dominated by Public Response Seekers, as the
latter usually form the popular majority in all communities. In addition, the Public Response
Seekers invariably become the leaders of Government, Religion, the Armed Forces, Industry
and Commerce. In this context, their social skills enable them to manipulate large numbers
of people, and accede to the highest positions in society.
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As these people have not undergone any psychological reactions, they tend to be extrovert,
confident and gregarious individuals, As infants, the Public Response Seekers gradually
learn which methods bring them the greatest and most consistent mass response. When
they determine the most appropriate methods, they tend to adhere to these throughout
their lives. As a result, all Public Response Seekers tend to be conservative.
In this context, the dominant Public Response Seekers tend to be fearful of any change in
their community's technological or social environment, as this could adversely affect their
ability to maintain a consistent social response - and thus their control of the community. As
a result, the Public Response Seekers tend to oppose any changes in technological, or social
systems.
In this regard, whenever the hominid S.B.I broods are reared in conditions which produce
Knowledge-Seekers, the latter are consistently at odds with the Public Response Seekers.
The Public Response Seekers are consistently trying to maintain the real world as it is, while
the Knowledge-Seekers are equally consistently trying to 'improve' it. However, as the
Public Response Seekers tend to be dominant at all levels of a communal hierarchy, most
communities tend to remain relatively unchanged - unless they are faced with extinction.
However, during epidemics of disease, or during wars, when the individual extinction rates
tend to increase, the inventions of the Knowledge-Seekers tend to be tried out.
This is because the individual's natural desire to survive will tempt people to try anything to
avoid death. For example in an epidemic, a dying individual will try a new cure - if the only
alternative is death. Likewise, if the armed forces are losing a war, the thought of
community extinction will encourage them to try out new weapons, or tactics.
In this regard, the pattern of cultural evolution is similar to the pattern of species evolution.
Thus there are long periods of stasis, when the extinction rate is low, which are inter
dispersed with short periods of rapid change when the extinction rates are high.
The evolution of the hominid Knowledge-Seekers represented the fifth major change in the
hominids' lifestyle. The Knowledge-Seekers contributed to the tremendous increase in the
rate of technological, and sociological development of the hominid communities.
In this context, the marginal agricultural societies in the upstream river environments would
be faced with many problems which could cause individual, or communal extinction. As a
result, the inventions of their Knowledge-Seekers were gradually adopted, and the marginal
tribes made rapid technological advances to solve their problems. In this regard, they
developed irrigation techniques, by terracing the hillsides; and flood control techniques
through the construction of embankments, and run-off pools.
Eventually, most of the upstream civilisations invaded the estuary civilisations, and formed
large, technically advanced agricultural empires. When the upstream societies moved into
the lowland territories, they took their animist religions and temples with them.
As a result, the temples of the Incas, Aztecs, Mayas and Egyptians, are all based upon the
step pyramid pattern, which symbolically recreates the mountain terraces and steep valley
sides of these peoples' original upstream environments.
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Shaving
The individuals on the periphery of the early civilisation tended to be raided by nomadic
hunter-gatherer tribes, and therefore developed a high degree of skill in personal combat.
As the attackers tended to be swift-moving bands of tribesmen, the farmers were forced to
develop relatively lightweight defensive equipment.
Furthermore, to prevent their enemies from achieving any advantage in hand-to-hand
fighting, they developed the practice of shaving their hair and beards. In some cases as in
China and Japan, the hair was tied above the head to form a topknot.
The elimination of the male beard enabled the males to use the negative facial triangle,
which is normally only available to the females. This allowed the marginal farmers to reduce
their normal level of personal antagonism, and co-operate to form relatively large armies of
disciplined soldiers.
Eventually, these soldier farmers took over the leadership of the agricultural societies,
where their improved levels of social interaction and control allowed them to create a
disciplined and stable empire.
As this improved level of community control depended upon the leaders' personal
interaction with the other dominant males in the community, these agricultural empires
created a high demand for shaving technology. However, the utilisation of the negative
facial triangle, by the males, created problems of manipulative control for the females.
As a result, the development of male shaving technology was paralleled by the evolution of
female cosmetics, and the utilisation of jewellery to improve the degree of female attraction
and control. In this regard, the females started to apply make-up to their eyes, cheeks and
lips to enhance their negative facial triangles.
They also used earrings. These helped to emphasise the horizontal line of the lips, as the
onlooker's eyes glanced from one earring to the other. The development of shaving
represented the sixth major change in hominids' lifestyle, and vastly improved the specie's
degree of social control and interaction.
These new personal requirements of the dominant males and females, led to the
development of extraction industries to mine obsidian, copper and tin. Obsidian is a glass
like material which was used for shaving, while copper and tin were used to make
bronze mirrors and knives.
There were similar developments in the use of dyes and ochres for cosmetics. When the
local sources of these items were fully utilised, the prospectors developed new sources
outside the empires. The precious minerals were transported by sea to the empires, and
this led to the development of sea trading communities.
These people were able to diffuse the agricultural empires' technological, and social
developments to the surrounding communities, and this led to the gradual spread of
civilisation.
The development of the Mediterranean civilisations of Crete, Phoenicia, Persia, Greece and
Rome, all followed the usual pattern of evolution. Thus all of these societies were
originally marginal tribes, which developed on the basis of sea trading. They all infused the
advanced ideas of the early agricultural empires into their own environments.
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As their soldiers developed lightweight fighting equipment, they learnt to shave, and this
allowed the development of relatively large and sophisticated civilisations. However, like the
mainstream species of plants and animals, these early mainstream civilisations combined an
excess of inbreeding with extreme conservatism. As a result, they were all eventually
reverse-colonised by the marginal subordinate variant tribes which existed on their borders.
Accidental Nature
There were some variations which indicate the accidental nature of evolution. For example,
the Hebrews, despite living in Egypt for over four hundred years, did not appear to have
appreciated the importance of shaving. Thus they could never develop, or sustain, a large
scale civilisation. Likewise, the Vikings, Goths and Vandals, who overcame the Western
Roman Empire, were as hirsute as the Hebrews. As a result, they could only form relatively
small tribal empires.
The major religions of the world are generally confined to certain geographical areas. This
implies that they are the cultural equivalents of geographically isolated species, which have
specifically adapted to localised environments.
The agricultural communities of China, Korea, Japan and India, developed sophisticated
civilisations whose religions were based upon the animism of the nomadic hunter-gatherer
tribes. Most of these religions comprised a mixture of pantheism and monotheism, which
helped to maintain a social system based upon a complementary hierarchy.
However, the tendency of the dominant females to overproduce sons led to an excess of
males in these communities. This excess tended to lead to banditry and civil wars, when the
surplus males were driven from their father's lands.
In this regard, the emergence of Buddhism helped to stabilise the situation. The Buddhist
'way of life' was acceptable to the existing religions because it did not bring any competitor
gods. In addition, the Buddhist monasteries helped to reduce the number of surplus males.
This resulted in a considerable reduction in the level of endemic crime and civil war. As a
result, the dominant females tended to support Buddhism because it helped to provide a
useful existence for their surplus sons, while indirectly helping their eldest sons to prosper
on their farms.
Judaism was the religion of the Hebrews. These people were a cattle herding tribe who
practised polygamy, and allowed the husbands to divorce their wives. This is essential in a
herding society, as the herds tend to attract predators. Thus the females tend to group
together for safety, and must be able to practice a polygamic mating system in order to
survive.
In addition, as the herds may be decimated by predators, or famines, the females must be
able to transfer to other more fortunate herdsmen in such circumstances. This allows the
burden of misfortune to be shared between kinsmen, who can share their families -providing each herdsman can get an easy divorce. In this regard, if a herdsman was unable
to get an easy divorce, his reduced stock would have to feed too many dependants -- and
they could all die of starvation.
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Christianity
When the Hebrews developed into an agricultural civilisation, their towns housed many
tradesmen and other professional people, who tended to move around the country from
town to town. As these townspeople were free from predation, the females did not have to
continue their polygamic mating system, and most townspeople became monogamous.
However, if a female married a travelling tradesman, merchant, soldier or priest etc., she
might have to move a long way from her parents. Furthermore, if such a female had some
children, and was then divorced, she might have a difficult and dangerous journey to return
to the safety and support of her parents. As a result, many of the townswomen felt very
insecure, because of the easy divorce which could be obtained under the old cattle-herding
laws of the Hebrews.
Thus when Jesus Christ started his new sect, he and his followers were supported by many
townswomen. This was because they approved of Christ's interpretation of the Bible, in
which he claimed that marriage should be indissoluble. Jesus Christ did not disapprove of
polygamy; but the early Christian Church quickly confirmed monogamy and indissoluble
marriage, as basic creeds of the Christian Religion.
As a result, the early Christian Church was supported by the wealthy wives of travelling
tradesmen, merchants and soldiers, and these women converted their husbands to the new
religion.
This pattern of religious conversion is perfectly normal, as the dominant females are
invariably able to manipulate the dominant males, in all mammal species.
The concept of monogamy and indissoluble marriage, also suited the wives of the arable
farmers in the subtropical and temperate regions of Europe. These people tended to live in
fortified towns and villages, and did not need a polygamic mating system.
Furthermore, under the Christian religion, the wives could not be divorced through a failure
to produce any sons. In addition, their surplus children could be sent to the Christian
monasteries or convents. As a result, the Christian religion gradually spread throughout the
agricultural areas.
The monotheistic aspects of the Judaic religion, which were inherited by the Christians,
made the administration of empires much easier and cheaper. In addition, it tended to
prevent the religious civil wars, which were a persistent feature of empires which had many
competing animist religions.
As a result, Christianity was eventually adopted by most of the agricultural empires in the
temperate regions of Europe. Nevertheless, Christianity was not successful in the
hunter-gatherer regions of North Europe, nor in any of the cattle herding regions of the
world.
Islam
When Muhammad transmogrified the Judaic and Christian Religions to establish Islam, he
emphasised the Hebrew Laws which allowed polygamy and easy divorce. As a result, the
herding communities of Africa, Asia and Europe could utilise a monotheistic religion to
establish large unified empires throughout the subtropical regions.
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However, Islam had no appeal for the agriculturists in Europe or Asia. As a result, it was
confined to the herding environments of the world. In this regard, polygamy and easy
divorce would not be attractive to the wives of the Christian farmers of Europe.
It should be noted that it is always the women who determine the hominid mating systems,
and they base their decision upon the requirements of life within each environment. This
effectively determines the success or failure of any religion.
In this context, it appears that the philosophical concepts of the world's religions count for
nothing -- if their laws on marriage and divorce make life untenable for the females. It
appears that the most successful religions are those which enable life to maintain its
optimum level, within any specific environment.
Judaism
The ability of women to convert their husbands to their own religion was demonstrated to
the Hebrews on many occasions. As a result, the Hebrew Patriarchs kept on inveighing
against the marriage of Hebrew males to foreign women. Eventually after a period of exile
in Babylon, where nearly 90% of the Hebrew males were converted to the Babylonian
religions by the indigenous women, the Judaic laws were changed -- in order to ban mixed
marriages. Thereafter, the Jewish religion was based upon ethnic isolation.
Schism
The Christian Catholic Church failed in England, when its leaders failed to annul a King's
marriage. As the continuation of the marriage could have led to a civil war, the English King
formed a Protestant Church of England. This is another typical example of how the
environment determines the religion.
The survival of the Christian Protestant Churches of North Europe implied that independent
religious behaviour was permitted by the Christian God. This led to the development of even
more independent Christian sects, which became known as nonconformist Protestants.
These nonconformist creeds were based upon the concept that individuals could worship in
an independent manner, and determine their own ideas of religious rectitude. As a result,
the children of these nonconformist adherents were reared upon the basis of independent
reasoning.
Basic systems of child rearing
In this context, it should be noted that there are two basic systems of child-rearing,
namely: the deterrent system of child-rearing; and the reasoning system of child-rearing.
The deterrent system of child-rearing is the system used by most mammals, where the
rules of survival within the specie's ecological niche are taught to the infants. In the Human
specie, the parents make up a series of rules of good behaviour. If the infant obeys the
rules, nothing happens. However, if the infant breaks the rules, it is punished.
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The deterrent system of child-rearing tends to reduce learning ability, because the infant is
generally not prepared to experiment on a trial and error basis. This is because if it makes
an error, it knows it will be punished. As a result, it tends to adopt a conservative, defensive
attitude to any new situation.
Furthermore, as parental punishment is only administered if the child is caught making a
mistake, a child may break the rules if it thinks it can escape detection. In adulthood, such
children may become criminals.
The reasoning system of child-rearing is also based upon a set of rules of good behaviour.
However, the child is provided with an intellectual framework to the rules, which explain
why the rules exist. Thus, the child learns to understand both why and how the present
systems of civilised behaviour came into existence.
In the reasoning system of child-rearing, if the child obeys the rules, it is praised. If
however it breaks the rules, it is restrained - but not punished.
Thus the reasoning system of child-rearing tends to encourage the process of learning by
trial and error, as the child knows that if it makes a mistake, it will not be punished -although it will be restrained. However, the child also knows that its success will be
rewarded with praise, and this creates an incentive for more learning. As a result, these
children tend to do much better in school, and usually have better careers and lifestyles.
The evolution of the non-conformist Protestant, reasoning system of child-rearing was the
seventh major change in the hominids' lifestyle. It led to the Agricultural and Industrial
Revolutions of North Europe and North America. In political terms, it is the basis of
democratic systems of government, and the concept of an independent judiciary.
In the late 20th Century, most children are still reared mainly by the deterrent system of
child rearing. Thus most countries are governed according to the rule of fear, and most
political systems are based upon the concept of hierarchical dictatorship.
However, where a proportion of children are reared by the reasoning system, government is
usually practised by a mixture of fear and reasoning, and these political systems tend to
produce an alternating elected hierarchical dictatorship, (i.e., pluralistic multiparty
democracy).
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Relativistic Reversals

What regular sided solid can be divided into
two equal halves, in such a way, that each half
is exactly the same shape, and exactly the
same size, as the original solid.

Perceiving the truth
This chapter illustrates the concept of relativistic reversals. Thus, from a Universal
perspective, there may be many ways of perceiving the truth, just as there are many
different languages and forms of writing.
This contrasts with the conventions of Philosophy, Religion and Science, which tend to
portray perceived phenomena according to a single agreed convention. Thus the intellectual
models of human societies tend to be positive, or negative, rather than positive and
negative.
For example, the solar system is portrayed on the basis of a stationary Sun, which is circled
by a number of planets which travel elliptical orbits around the Sun. Likewise, the Moon is
portrayed as a satellite which travels an elliptical orbit around a stationary Earth.
However, according to the Astronomers’ galactic model, the Sun is not stationary and nor is
the Earth. Thus, according to this model, the orbits of the Earth's Moon, and the Sun's
planets, cannot be elliptical.
In this regard, the "bulls-eye" model of the Solar system might be called a Centrist
Relativistic model, as it relates to the Sun as its central datum point. However, there is an
alternative model which uses the centre of the universe as a datum point. This model might
be called a Linear Dynamic model, as it portrays the motion of the Earth's Moon, and the
Sun's planets, in relation to the rest of the Universe. (See Figure 8).
In this model, the orbits of the Earth's Moon, and the Sun's planets, are perceived as waves
rather than ellipses.
In this context, it should be noted that one of the puzzles of ancient astronomy was to
explain why the Sun's planets accelerate at some parts of their orbits, and decelerate at
other parts. This is a baffling phenomena when considered on the basis of the "bulls-eye"
model of the Solar system. There is no obvious cause of the planetary acceleration, or
deceleration.
However, when examining the paths of the planets on the Linear Dynamic model it becomes
immediately obvious that the cause of the planetary acceleration and deceleration is
gravity.
Thus, when the planets are overtaken by the Sun, they accelerate to catch up with the Sun,
whereupon their momentum causes them to overtake the Sun. At this point, the force of
gravity pushes them back towards the Sun. As a result, the planets decelerate, whereupon
the Sun overtakes them again.
(See the Moon - Earth 'leapfrogging' in Figure 8).
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It must be emphasised that the Linear Dynamic model of planetary motion is an alternative
to the Centrist Relativistic 'bulls-eye' model, and not a replacement. Two, or more models
are better than one. Truth may be universal, but the Universe is isotropic.
Anomalous
The current Big Bang theory of Universal Evolution is another example of cyclopean
scientific convention. In many ways it is an anomalous theory. Thus, it might be expected
that the explosive dispersion of the primeval atom would became the normal behaviour of
all the universal particles.
This would imply that most of the galaxies, stars, planets, moons, comets, molecules and
atoms, would regularly explode in the manner of novas, or supernovas. However, these
phenomena are rarely observed.
In this regard, if the Universe was originally composed of very small particles, which had
condensed in the outermost parts of the Universe; the same pattern of diverging,
condensations of galaxies would still be observed. In this context, a reversal of current
cosmological theory should not be regarded as an alternative, but as an addition. Single
models only allow single sets of answers, but they may obscure more than they reveal.
Modern cosmological and particle theories are very dependent upon accurate measurement
of phenomena which may be transient in nature. Furthermore, as the instruments of
measurement are subject to a process of continual refinement, current scientific theories
may be equally transient.
For example, in 1911 Albert Einstein predicted that if a ray of light grazed the surface of the
Sun, the ray of light would be deflected by gravity. Einstein originally calculated
a deflection of 0.83 seconds of arc, but he later changed this to 1.7 seconds of arc. In 1919,
this prediction was duly confirmed by the British astronomer, Sir Arthur Eddington.
However, in 1919 Astronomers were unaware that the Sun had an atmosphere. Therefore,
Sir Arthur Eddington could not have made any allowance for the degree of refraction due to
the solar atmosphere. Curiously, Sir Arthur Eddington's measurements still confirmed the
predictions of Einstein. Furthermore, although the refractive index of the Solar atmosphere
has been accurately measured, all subsequent observations of rays of light which graze the
surface of the Sun, have confirmed Einstein's prediction. This implies that either the solar
refraction, or the astronomical data, is self compensating.
Evolution of the Solar System
A further example of anomalous astronomy concerns the theories of planetary evolution. In
this regard, recent space flights by unmanned spacecraft have shown many of the outer
planets of the Solar system to be very different from the early predictions made by
Astronomers.
For example, these planets were supposed to be very cold, and volcanically inactive.
However, the spacecraft data has shown that many of these planets are relatively hot, and
volcanically active. In addition, many of the planetary moons lack the compositional
uniformity which had been predicted.
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This situation illustrates the advantages of maintaining additional alternative models of
planetary formation. In this context, it may be noted that Pierre Laplace, an 18th century
French Mathematician, suggested that the planets coalesced from a series of shells which
were thrown off from the Sun as it contracted from a proto-stellar cloud.
This model does not fit current models of stellar evolution very well, and it would not
explain any of the planetary anomalies. However, if this hypothesis was reversed, it might
make a suitable addition to the Cold Gas Disc Theory of Planetary Formation.
In this regard, if the proto-stellar cloud contained the same proportion of elements which
are now found in the solar system (allowing for transmuted hydrogen in the Sun), the Sun
might be expected to have a similar core to that of the planets.
As a result, the newly-formed Sun would have a core of thermally resistant metals, which
would give the Sun a magnetic field. Furthermore, this magnetic field would tend to
compress the remains of the proto-stellar cloud into a rotating disc of proto-planetary
material.
This rotating disc would be compressed towards the newly-formed Sun by gravity, but this
inward movement would be counteracted by the outward flow of solar energy. As a result,
the disc would become wedge shaped, with the thin edge nearer the Sun.
However, as gravitational pressure increased the concentration of proto-planetary material
within the disc, the first proto-planets would form near the inner edge of the disc.
Eventually, the largest proto-planet would grow to such a size that its surface would be
exposed to the full force of solar thermal pressure. As a result, the heat and light of the
newly-formed Sun would push the first planet away from the inner edge of the disc.
As the first planet (and its satellites) drifted away from the Sun, they would attract more
planetary material from the middle and outer regions of the rotating proto-planetary disc.
This material would coalesce on the outer surfaces of the planet and its satellites, and would
increase their overall size. As a result, the planet would accelerate outwards. in a series of
giant spirals until it reached an equilibrium orbit, where the force of gravity was exactly
balanced by the thermal pressure of the Sun.
Thus: on the basis of this Reversal Model of Planetary Evolution, the first planets which
formed in the solar system, would have been the present-day outer planets, such as Pluto,
Neptune and Uranus.
On the basis of this planetary model, the Earth would have been formed on the inner edge
of the rotating disc - after most of the proto-planetary material had been used up by the
outer and middle planets.
In this period of late planetary formation, most of the lighter elements would have been
blown away from the inner edge of the proto-planetary disc by the solar energy. As a result,
the inner planets would be composed of relatively massive elements.
However, as the Earth and its Moon drifted out towards their collective equilibrium orbit,
they would attract some of the remaining lighter elements from the middle of the
proto-planetary disc. In this regard, much of this outer coating of lighter elements would be
evaporated from the Earth's surface by its planetary heating. However, the Moon's smaller
mass would create less planetary heating, and this would enable the Moon to retain most of
these lighter elements.
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When the Earth and Moon reached their collective equilibrium orbit, their momentum would
ensure that they would continue to spiral out beyond this orbit. This would result in the
Earth's first global cool period. When the Earth ceased its outward progress, it would
gradually spiral back in towards the Sun, although it would again overshoot its equilibrium
orbit. This would lead to a period of global warming.
In this regard, it should be noted that the Earth's kinetic energy would be relatively large,
when compared to the marginal differences between the solar thermal and gravitational
pressures at the equilibrium orbit. As a result, the Earth and Moon would keep overshooting
the equilibrium orbit.
However, the oscillations beyond, and within the equilibrium orbit would gradually reduce in
terms of both duration and frequency, as the Earth and Moon got closer and closer to their
equilibrium position. The oscillations predicted by this Reversal Model could explain the
alternations of warm and cold periods in the Earth' s history.
(See Figure 7).
White Hair
Another form of reversal concerns the evolutionary development of baldness and white hair,
in the Human specie. In this regard, although the current Synthetic Neo-Darwinian
Theory of Evolution implies that all natural selection is made on the basis of individual
advantage, or disadvantage; there are some occasions which suggest that evolution creates
disadvantages in some individuals, to improve the advantage of other individuals.
Thus most people tend to become either white haired, or bald when they are old. It is
proposed that this adaption evolved to enable predators to identify old people, when the old
people were part of a group of hominids containing nursing females and their young.
Normally, the latter would be vulnerable to predation, although they would probably be
protected by the dominant males.
However, if the predators were able to identify the old people, they would be more likely to
attack and kill such people, as the old individuals would be relatively infirm and
unprotected. This would clearly be to the advantage of the hominid specie, although not to
the individual advantage of the old people themselves.
If this proposition was correct, the selection by predators would be greatest where the
colour differential was the most obvious, and the smallest where there was virtually no
differential. In this context, there is little visible difference between a young adult with
blond hair and an old adult with white hair. Likewise there is little visible difference between
a young adult with red hair and an old adult with a sun-tanned bald head. As a result, the
predatory attacks on red haired, or blond haired people would tend to be the same
regardless of the age of the individual.
By contrast, the people with dark hair would have a distinct colour differential regardless
whether the old people were identified by baldness, or white hair. As a result, except in
environments with a predominately white or russet background, the proposition would
suggest that dark haired people should be much more common than people with blond, or
red hair. This completely accords with the facts, although it conflicts with evolutionary
theory.
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Perhaps the proposition is wrong. Maybe there are other explanations for the relative rarity
of blond, or red haired individuals. Perhaps the fact that people tend to go bald, or become
white haired when they are old, is an evolutionary irrelevance. Alternatively, if the
proposition is perceived to be correct, perhaps evolutionary science will permit a theoretical
addition, if not a reversal.
Evolution of specie
In this context, reversals may not be common in the evolution of Science, but they do seem
to abound in the evolution of species. This may be illustrated by a hypothetical account of
the evolution of amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. In this regard, it should be noted
that the current theories of animal evolution are based entirely on the evolution of animal
structure, as only the structure of an animal actually fossilises.
However, as animals are composed of flesh as well as bones, their evolution may be more
complex than their fossils imply.
Amphibians
Thus, it is proposed that amphibians evolved from fish in the Palaeozoic era's Devonian
Period (350 - 400 million years B.P.)
In this context, the oceanic and freshwater fish would be most abundant and varied in the
equatorial regions of the Earth. As a result, the intense competition would force the
marginal subordinate variants to follow the normal evolutionary paths from the equator to
the poles. In the case of the freshwater specie, the marginal variants would be forced into
higher altitudes, in the equatorial regions.
At each successive increase in altitude, the waterfalls would become higher, and the volume
and temperature of the water would decrease. In this regard, the increase in the height of
the waterfalls would lead to a consequential increase in the oxygenation of the water. In
addition, the greater flow rate of the mountain streams would tend to increase the rate of
gaseous diffusion through the gills of the fish.
As a result, when the marginal variant fish were forced into the high mountain streams,
they would tend to stop pumping water over their gills by opening and closing their mouths.
Instead, they would tend to keep their mouths closed, and allow the oxygen to diffuse into
their bloodstream, via their skins.
In the swiftly moving water of the mountain streams, these variants could reduce their
expenditure of energy due to continual swimming, by using their fins to anchor themselves
to the bed of the streams.
However, the decrease in water temperature would require a change in their
surface-to-volume ratio to reduce energy losses. As a result, the variants would become
relatively round and short. It is proposed that these mountain variants would eventually
become primitive transitional amphibians, which would remain aquatic. They would lose
their gills, and breathe entirely through their skin.
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When these mountain stream transitional amphibians had completed their physiological
adaptations, they would force their weaker subordinate variants out of their high altitude
habitat. As a result, their marginal variants would be forced down to the lower altitudes,
where the water temperature would be higher, and the degree of water oxygenation lower.
These marginal variants could combat the reduced oxygenation by exposing themselves
directly to the air. This exposure of their skins would also lead to latent cooling, which would
obviate the need for any change in their surface-to-volume ratio. However, the need for
regular skin exposure would force them to remain in the shallow water near the edge of the
streams, where their fins would gradually adapt to the more viscous conditions of the
shoreline silt.
It is proposed that these variants would become the first true amphibians. This is an
example of an adaptive reversal, where marginal variants are forced to transfer from one
basic environment to another.
The colonisation of the shoreline territories would enable the primitive amphibians to
became a newt-like mainstream specie, which could survive temporarily out of the water.
These amphibians' subordinate variants would then be forced to the margins of the
amphibian territory, where they would have to adapt to an essentially terrestrial existence.
However, as the atmospheric temperature tends to be higher than the water temperature,
these variants would be forced to change their surface-to-volume ratio to dissipate their
body heat. As a result, they would evolve into long slim amphibians, like present-day
salamanders.
At sea level, these subordinate variants would form a new mainstream specie in the
equatorial wetlands. Then the process of marginal colonisation would continue, as the
wetland amphibians’ subordinate variants were forced to adapt to the peripheral
environments.
These equatorial lowland marginal variants could not return upstream, as these territories
would be occupied by existing amphibians. Thus they would be forced to adapt to the only
available neighbouring niche.
In the context of an amphibian environment, this would involve an adaption to a nocturnal
existence, where they could avoid direct competition with the existing mainstream specie.
This is another example of an evolutionary reversal. It is the simplest alternative, and would
involve the smallest number of evolutionary adaptations.
Nevertheless, as the atmospheric temperature is lower at night the marginal variants would
have to change their surface-to-volume ratio. This could be most easily achieved by the
elimination of their tails.
However, the lack of visibility which is inherent in a nocturnal niche, would lead to mating
problems, as the sexes would have to find each other by scent or touch. It is proposed that
the mating problem would be resolved through the development of a vocal mating call, and
that these marginal variants became the ancestors of the present-day frogs and toads.
It is further proposed that the competition for mates led to the development of large air
sacs, which became primitive lungs.
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Reptiles
When the nocturnal environment had been fully colonised in the equatorial lowlands, the
marginal subordinate variants of the nocturnal amphibians would be forced into higher
terrestrial altitudes. This would lead to a further reduction in the atmospheric temperature.
However, as the marginal variant's physiology was already short and round, it could not
adapt to the reduction in temperature by changing its surface-to-volume ratio. Instead, it
would have to reduce the permeability of its skin to prevent the transpiration of water - and
thereby reduce the degree of latent cooling.
This would reduce the amphibians ability to breath through their skin. However, the
mainstream specie's evolution of air sacs for nocturnal mating would have pre-adapted the
marginal variants for such a physiological development.
This adaption of the amphibian skin is another example of an evolutionary reversal, and
'parallels' the adaption of the high altitude fish variant's skin. It is proposed that these high
mountain nocturnal amphibian variants became the ancestors of the terrestrial reptiles.
The adaption of the amphibian skin to the high mountain conditions would pre adapt the
early reptiles to the conditions of the drier terrestrial environments. As a result, when the
subordinate variants of the high mountain reptiles were forced out of the mountain habitats,
they would be able to move down to the dry terrestrial lowlands.
However, as they moved into the lower altitudes, the atmospheric temperature would
increase, and the variants would have to adapt by changing their surface-to-volume ratio
through the development of long tails. It is proposed that these marginal variants became
the nocturnal ancestors of the geckoes and lizards.
At sea level, the new mainstream species would force their subordinate variants to adapt to
a new ecological niche. As the mainstream specie was still nocturnal, the variants could
transfer to a diurnal existence, where they would complement the mainstream specie. It will
be noted that this change was similar to that made by the frogs' ancestors, except that it
was in the opposite direction.
The switch to a diurnal existence would involve an increase in atmospheric temperature,
which would require a consequential change in the marginal variant's surface-to-volume
ratio. However, as the lowland nocturnal species had already developed long tails, the new
diurnal specie would have to increase the length of their necks, or legs.
In this context, the competition for mates would tend to lead to the development of visual
mating systems, as these would be more effective in the daylight. Some of the animals with
long necks would probably utilise this physiology to stimulate mating. It is proposed that
many of these animals became dinosaurs, some of which developed a bipedal physiology to
feed on the equatorial cycads (palm trees).
Eventually, some of these long-necked bipedal, subordinate variants would be forced into
the higher equatorial altitudes. This would be the only available terrestrial niche. There
would be existing nocturnal reptilian species at the higher altitudes, but the diurnal
terrestrial habitat would still be unoccupied.
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Birds
However, the move to higher altitudes would involve a decrease in atmospheric
temperature, which would require a consequential change in the marginal variants'
surface-to-volume ratio. As the specie individuals would be using their necks for mating,
this would restrict them to a reduction in their tails. However, as the specie were bipedal
they would need their long tails to maintain their balance.
Thus, as the case of their fish and amphibian predecessors, these marginal variants would
be forced to adapt their skin instead. It is hypothesised that this involved the development
of under skin fat, which would insulate the individuals against the cold.
In addition, the reptilian scales evolved into quills, which would further improve the
skin's insulation value, as these quills could trap air close to the individual's body. In
addition, the marginal variants could adapt to the thinner atmosphere through the
development of larger lungs.
When these mountain variants had colonised the high altitude habitats, the process of
marginal colonisation would continue. However, at this point, there would be only one
remaining alternative niche, namely the surface of the mountain lakes. The partial
immersion in water would involve a further drop in temperature, and this would precipitate
the reduction of the marginal variant specie's tail.
This would only be possible if the specie became a wading/swimming creature, with a very
thin neck and legs. The specie's body fat would enable it to float, and it could feed on the
plants and animals of the lake periphery. However, it could not lay its eggs in the water, so
these would have to be secured in the shoreline vegetation.
In this context, if the eggs were laid within a surface nest, they would be exposed to
predators, and the specie's survival would depend upon the eggs degree of protective
camouflage. Alternatively, the adults could protect their eggs by distracting potential
predators.
In this regard, as the eyes of predators are generally adapted to discern movement, the
adult protection of the eggs could be best achieved by the maximisation of physical activity.
As a result, the animals which created the greatest movement to draw the predators away
from their nest would be the most successful.
In this context, the only movement which a bipedal creature could make, apart from
running, would be to wave its front limbs. However, in order to maintain its balance, such a
creature would have to move its forelimbs in unison. This distraction could be further
improved through the development of variegated quills. As a result, it is proposed that the
high mountain water dinosaurs would evolve into high mountain water birds.
These first primitive birds would be unable to fly, although their feathers would gradually
develop - as an improved means of distracting predators. The smaller individuals would be
forced into the worst nesting sites, where predation rates would be the highest. As a result,
their survival would depend upon their success in distracting predators.
In this context, if the male and female individuals co-ordinated their distraction display, this
would further improve the survival of the specie. This could be achieved if the male and
female individuals distracted predators on a series basis.
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For example, if the male water bird moved away from the nest first, the predator would be
temporarily distracted by this movement, This initial distraction display by the male
would give the female a chance to settle motionless on her nest, where her camouflage
would prevent the predator from perceiving her. However, if the predator failed to follow the
male, the female could still move at the last instant, as a final attempt to distract the
predator.
This form of co-ordinated protection could be further improved if the female was well
camouflaged, while the male was brightly coloured. It is proposed that this is the reason for
the colour differential which is perceived in many waterfowl and game birds. In many of
these specie the male exhibits a degree of physical behaviour, and variation of feather
pattern or colour, which maximises its distraction value. Furthermore, at the approach of
predators, it is always the male which flies away first - often with a loud squawking or
screeching.
It is further proposed that these predator distraction displays would eventually lead to the
development of flight, as the water birds would be able to land in the water without
sustaining any physiological damage. In addition, as the evolution of rapid takeoffs would
improve the birds' distraction value, these water birds would eventually develop an ability to
takeoff and land safely on dry land.
Penguins
After the development of the high altitude bird species, their subordinate marginal variants
would be forced to adapt to the lower altitudes. In this regard, as the terrestrial niches
would be fully occupied by the existing reptiles, these water birds would have to proceed
down the mountain streams and rivers. When they reached sea level they would colonise
the coastal regions and uninhabited oceanic islands.
As the water birds descended to the lower altitudes, there would be an increase in the
temperature of the atmosphere and water, which would require a consequential increase in
their surface-to-volume ratio.
However, as they already had relatively long necks and legs, they could only achieve this by
increasing the length of their tail, or by reducing their overall body size. The only alternative
to this physiological change was to move to cooler latitudes. It appears that all three
alternatives were adopted by the marginal variants, with the larger birds moving to the
higher latitudes.
Some of the sea birds became amphibious, using oil from their sebaceous glands to help
waterproof their feathers. Eventually, the marginal variants adapted to the polar regions
where their body fat enabled them to survive the extreme cold.
In this regard, the ancestors of the Penguin species changed their surface-to-volume ratio
to minimise temperature losses in the polar environments. Thus they acquired a very
compact physiology with short legs, neck and tail. Furthermore, to prevent their eggs from
freezing they incubated the egg in a brood pouch. When their young were born, the adults
fed them partly on the feather oil which was produced by the species' sebaceous glands.
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Monotremes
When the ancestors of the Penguins had colonised the polar regions, their marginal
subordinate variants had to seek an alternative ecological niche In this context, all the
diurnal niches, from the equator to the poles, were already occupied by existing species of
birds. In addition, all the nocturnal niches, from the equator to the warm temperate
regions, were occupied by the reptiles. Thus the only alternative environments were the
nocturnal niches in the cool temperate and polar regions.
In this context, it is proposed that the nocturnal polar environments were too cold for the
marginal variants, so they were forced to colonise the nocturnal temperate environments.
Nevertheless, the transfer to a nocturnal niche would mean adapting to a lower
temperature. In this regard, as the ancestors of the Penguin specie had already minimised
its surface-to-volume ratio, the marginal variants would be forced to adapt to the reduction
in temperature by improving the insulation value of their skin. As a result, it is hypothesised
that they developed a dense coat of fur.
In this context, it is instructive to note the parallels of this evolutionary adaption with that
of the high altitude amphibians and reptiles. Each has a predecessor mainstream specie
which had already minimised its surface-to-volume ratio. As a result, each had to adapt its
skin instead. Thus the mountain amphibian became a reptile, and the mountain reptile
became a bird. In a similar manner, the high latitude bird became a (monotreme) mammal.
Marsupials
As the monotremes had colonised the last available terrestrial environments, their marginal
subordinate variants were forced to adapt to habitats which were already occupied by birds,
reptiles or amphibians. However, as the variants were not as well adapted to any specific
environment as their competitors, they could only occupy an existing species' niche on a
temporary basis.
This meant that the variants were unable to establish a permanent nest for their eggs. As a
result, the marginal variants developed into primitive marsupials, who could transport their
young after birth.
As the marsupials were unable to remain permanently in any habitat, they gradually spread
throughout the temperate, subtropical and equatorial regions. Eventually, their marginal
variants were forced into the high altitude regions, which resulted in a decrease of
environmental temperature.
In this regard, although the adults were well adapted for low temperatures, their marsupial
young had no effective insulation at birth. As a result, there was an evolutionary advantage
accruing to individuals with a longer placental maturation period. This would allow the birth
of a relatively large infant, which would therefore have a reduced surface-to-volume ratio,
and could survive the cold conditions. It is proposed that these variants became the
placental mammals.
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Global Cooling
It should be noted that during the evolution of the amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals, the Earth continued to alternate from global warm periods to global cold periods.
Furthermore, when the temperature dropped in the periods of global cooling, large amounts
of water solidified as ice in the polar regions. This caused a reduction in the oceanic
volumes, and a consequential increase in their relative salinity. In addition, the drop in the
level of the seas caused a corresponding fall in the terrestrial water table.
As a result, in a period of global cooling at the end of the Palaeozoic era, large numbers of
terrestrial and marine species became extinct, The oceanic survivors were the species which
were pre-adapted either to cold water, or to relatively salty conditions. These included polar
and deep water species of marine animals and plants, as well as estuarine species.
In the terrestrial environments, the cold-adapted, or salt-adapted plants survived, but many
equatorial species died. Likewise, most of the large terrestrial amphibians
became extinct, although the reptiles’ pre-adaption to dry conditions enabled them to
survive.
These mass extinctions of the Permian period were followed by the process of reverse
colonisation, as the cold-adapted conifers, and salt-adapted coastal plants, became the new
mainstream plant species in the equatorial regions. Some of the salt-adapted species
developed into cycads (palm trees), and many of these plants became the chief source of
food for the Dinosaurs.
In the Cretaceous period (65 - 135 million B.P.) another global reduction in temperature
led to a consequential drop in the sea levels. This again led to a substantial fall in the
terrestrial water table, and an increase in marine and freshwater salinity.
Those cycads which were pre-adapted to salty condition, such as the Date and Coconut
Palms, were able to survive by moving inland from the coast, to the less salty estuarine
conditions. However, the mainstream terrestrial Cycads gradually died out, when their roots
could no longer reach the declining terrestrial water table.
This caused the steady contraction of the inland Cycad population, and increasing
competition between their Dinosaur consumers. It appears that the Dinosaurs eventually
overgrazed the Cycads to such a degree that both the plants and the Dinosaurs became
extinct.
This was followed by another period of reverse colonisation, as various fruit bearing and
flowering trees developed in place of the extinct Cycads. These plants spread rapidly, as
they were cross pollinated by the insects, and their seeds were scattered by the birds.
This complementary expansion of the deciduous flowering trees was coupled with a similar
expansion of the various mammal species. These colonised the mainstream habitats of the
newly extinct reptiles and dinisaurs -- in both the terrestrial and marine environments.
It should be noted that this proposition on the evolution of amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals, is quite different from the current theories, which are based upon the evolution
of animal structures.
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In this context, the present theory states that quadrupedal reptiles evolved directly into
quadrupedal mammals. In terms of animal structure, this theory is well supported by fossil
evidence.
However, in terms of total animal physiology and behaviour, it is possible that the
quadrupedal reptiles may have suffered an occasional reverse.
Basic Systems of Behaviour
The basic systems of behaviour represent another relativistic reversal. As previously
described, the external system of plant and animal behaviour evolved first. This system is
based upon the principle of competitive division, and leads to the consumptive activities of
living organisms.
It also leads to an alternating cycle of war and peace. This affects virtually all forms of
cellular life, although direct physical assault is the exception rather than the rule.
Most plant specie kill other members of the same specie through a process of siege warfare.
By utilising most of the available sources of water, minerals and light, the dominant
individuals cause the death of subordinates. In animal specie, the dominant individuals
occupy the optimum territories, and drive the subordinates into the margins. Here the lack
of food leads to death through disease or predation.
However, in many carnivorous specie of mammals, the dominant individuals actively kill
their rivals to gain the optimum territory. Studies have shown that in the Lion specie about
a third of lions are killed by other lions.
The internal system of plant and animal behaviour appears to have evolved as a form of
defence against consumptive action. This system is based upon the principle of
complimentary union, and applies to the inner workings of the cells; as well as the
interrelationship of the organs of multi-cellular organisms.
Alternating cycle of peace and war
The external system of behaviour affects the human specie in the same way as other
animals. This is reflected in our history, which shows that we have always had an
alternating cycle of peace and war. This is quite natural and normal, and will continue for
the foreseeable future.
In theory, the human specie could switch its intra specie relationships (i.e. relationships
within the specie), from the external system to the internal system - by means of cultural
evolution.
If this ever took place, there would be perpetual peace within the human specie.
However, our inter specie relationships (i.e. relationships between our specie and other
specie), would continue to be governed by the external system.
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Changes in individual and social behaviour
For the cultural evolution of the human specie’s intra specie relationships to occur, there
would have to be a number changes in individual and social behaviour.
In this context, all parents would have to rear their children wholly or mainly by the
reasoning system of child rearing. This is because the internal system of behaviour could
only be maintained by a reasoning society.
In addition, all governments would have to govern according to the principle of the internal
system, namely complimentary union. (Loosely translated this means that all political
parties would have to work together for the common good of the community. Likewise, all
countries would have to work together for the common good of the world.)
Finally, there would have to be a change in the personnel of government.
Under the external system of plant and animal behaviour, government in all communities is
carried out by dominant males and dominant females. This is quite normal and natural.
However, the internal system is based on the principle of power sharing. This is the normal
basis of cellular life, and the interrelationships of the organs of multicellular creatures. But
dominant males and females will not normally share power. They will do so under duress,
but will limit power sharing as much as possible.
For the internal system to work in government, the dominant males and females would
have to be replaced by mid ranking males and females - as these latter individuals are
natural power sharers. In addition to the replacement of elected dominant males and
females, the non elected bureaucratic dominant males and females would also have to be
replaced.
Of course, each generation will produce dominant males and females; but a reasoning
society would be able to persuade such people that they had no place in government.
It is reasonable to assume that there would be great resistance to a change to the internal
system of behaviour. Most parents (world-wide) rear their children according to the
deterrent system of child rearing, and would be unlikely to switch to the reasoning system
- without a considerable incentive. In addition, it is almost impossible to believe that the
dominant males and females currently in government, would give up their positions of
power.
Norms of evolution
For these reasons, it is extremely unlikely that the human specie will switch its intra specie
relations from the external system to the internal system, other than in accordance with the
norms of evolution.
As previously noted, changes of behaviour are invariably preceded by extinctions. In this
regard, as the change from the external system to the internal system would be involve a
global specie change of behaviour, such a large change would have to be preceded by mass
extinctions.
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In this context, a global nuclear war might kill enough people world-wide to convince
everybody that the time had come to switch behavioural systems. When war is finally seen
as a threat to the specie’s survival, the individual desire to survive will overcome the
conservatism of the human community, and the specie will switch systems.
Another relativistic reversal.
The structure of life
The last relativistic reversal concerns the structure of life. In this regard, it will be evident
that life comes in many forms. It exhibits an enormous range of shapes and sizes, and
reproduces itself consistently and continually.
Nevertheless, as it is produced and shaped by the environment, it ought to reflect the basic
simplicity of universal forces.
In this context, the simplest three dimensional structure is a three sided pyramid. This is
called a tetrahedron. It appears that such structures do not form typical mineral crystals.
This may be because they have an imbalance of electromagnetic forces, and this prevents a
stable structure.
Normal crystals grow through the deposition of atoms on their outer surfaces. Although
they all start off as microscopic atomic lattices, the crystals may eventually become large
enough to be seen with the naked eye.
However, although a tetrahedron cannot form a normal crystal, it is possible that a reversed
form of tetrahedron could develop in an aqueous solution. The result would be a very flimsy
and tenuous triakis tetrahedron. (See Figure 9.)
This reversed form of tetrahedron would have its growth surfaces on the inside, (the triakis
tetrahedron being hollow). As such, it would grow internally through the deposition of atoms
to its inner surfaces.
When the hollow interior of the triakis tetrahedron was full up, the resulting internal
structure would be that of a tetrahedron. However, because the tetrahedron is
electromagnetically unstable, this internal structure would force the external triakis
tetrahedron to reverse itself. This would allow the inner tetrahedron to escape and itself
reverse into a triakis tetrahedron. At this point, the original triakis tetrahedron would
undergo a second reversal to regain its former shape.
Self Replicating Molecule
As a result, this strange, reversed form of crystal could replicate itself as long as the
aqueous solution had a sufficient supply of atoms to provide the growth material. In this
way, the triakis tetrahedron could become the world’s first self-replicating molecule.
It is proposed that these bio-crystals were one the basic constituents of the Earth’s early
biosphere. Its ability to reproduce itself led to the development of billions and billions of
these flimsy structures. Eventually, one of these bio-crystals became attached to a primitive
version of the DNA molecule, and became the proverbial “tail that wagged the dog”.
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It should be noted that DNA is a chain molecule which is stable for most of its life. In
common with most other chain molecules it does not divide easily. However, when it does
divide, (just before cell division), it divides by means of a double reversal mechanism. This
is a very unusual method of division, but it is precisely the method of division used by the
triakis tetrahedron.
It is proposed that the conjunction of the triakis tetrahedron with DNA, forced the latter to
divide by means of a double reversal process. After the triakis tetrahedron had divided, the
new (ex internal) triakis tetrahedron pulled one of the double strands of DNA in one
direction, while the old triakis tetrahedron pulled the other DNA strand in the opposite
direction - with the result that DNA became two single strands of RNA. These then
replicated in the usual manner, until the triakis tetrahedrons forced another division.
This is pure speculation. However, it may noted that while ordinary crystals grow externally,
life grows internally. Is this another relativistic reversal?
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